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ABSTRACT 
 
Lakes and reservoirs are important resources that provide water for critical needs, such as 
drinking water, agriculture, recreation, fisheries, wildlife, and other uses. However, there is 
increasing concern that anthropogenic eutrophication threatens the usability of these natural 
resources.  Therefore, this research investigates these complex hydrologic ecosystems and 
recommends a methodology for monitoring the trophic state of lakes and reservoirs using remote 
sensing data.   
The Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality provided in situ data for seven 
Mississippi lakes including, Arkabutla, Bay Springs, Enid, Grenada, Okatibbee, Ross Barnett, 
and Sardis lakes.  This research explored the relationships between the Secchi depth (SD), 
chlorophyll-a (CHL), and total phosphorus (TP) in situ data and Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) spectral reflectance data. This was accomplished by deriving 
Carlson Trophic State Index values for each in situ measurements and using these TSI(SD), 
TSI(CHL), and TSI(TP) values to evaluate potential predictive methods.   
Simple linear regression was performed to quantify the strength of the relationships 
between the in situ data and MODIS surface reflectance values.  However, R-square values were 
too low and inconsistent to justify additional analyses.  Therefore, machine learning models from 
the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) software workbench were explored 
and tested.  Optimal predictive models and settings were investigated for two meta-learner 
classifiers, three Bayesian classifiers and three decision tree classifiers. 
  iii 
The Classification Via Regression yielded the best results when using large datasets, the 
all-but-one iteration setting, MODIS A1 individual bands as predictors, and TSI(SD) as targets.  
For this model and these settings, the percentages of correctly classified instances ranged from 
77.74% to 81.98% and kappa values ranged from 0.41 to 0.48. The percentage of correctly 
classified results by class class for TSI(SD) were 39.80% for hyperturbidity and 85.11% for 
turbidity.   
Overall, this research concludes that Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) satellite imagery can be used to effectively monitor Mississippi lakes and reservoirs.  
Additionally, machine learning models were determined to be a viable option for predicting 
water transparency measurements.  It is anticipated that water resource managers can adopt these 
research findings to complement conventional in situ lake monitoring methods.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Overview 
Lakes and reservoirs serve as important resources by providing water for a variety of 
crucial needs including drinking water, agriculture, recreation, fisheries, wildlife, and many other 
uses. Consequently, there is increasing concern that anthropogenic eutrophication threatens the 
usability of lakes and reservoirs. Unlike natural eutrophication, which occurs over the span of 
geologic time as a lake slowly fills with sediments, anthropogenic eutrophication refers to the 
accelerated, human-induced nutrient enrichment of a lake as a result of agricultural and industrial 
practices. The catalyst for anthropogenic eutrophication is an influx of excessive nutrients 
causing accelerated growth of algae and aquatic plants.  This shifting nutrient load results in a 
cycle of increased detritus, declining oxygen supplies, and decreasing water volume, potentially 
making the lake unsuitable for its full range of uses.  
As a result, consistent and reliable monitoring is an advisable precaution to preserve the 
usability of lakes and reservoirs.  However, current methods such as direct, in-situ measurements 
may not provide the necessary spatial or temporal coverage necessary to maintain comprehensive 
monitoring.  Thus, water resource managers continue to investigate alternative methods to 
facilitate the monitoring and protection of these natural resources.   With that in mind, this 
  2 
research uses remote sensing data as a less expensive, higher frequency monitoring option by 
using Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) spectral reflectance values to 
infer water transparency measurements and trophic state classification. 
Trophic state classification systems, first introduced in the 1920s, provide a common 
frame of reference to discuss lake health.  These early classification systems were highly 
complex and required extensive data collection.  Since then, however, trophic state classification 
has evolved to encompass a biomass-centric utility that provides a common vocabulary for 
discussing lake characteristics in terms of the factors directly impacting the usability of the 
water, often referred to as lake productivity and water quality (Carlson, 1977). 
Trophic state categories include oligotrophic, defined as low biomass (high water 
transparency); mesotrophic, defined as moderate biomass (moderate water transparency); 
eutrophic, defined as high biomass (low water transparency), and hypereutropic, defined as very 
high biomass (very low water transparency). The term eutrophication signifies an increase in 
biomass as a lake moves from an oligotrophic state to a eutrophic state.  The term 
oligotrophication refers to the decrease in biomass as a lake moves from a eutrophic state to an 
oligotrophic state.  
Trophic state is dynamic and may change seasonally or annually.  However, abrupt 
changes are generally due to anthropogenic fluctuations.  By conducting trophic state 
monitoring, one can ascertain the direction and rate of fluctuations, which indicates if there are 
anthropogenic stressors on the water body.  If satellite monitoring proves viable, higher 
frequency monitoring is possible, increasing the likelihood of early detection of abrupt changes 
in trophic state. 
  3 
Trophic state is estimated using water transparency measurements. In-situ water 
transparency measurements are determined by measuring the depth at which a Secchi Disk is no 
longer visible within the water column, more commonly known as Secchi Disk Transparency 
(SDT) or Secchi Depth (SD).  Water managers commonly use this method because the 
instrumentation is inexpensive and it is easy to train individuals to collect reliable and 
reproducible measurements.   Unfortunately, this method requires significant time and human 
resources, the data is not continuous throughout a water body, and it is difficult to collect 
simultaneous data over a large area.   
This project investigates the viability of using remote sensing data to complement current 
water monitoring methods.  This was investigated by correlating SD measurements with 
remotely sensed spectral surface reflectance values band ratios, and vegetation indexes. 
Specifically, water transparency measurements were correlated with MODIS.  Satellite imagery 
from November 2002 to September 2004, and May 2009 to November 2011 was selected to 
coincide with existing transparency measurements and nutrient data collected by the Mississippi 
Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ).  
Analytic methods including simple linear regression and machine learning models were 
used to quantify the empirical relationships and permit the derivation of satellite-based water 
transparency values.  It is recommended that water resource managers consider this image-based, 
trophic state classification system to complement current water transparency monitoring 
methods.  This research includes recommendations for operationalizing this research to conduct 
weekly monitoring of Mississippi lakes and reservoirs.  In addition, these methods could also be 
used to reduce and prioritize future in-situ data collection. 
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1.2 Objectives 
The goal of this research was to develop a methodology for the weekly monitoring of 
Mississippi lakes and reservoirs using remote sensing data. 
Specific objectives included: 
1) To determine lake characteristics and trophic state classifications for selected Mississippi 
lakes and reservoirs using in-situ nutrient data. 
2)  To develop methods for using remote sensing data to monitor water transparency. 
3) To evaluate the performance of machine learning models for predicting water transparency.   
4) To document procedures for water resource managers to use the developed methods for 
monitoring lakes in Mississippi.  
 
1.3  Study area 
The study focused on Mississippi lakes that comprise an area greater than 400 hectares 
(1000 acres).  The following lakes meet this criterion:  
• Arkabutla Lake 
• Bay Springs Lake 
• Enid Lake 
• Grenada Lake 
• Okatibbee Lake 
• Ross Barnett Reservoir 
• Sardis Lake 
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1.4  Research significance 
Lakes and reservoirs are important sources of water serving a variety of functions, 
including drinking water, agriculture, industry, wildlife habitats, and recreational areas. 
Anthropogenic eutrophication threatens the usability of lakes and reservoirs.  Therefore, 
Congress passed the Clean Lakes statute for the protection and monitoring of lakes and 
reservoirs (33 U.S.C. §1324).  Specifically, the code mandates that each state provide a biennial 
report on the eutrophic condition of all its publicly owned lakes.   
In an effort to comply with federal laws and protect our nation’s inland waters, scientists 
have explored optimal methods to monitor and classify lakes and reservoirs.   Traditional 
methods include collecting Secchi depth measurement and calculating Carlson Trophic State 
Index (TSI) values.  These methods are widely accepted because they permit a uniform and 
consistent means for researchers to conduct and compare water transparency measurement and 
classification.  Other researchers have investigated the merits of using satellite imagery to 
complement these traditional methods of trophic state monitoring.   
This project built on previous research by testing the viability of proven and new band 
combinations, band ratios, and vegetation indexes using MODIS data. This is the first known use 
of the WEKA model for remote sensing data comparison and water transparency monitoring. If 
operationalized, these methods would improve the areal coverage, reduce the costs and increase 
the frequency of water transparency monitoring.  Overall, it would complement current water 
monitoring methods and permit the ongoing determination of trophic state for lakes and 
reservoirs.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1  Mississippi Lakes and Reservoirs 
In 1927, the Lower Mississippi Valley suffered the worst flood in its recorded history 
leading to the death of 256 people, the loss of 130,000 homes and the displacement of over 
700,000 people.  This natural disaster prompted the enactment of the Flood Control Act of 1928, 
which authorized a comprehensive flood control program throughout the State of Mississippi.  
This Act funded the construction of multiple flood control and storm water management projects, 
including extensive levees and the construction of four Flood Damage Reduction reservoirs.   
The Flood Damage Reduction reservoirs were engineered along the Yazoo River Basin: 
Sardis (1940), on the Tallahatchie River; Arkabutla (1943), on the Coldwater River; Enid (1952), 
on the Yocona River; and Grenada (1954), on the Yalobusha River.  The Okatibbee Dam was 
constructed in 1968 as a flood prevention measure on the Okatibbee River.  The Ross Barnett 
Dam, on the Pearl River, was built as a consequence of the Mississippi Flood of 1979.  The 
Jamie Whitten Lock and Dam was built in 1983 along the Tennessee-Tombigbee waterway 
leading to the formation of the Bay Springs Lake.  Although its primary purpose is water transit, 
its secondary purpose is flood control.     
Reservoir management controls the water level to produce three standard reservoir pool 
volumes as required.  The recreational pool is the maximum storage level established during the 
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spring and summer.  The conservation pool is the normal storage volume established during the 
fall and winter to permit the storage of spring rains.  The flood control pool is used for flood 
control and storm water management and represents the maximum flood capacity of the 
reservoir.  The surface area of the lake is recorded for both the recreational pool (maximum 
surface area) and the conservation pool (normal surface area).   The drainage basin is the source 
area where surface water converges into the lake, representing the extent of area protected by the 
flood control infrastructure and management.  Table 2.1 provides a summary of the 
characteristics of study area lakes and reservoirs.  
 
Table 2.1. Characteristics of study area lakes and reservoirs (Lakes Online, 2013) 
 
 
Reservoirs also provide additional benefits such as a reserve of fresh water resources that 
have improved nearby drinking water access and agricultural output. They also provide 
recreational activities for millions of people including fishing, boating, swimming and hiking and 
biking on adjacent scenic trails.  Environmental scientists and resource managers focus on 
wildlife conservation, habitat management, forest management, and biodiversity preservation in 
the watershed.   This research provides a means of monitoring these lake resources in an effort to 
help preserve these multiple benefits. 
Lake characteristics Arkabutla Bay Springs Enid Grenada Okatibbee Ross Barnett Sardis
Year completed 1943 1983 1952 1954 1968 1979 1940
Dam Length (ft) 10,000 2,750 8,400 13,900 6,620 23,400 15,300
Max discharge (ft3/sec) 111,000 750,000 49,700 52,000 2,250 64 146,000
Max storage (ac-ft) 1,383,800 180,000 1,213,500 2,722,100 59,481 540,000 3,016,000
Max surface area (ac) 11,240 6,700 28,000 64,600 4,144 26,056 32,500
Normal storage (ac-ft) 31,500 180,000 57,600 85,700 46,538 341,000 108,000
Normal surface area (ac) 5,100 6,700 6,100 9,800 3,800 33,000 10,700
Drainage area (sq mi) 1,000 67 560 1,320 153 464 1,545
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2.1.1 Arkabutla Lake 
 
Arkabutla Dam was completed in 1943 as a flood control measure along the Coldwater 
River within the Yazoo River Basin.  It is located in Desoto County and protects Greenwood, 
Yazoo City, Belzoni, and other nearby communities (USACE, 2013).  The lake is within the 
Coldwater River hydrologic unit (HUC: 08030204), illustrated in figure 2.1 (USGS, 2013).  This 
hydrologic zone is 1,231,568 acres in size and the land use is predominantly agriculture (MDOT, 
2013). 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers manages the dam and the natural resources in the area 
(USACE, 2013).   The 2013 lake elavation ranged from 210 feet MSL for the conservation pool 
to 233 feet MSL for the recreational pool (Lakes Online, 2013). Figure 2.1 is a map of Arkabutla 
Lake, annotated with the in situ data collection sites.  Site 1 is located closest to the dam, site 2 is 
near Kelly’s Crossing and site 3 is near the confluence of the Hickahala and Coldwater rivers 
(MDEQ, 2013).  
 
 
Figure: 2.1. Map of Arkabutla Lake annotated with Hydrologic Unit Code (USGS, 2013). 
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Figure: 2.2. Map of Arkabutla Lake annotated with in situ data collection site locations. 
 
2.1.2  Bay Springs Lake 
The Jamie Whitten Lock and Dam created Bay Springs Lake in 1983.  This lock is one of 
ten locks in the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway, an artificial canal connecting the Tennessee 
and Tombigbee Rivers.  It is used primarily for transportation, however as the only deep water 
lake along this canal, it is also ideal for multiple recreational purposes (TTW, 2013).  The lake is 
within the Upper Tombigbee River hydrologic unit (HUC: 0316101), illustrated in figure 2.3 
(USGS, 2013).  The hydrologic zone is 1,061,560 acres in size and the land use is predominately 
agriculture (MDOT, 2013). 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers manages the Bay Spring lock and dam as well as the 
remaining infrastructure along the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway (USACE, 2013).  The 
average depth of the lake is 27 feet and the conservation pool and recreational pool are kept close 
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to the same size year round (Lakes Online, 2013).   The lock raises and lowers ship and barges 
84 feet (USGS, 2013). Figure 2.2 is a map of Bay Springs Lake, annotated with the in situ data 
collection sites. Site 1 is located closest to the lock and dam, site 2 is near the Piney Grove 
recreation area and site 3 is near the Tishomingo and the Crow’s Neck recreation area (MDEQ, 
2013).  
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Figure: 2.3. Map of Bay Springs Lake annotated with Hydrologic Unit Code (USGS, 2013). 
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Figure 2.4. Map of Bay Springs Lake annotated with in situ data collection site locations. 
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2.1.3  Enid Lake 
 
Enid Dam was completed in 1952 as a flood control measure along the Yocona River 
within the Yazoo River Basin.  It is located in Yalobusha County and protects Water Valley and 
other nearby communities.   It is managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  The Enid 
recreational area is over 44,000 acres in size and provides recreational opportunities for 1.7 
million visitors annually (USACE, 2013).  The lake is within the Yocona River hydrologic unit 
(HUC: 08030203), illustrated in figure 2.5 (USGS, 2013).   The hydrologic zone is 482,044 acres 
in size and the land use is predominately agriculture (MDOT, 2013). 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers manages the dam and the natural resources in the area 
(USACE, 2013).  The conservation pool is 230 feet MSL and the recreational pool is 268 MSL 
(Lakes Online, 2013).  Figure 2.6 is a map of Enid Lake, annotated with the in situ data 
collection sites.  Site 1 is located closest to the dam, site 2 is near Plum Point recreation area and 
site 3 is near the Water Valley Landing recreation area (MDEQ, 2013).  
 
Figure: 2.5. Map of Enid Lake annotated with Hydrologic Unit Code (USGS, 2013). 
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Figure 2.6. Map of Enid Lake annotated with in situ data collection site locations. 
 
2.1.4  Grenada Lake 
 
Grenada Dam was completed in 1954 along the Yalobusha River, also within the Yazoo 
River Basin.  It is located within Grenada County and it protects Coffeeville, the City of 
Grenada, and other nearby communities. The Grenada recreational area is over 90,427 acres in 
size and provides multi-purpose recreational opportunities (USACE, 2013).  The lake is within 
the Yalobusha River hydrologic unit (HUC: 08030205), illustrated in figure 2.7 (USGS, 2013).  
The hydrologic zone is 1,471,890 acres in size and the land use is predominately agriculture 
(MDOT, 2013). 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers manages the dam and the natural resources in the area 
(USACE, 2013).  The 2013 Grenada Lake’s lake elevation ranged from 193 feet MSL for the 
conservation pool to 218 feet MSL for the recreational pool (Lakes Online, 2013).  Figure 2.8 is 
a map of Grenada Lake, annotated with the in situ data collection sites.  Site 1 is located closest 
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to the dam, site 2 is near the Choctaw public use area and site 3 is near the Turkey Creek public 
use area (MDEQ, 2013).  
 
Figure: 2.7. Map of Grenada Lake annotated with Hydrologic Unit Code (USGS, 2013). 
 
 
Figure 2.8. Map of Grenada Lake annotated with in situ data collection site locations.
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2.1.5  Okatibbee Reservoir 
The Okatibbee reservoir was impounded in 1962 along the Okatibbee Creek within the 
Pascagoula River Basin. The reservoir is located in Lauderdale County and protects lands along 
the Okatibbee Reservoir and upper Chickasawhay River, including the City of Meridian.  The 
Okatibbee recreational area is over 11,000 acres in size and provides multi-purpose recreational 
opportunities (USACE, 2013).  The lake is within the Chunky River hydrologic unit (HUC: 
03170001), illustrated in figure 2.9 (USGS, 2013).  The hydrologic zone is 580,550 acres in size 
and the land use is predominately agriculture (MDOT, 2013). 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers manages the dam and the natural resources in the area 
(USACE, 2013).  The conservation pool elevation is 338 feet MSL and the recreational pool is 
346 feet MSL (Lakes Online, 2013).  Figure 2.10 is a map of Okatibbee Lake, annotated with the 
in situ data collection sites.  The lake is so small that there is only one in situ data collection site, 
site 1, which is located close to the dam (MDEQ, 2013).  
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Figure: 2.9. Map of Okatibbee Lake annotated with Hydrologic Unit Code (USGS, 2013). 
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Figure 2.10. Map of Okatibbee Lake annotated with in situ data collection site locations. 
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2.1.6  Ross Barnett Reservoir 
 The Ross Barnett Reservoir was designed following the Mississippi Flood of 
1979 that severely impacted the City of Jackson.  The reservoir is located on the Pearl River and 
is operated by the Pearl River Valley Water Supply District (PRVWSD).  The reservoir serves as 
one of the main water supplies for the City of Jackson. The Ross Barnett recreational area is over 
50,000 acres in size and provides recreational opportunities to over 2.5 million people annually 
(PRVWSD, 2013).  The lake is within the Pearl River hydrologic unit (HUC: 03180002), 
illustrated in figure 2.11 (USGS, 2013).  The hydrologic zone 1,267,299 acres in size and the 
land use is predominately agriculture (MDOT, 2013). 
The Pearl River Valley Water Supply District (2013) manages the dam and the natural 
resources in the area.  The average depth of the Ross Barnett reservoir is 12 feet with a 
conservation pool elevation of 296 feet MSL and a recreational pool elevation of 303 feet MSL 
(Lakes Online, 2013).  Figure 2.12 is a map of Ross Barnett Lake, annotated with the in situ data 
collection sites.  Site 1 is located closest to the dam, site 2 is near the Sand Hill recreation area 
and site 3 is near the Pearl River State Wildlife Management Area (MDEQ, 2013).  
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Figure: 2.11. Map of Ross Barnett Lake annotated with Hydrologic Unit Code (USGS, 2013). 
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Figure 2.12. Map of Ross Barnett Lake annotated with in situ data collection site locations. 
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2.1.7  Sardis Lake 
Sardis Dam was completed in 1940 on the Tallahachie River, within the Yazoo River 
Basin.  The dam is located in Panola County and protects Batesville, Oxford, Sardis and other 
nearby communities.  The Sardis Lake recreational area is over 98,000 acres in size and provides 
multi-purpose recreational opportunities (USACE, 2013).  The lake is within the Little 
Tallahatchie River hydrologic unit (HUC: 08030201), illustrated in figure 2.11 (USGS, 2013).  
The hydrologic zone 1,055,720 acres in size and the land use is predominately agriculture 
(MDOT, 2013). 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers manages the dam and the natural resources in the area 
(USACE, 2013).  The average depth of Sardis Lake is 20 feet with a conservation pool elevation 
of 237 feet MSL and a recreational pool elevation of 265 feet MSL (Lakes Online, 2013).  Figure 
2.12 is a map of Sardis Lake, annotated with the in situ data collection sites.  Site 1 is located 
closest to the dam, site 2 is near the Clear Creek Landing public use and site 3 is near Hurricane 
Landing public use area (MDEQ, 2013).  
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Figure 2.13. Map of Sardis Lake annotated with Hydrologic Unit Code (USGS, 2013). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.14. Map of Sardis Lake annotated with in situ data collection site locations. 
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2.2 In situ data measurement 
This research used in situ data measurements obtained from the Mississippi Department 
of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) to characterize the study area lakes and to determine the 
optimal method for water transparency prediction (MDEQ, 2013).  The measurement and 
prediction of water transparency is a critical task because light penetration is a primary 
contributor to the biological and ecological conditions within aquatic ecosystems. Additionally, 
other water characteristics, such as lake productivity and nutrient enrichment also provide 
valuable insights into lake ecosystems. 
The selected measurements used in this research included Secchi depth (SD), 
chlorophyll-a (CHL), and total phosphorus (TP).  Secchi depth, also known as Secchi disk 
transparency, is used to measure water transparency.  Chlorophyll-a is the green photosynthetic 
pigment present in plants and algae, and is used to measure lake productivity.  Total phosphorus 
is associated with nutrients that fuel productivity and is used to measure nutrient enrichment.  
Secchi depth (SD) measurement is the conventional method for quantifying water 
transparency.  Water transparency is comprised of two components: turbidity, attributed to 
suspended organic and inorganic material such as algae and silt; and true color, attributed to 
dissolved organic material (DOM) such as tannins and detritus.  Secchi depth measurement is 
accomplished using a patterned disk, known as a Secchi Disk, which has alternating quadrants of 
black and white.  The disk is lowered into the water column manually until a depth at which the 
disk is no longer visible; this depth is  recorded as the Secchi depth.  The Italian scientist, Pietro 
Angelo Secchi, developed this method in 1865. It is still used to this day, primarily due to its 
effectiveness and simplicity (Wetzel, 2001).  
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Chlorophyll-a (CHL) is the traditional measurement for lake productivity.  To accomplish 
the sampling, a water sample is taken using a method to represent the entire productivity of the 
entire water column. The Secchi depth guides researchers to choose sample depths, where light 
still penetrates and photosynthesis still occurs (Wetzel and Likens, 2000).  The water sample is 
filtered and the amount of algae and plant matter is quantified as an indication of lake 
productivity.  These measurements are less common among volunteer water monitoring 
programs because the final step requires taking the samples back to the laboratory for analysis.  
Total phosphorus (TP) is the standard measurement for nutrient enrichment due its role as 
a limiting factor for lake productivity.   It is typically found in lakes as either dissolved 
phosphorus or particulate phosphorus. Phosphorus can enter lakes through natural sources; 
however, anthropogenic sources from adjacent land use represent an increasing contribution.  
These sources can include fertilizer runoff, damaged septic systems, phosphorus laden 
detergents, ranch water products, and other harmful adjacent land use (NYC Environmental 
Protection, 2013).  These measurements are also less common among volunteer water 
monitoring programs because the water samples require laboratory analysis.  
 Each of these measurements can be used independently to determine a lake’s trophic state 
category, a standard classification system that summarizes lake characteristics.  The categories 
are often determined by using Secchi depth (SD), chlorophyll-a (CHL), or total phosphorus (TP) 
to calculate the Carlson Trophic State Index (TSI), an index used to classify the lake into one of 
four trophic state categories.     
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2.3 Trophic state categories 
Trophic state categories include oligotrophic, defined as low biomass (high water 
transparency); mesotrophic, defined as moderate biomass (moderate water transparency); 
eutrophic, defined as high biomass (low water transparency); and hypereutrophic, defined as 
very high biomass (very low water transparency).  Table 2.2 summarizes the characteristics of 
each trophic state. 
 
Table 2.2. Trophic State Characteristics 
 
 
The term eutrophication refers to the increase in biomass as a lake moves from an 
oligotrophic state to a eutrophic state.  In contrast, the term oligotrophication refers to the 
decrease in biomass as a lake moves from a eutrophic state to an oligotrophic state.   Monitoring 
the direction and rate of change of trophic state fluctuations provides insight into the stressors on 
the waterbody. 
In a natural environment, eutrophication is a uniform process that occurs over the span of 
geologic time as a lake slowly fills with sediments.  This process alters the trophic state of the 
lake by decreasing water volume, minimizing the oxygen supply, and shifting the nutrient load 
within the lake.  Accelerated eutrophication, due to anthropogenic activities, catalyzes an intense 
growth of algae and aquatic plants yielding similar lake changes at a much faster rate.  Figure 
2.15 illustrates physical lake characteristics for each trophic state category. 
TSI$values$<$40 TSI$values$40.50 TSI$values$50.70 TSI$values$>$70
High$water$transparency Moderate$water$transparency Low$water$transparency
<.....$Oligotrophication$.....$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.....$Eutrophication$.....>
Hypereutrophic$lake
Very$high$biomass
Very$low$transparency
Oligotrophic$lake Mesotrophic$lake Eutrophic$lake
Low$biomass Moderate$biomass High$biomass
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Figure 2.15. Physical lake characteristics for each trophic state, (EMB Engineering, 2008). 
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2.4  Trophic State Index (TSI) 
In the early 1970s, water resource managers and scientists lacked a uniform, quantitative 
classification system to measure trophic state.  The absence of a uniform system limited their 
ability to identify, classify, and compare trophic state in a meaningful, comprehensive manner.  
Instead, they relied on a subjective classification system that arbitrarily assigned qualitative 
terms such as, oligotrophic, mesotrophic, and eutrophic, to lake systems without quantifiable 
standards.  In the late 1970s, Carlson (1977) concisely summarized this issue, “[t]wo or three ill-
defined trophic states cannot meet contemporary demands for a sensitive, unambiguous 
classification system.”  
Moreover, Carlson presented a solution, now known as the Carlson Trophic State Index 
(TSI), which is a linear transformation of Secchi depth. The index was developed so that each 
doubling of biomass would correspond to an addition 10 TSI. Carlson emphasizes that “because 
of the reciprocal relationship between biomass concentration and Secchi disk transparency, each 
doubling in biomass would result in halving transparency.” (Carlson, 1977).  This relationship is 
the reason why TSI is frequently used for water resource monitoring at the international, federal, 
state and local levels. Carlson TSI is also used by professional and volunteer water monitoring 
organizations due to the simplicity of the calculations and the relative ease of obtaining 
transparency measurements versus other lake variables (Witzig and Whitehurst, 1981). 
Another benefit of Carlson TSI is that it provides an intuitive depiction of the relationship 
among Carlson TSI, Secchi depth, chlorophyll-a, and total phosphorus (Figure 2.9). Since lake 
characteristics are closely related, the doubling of total phosphorus yields a halving of Secchi 
depth, whereas chlorophyll pigments double every 7 units rather than every 10 units (Carlson, 
1980).     
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Figure 2.16. Relationship between Carlson TSI and lake characteristics (Derived from Carlson, 
1977).  
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2.5 Water monitoring using remote sensing 
The enactment of Clean Water Act of 1977 mandated that each state government provide 
a biennial “identification and classification of eutrophic condition” for all public lakes (Clean 
Water Act, 1977).  For states with an extensive hydrologic network, the logistics and expense of 
producing a trophic state inventory was untenable.  This catalyzed research into the use of 
remote sensing data to provide a feasible solution to this legislated requirement.   Satellite remote 
sensing technology offered the unique possibility of systematic regional scale coverage as 
required for statewide inventories.  All that remained was for scientists to discover exactly how 
to take advantage of these new technologies. 
In 1972, Landsat 1 was launched providing researchers with Multispectral Scanner 
(MSS) 4-band multispectral imagery at 80-m spatial resolution.  The spectral ranges of each 
MSS band are: band 4 (0.5 – 0.6 mm); band 5 (0.6 – 0.7 mm); band 6 (0.7 – 0.8 mm), and band 7 
(0.8 – 1.1 mm).   Although MSS bands were designed to monitor Earth’s land resources, 
researchers promptly investigated the viability of using remote sensing to quantify lake 
characteristics (Lillesand and Kiefer, 2007). 
Wezernak and Polcyn (1972) identified six detectable lake characteristics: transparency, 
chlorophyll-a, suspended solids, macrophytes, algal blooms, and plant regression.  Lillesand et 
al. (1983) correlated MSS data to ground data and concluded that prediction estimates were high 
for transparency; moderate for chlorophyll-a; and, unreliable for phosphorus values.   Since these 
early studies, transparency and chlorophyll-a have become the most widely accepted parameters 
because their relationship to other lake characteristics is better understood, thus permitting the 
extrapolation of related information from these two variables.   
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The next challenge was to identify MSS spectral bands that correlated with detectable 
lake characteristics.  Wade (1974) correlated bands 4 and 5 to Secchi Disk Transparency.  
Abiodun (1976) correlated bands 4 and 5 to suspended solids.  Bowker and Witte (1977) 
correlated bands 6 and 7 with chlorophyll-a.  Wezernak and Lyzenga (1975) recommend band 
ratioing for algal bloom mapping to mitigate interference due to water surface and water depth.  
In 1978, Holman correlated Carlson TSI with MSS data in Wisconsin, Minnesota and 
Vermont.  Scarpace et al. (1978) provided Wisconsin’s first statewide classification of trophic 
state using Landsat 1 MSS data.  Likewise, similar trophic state assessment pilot projects were 
conducted in Minnesota (Lillesand et al., 1983). 
The launch of Landsat 4 in 1982 and Landsat 5 in 1984, provided researchers with higher 
spatial and spectral resolution in the form of Thematic Mapper (TM) 7-band multispectral 
imagery.  Bands 1-5 and band 7 offered 30-m spatial resolution and band 6 offered 120-m spatial 
resolution.  The spectral ranges of each TM band are as follows: band 1 (0.45 – 0.52 mm); band 
2 (0.52 – 0.60 mm); band 3 (0.63 – 0.69 mm); band 4 (0.76 – 0.90 mm); band 5 (1.55 – 1.75 
mm); band 6 (10.40 – 12.50 mm); and band 7 (2.08 – 2.35 mm) (Lillesand and Kiefer, 2007). 
Using the information obtained from MSS data applications, the TM sensor capability 
was designed to meet more specific application objectives. Band 1 was designed to penetrate 
water for bathymetric mapping, soil-vegetation differentiation, and forest classification. Band 2 
was designed to complement band 4, to identify healthy vegetation. Band 3 was designed to 
detect chlorophyll absorption in vegetation.  Band 4 was designed to detect near-Infrared (NIR) 
reflectance peaks in healthy green vegetation and to delineate water bodies. Bands 5 and 7 were 
designed to detect mid-IR reflectance useful for the classification of rocks, minerals, vegetation, 
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and soil moisture analysis. Band 6 was designed to detect thermal-IR to complement bands 5 and 
7 for soil moisture and vegetation assessment.   
The Loosdrecht Lakes project in The Netherlands compared multiple aerial and satellite 
sensors including MSS Bands 4, 5, and 6 and TM Bands 1, 2 and 3.  TM data was determined to 
be superior due to its improved spatial and spectral resolution (Dekker & Peters, 1993; Dekker & 
Seyhan, 1988).  Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, Lathrop and Lillesand demonstrated empirical 
relationships between in-situ water transparency measurement and TM data.  In 1986, Lathrop 
and Lillesand demonstrated significant relationships between TM Band 2 and Secchi Depth and 
Chlorophyll-a.  They subsequently explored band ratioing to generate an index from TM band 
3/band 1 for estimating water transparency (Lathrop and Lillesand, 1991).   
When Landsat 7 was launched in April 1999, researchers gained access to Enhanced 
Thematic Mapper (ETM+) sensor data with 7-band multispectral data and a single panchromatic 
band. The spatial resolution of bands 1-5 and band 7 is 30-m; band 6 is 120-m and band 8, 
panchromatic, is 15-m.  The spectral ranges of each ETM+ band are as follows: band 1 (0.45 – 
0.52 mm); band 2 (0.52 – 0.60 mm); band 3 (0.63 – 0.69 mm); band 4 (0.75 – 0.90 mm); band 5 
(1.55 – 1.75 mm); band 6 (10.40 – 12.50 mm); band 7 (2.08 – 2.35 mm); and band 8 (0.52 – 0.90 
mm) (Lillesand and Kiefer, 2007). 
As the most current Landsat sensor, ETM+ data was initially an ideal choice to continue 
this line of research (Chipman, 2004).  However, on May 31, 2003, the Scan Line Corrector 
(SLC) in the Landsat ETM+ sensor failed.  Within a few months, Landsat 7 engineers 
determined that the hardware failure was irreversible.  
The December 1999, launch of MODIS, offered researchers the advantage of daily revisit 
capabilities, albeit with diminished spatial resolution.  The MODIS sensors are carried onboard 
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two separate spacecraft which both operate in a 705 km polar, sun-synchronous orbit.  MODIS 
Terra, also known as AM1, has a descending orbital path that crosses the equator at 10:30 am.  
This satellite programming permits early morning imaging when cloud cover is least likely.  
MODIS Aqua, also known as PM1, has an ascending orbital path that crosses the equator at 1:30 
pm.  This satellite programming optimizes late afternoon imaging of meteorological 
phenomenon.  Combined, these sensors offer the advantage of daily MODIS coverage for the 
majority of the Earth’s surface.  This project used Terra MODIS data to minimize cloud 
contamination.   
Moreover, the MODIS sensors have a cross track scanning radiometer with a swath width 
of 2330 km and a spectral resolution of 36 spectral bands ranging from 0.4 mm to 14.5 mm.  The 
spatial resolution varies with a 250 m resolution for bands 1 and 2; and a 500 m resolution for 
bands 3 – 7.  The spectral range for each 250-m and 500-m MODIS band is as follows:  band 1 
(0.62 – 0.67 mm); band 2 (0.84 – 0.88 mm); band 3 (0.46 – 0.48 mm); band 4 (0.55 – 0.57 mm); 
band 5 (1.23 – 1.25 mm); band 6 (1.63 – 1.65 mm); and band 7 (2.11 – 2.16 mm).  
Koponen et al. (2004), Dall’Olmo et al. (2005), and Kutser et al. (2006) have assessed 
the suitability of using only the 250 m red and infrared bands to estimate chlorophyll-a levels in 
inland waters.  Chipman (2007) also presented ongoing research that uses MODIS bands 1-7 to 
complement their regional water transparency mapping efforts using Landsat imagery.  These 
current research trends indicate that MODIS data may offer the potential for continuous water 
transparency and trophic state monitoring of lakes and reservoirs.     
To summarize, traditional water transparency monitoring and trophic state assessments 
require significant funding and manpower with limited spatial and temporal coverage.  Previous 
research supports the merit of using remote sensing to complement traditional methods of trophic 
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state assessment for Mississippi lakes and reservoirs. The project’s final goal was to develop a 
methodology for the weekly monitoring of Mississippi lakes and reservoirs. 
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2.6 Machine Learning 
 
 Lake systems are complex environments, which can be difficult to characterize with 
rudimentary analytic methods such as simple linear regression.  Machine learning techniques are 
a set of analytic methods designed to discover and characterize patterns within complex systems.  
Therefore, this research investigated machine learning algorithms to discern complex 
relationships among multiple predictors in order to ascertain each target variable in turn.  
Predictors included attributes such as MODIS individual bands, band ratios, and vegetation 
indexes, while target variables included TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL).    
 Machine learning developed as scientists attempted to develop algorithms that could 
mimic human decision processes.  The first machine learning system was a simple linear 
classifier, the Perceptron, which was developed at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory in 1957.  
The need to process and analyze increasingly large datasets fostered renewed interest in the 
discipline of machine learning. This resurgence has prompted scientists to seek solutions using 
statistics based models that offer probabilistic results.  At present, there are many different kinds 
of machine learning algorithms, each with their own advantages and disadvantages. 
Selecting the best machine learning algorithm for this research was an issue in itself, 
because there is no known research using machine learning models to analyze lake systems.  
Therefore, evaluating the performance of multiple models to determine the optimal model 
became one of the major objectives of this research.  To do so, this research compared seven 
different machine learning models, two meta-learner classifiers, two Bayesian classifiers, and 
three decision tree classifiers.  These models were obtained from a well-respected, open source 
machine learning repository from the University of New Zealand, known as the Waikato 
Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA). 
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 WEKA is a software workbench that serves as an umbrella for a suite of machine 
learning tools.  The software is available at no cost, runs on most operating systems and permits 
access to diverse machine learning modules using a single graphical user interface.  WEKA 
includes tools for data exploration, data preprocessing, cluster analysis, classification, regression 
and visualization (Rokach & Maimon, 2010).  The meta learner classifiers selected included 
Classification Via Regression and Classification Via Clustering.  The Bayesian classifiers 
selected included Bayes Net, and Naïve Bayes.  The decision tree classifiers selected included 
FT, J48 and Random Forest. 
Meta-learner classifiers use statistical analysis techniques to iteratively learn more about 
the dataset and use this information to continuously improve the resultant classification (Vilalta 
et al., 2004). They improve their efficiency by updating the inductive bias following each 
iteration of the model’s execution (Vilalta et al., 2002).  The inductive bias is the set of 
assumptions the machine learning algorithm uses to predict outputs when new inputs are 
introduced to the model (Mitchell, 1980).   
Bayesian classifiers assign probabilities to predictors based on probabilities determined 
from known data.  This classifier relies on the assumption that the predictor attributes are 
independent of one another.  It also requires a large number of training records to improve the 
calculation of prior probabilities.  One of the shortcomings of this project data is the scarcity of 
data, a potential reason for why Bayesian classifiers performed so poorly (Whitten et al, 2011). 
Decision tree classifiers use training data to generate a series of decision junctions, 
known as nodes and connected decision forks, known as branches.  The nodes are where 
decisions are made and the branches depict the outcome of each decision made at the nodes.  At 
each node the data is split based on the outcome at the node until each record traverses its 
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sequential path to the final decision node (Maimon, 2010).  The graphical output of this process 
looks like a tree, hence the name decision tree.   
In summary, machine learning algorithms were selected as an investigative tool because 
they facilitate the exploration of limited, inconsistent data to ascertain information about a 
complex system.  In addition, machine learning models have a proven track record for discerning 
empirical relationships and patterns within complex systems.    
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CHAPTER 3 
 
METHODS 
 
3.1  In-situ data 
3.1.1 Water transparency and nutrient data 
During the past decade, the MDEQ conducted statewide assessments of Mississippi lakes 
and reservoirs from November 2002 to September 2004, and from May 2009 to November 2011.  
Data collection occurred more frequently during the spring and summer, and less frequently 
during the fall and winter.  MDEQ adheres to a minimalist collection pattern due to budgetary 
constraints.  Therefore collection efforts are focused during the spring and summer when 
recreational usage is highest.  The data used for this research includes Secchi depth (SD), 
chlorophyll-a (CHL), total phosphorus (TP), and total suspended solids (TSS).    
Clustered bar graphs were used to plot monthly averages of each of these attributes for 
both collection periods. The graphs facilitate monthly, seasonal, and annual trend analysis, 
despite the intermittent data collection.  Each graph cluster depicts the average values per month 
at each of the three collection sites, when available.  The graphs were all constructed at the same 
scale to facilitate comparisons among multiple lakes.  
Appendix A-1 illustrates average month Secchi depth; Appendix A-2 illustrates average 
monthly chlorophyll-a; and, Appendix A-3 illustrates average monthly total phosphorus.  Secchi 
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depth graphs show few seasonal changes in transparency for Arkabutla and Ross Barnett; 
moderate seasonal changes for Enid, Grenada and Okatibbee; and, significant seasonal changes 
for Bay Springs and Sardis (Appendix A-1).  Chlorophyll-a graphs show moderate seasonal 
changes for Bay Springs, Enid, Ross Barnett, and Sardis; and, significant seasonal changes for 
Arkabutla, Grenada, and Okatibbee (Appendix A-2).  Total phosphorus graphs show few 
seasonal changes in transparency for Bay Springs and Sardis; moderate seasonal changes for 
Okatibbee and Ross Barnett; and, significant seasonal changes for Arkabutla, Enid, and Grenada 
(Appendix A-3).  Collectively, these graphs provide insight into the fluctuations of lake 
characteristics temporally and spatially across each lake.    
 
3.1.2 Carlson trophic state index calculations 
The Carlson Trophic State Index (TSI) was developed to provide a simplified 
classification system based on the relationship between Secchi depth, chlorophyll-a, and total 
phosphorus.  Independently, each variable permits the estimation of algal biomass and can be 
used to calculate Carlson TSI. This index value permits the intuitive representation of biomass 
such that each unit of the scale represents twice as much biomass as the next higher unit and half 
the transparency of the next lower unit (Carlson, 1977).  These advantages have led to the 
widespread adoption of Carlson TSI for trophic state classification.   
Carlson TSI values were calculated independently using three separate lake attributes: 
Secchi depth (SD), chlorophyll-a (CHL), and total phosphorus (TP) data. 
For Secchi depth (SD), the formula is: 
TSI(SD) = 60 - 14.41 ln(SD)  
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For chlorophyll-a (CHL), the formula is: 
TSI(CHL) = 9.81 ln(CHL) + 30.6 
For total phosphorus (TP), the formula is: 
TSI(TP) = 14.42 ln(TP) + 4.15 
 The TSI values for all seven lakes for each sampling location were calculated using each 
of the three attributes.  A multivariate comparison among the three results was conducted as 
depicted in Figure 3.1.  Quadrants II and III depict conditions when TSI(CHL) is less than 
TSI(SD), whereas quadrants I and IV depict conditions when TSI(CHL) is greater than TSI(SD).  
Quadrants I and II depict conditions when TSI(CHL) is greater than TSI(TP), whereas quadrants 
III and IV depict conditions when TSI(CHL) is less than TSI(SD). The percentages for all lakes 
and all sites were calculated for each quadrant to determine the predominant lake characteristics 
for the seven lakes in the study area. (Carlson and Simpson, 1996). 
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Figure 3.1. TSI deviations among TSI(SD), TSI(CHL), and TSI(TP), (Carlson and Simpson, 
1996).  
 
 
3.1.3  Trophic state classification 
Trophic state indices were developed to provide a streamlined, quantitative index that 
permits the classification of a lake’s trophic state.  Each trophic state category corresponds to a 
range of TSI values. Oligotrophic lakes, characterized by low biomass and high water 
transparency, have a TSI value of less than 40.  Mesotrophic lakes, characterized by moderate 
biomass and moderate water transparency, have TSI values ranging from 40-50.  Eutrophic 
lakes, characterized by high biomass and low water transparency, have TSI values ranging from 
50-70.  Hypereutropic lakes, characterized by very high biomass and low water transparency, 
have TSI values over 70.  Overall, the TSI value facilitates the rapid trophic state classification 
providing a succinct understanding of the lake’s characteristics.  Trophic state was determined 
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independently using both the Carlson TSI values calculated from Secchi depth, chlorophyll-a, 
and total phosphorus.    
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3.2 Remote sensing data  
3.2.1 Data selection 
There are various factors to consider when selecting remote sensing data datasets for a 
given application: data availability, data collection, spatial resolution, spectral resolution, and 
pre-processing requirements.   
Data availability is multi-faceted and is affected by revisit capability, data collection 
programming, data archival protocol, and data cost.  MODIS provides a daily revisit capability, 
however there is a potential disadvantage of frequent cloud contamination. Thus, the 8-day 
composite dataset was selected because it offers multiple advantages.  These advantages include 
minimizing the cloud contamination issue; providing a temporal resolution sufficient for 
monitoring trophic changes; and, exceeding the frequency of current in-situ data collection in 
Mississippi. Additionally, the data is sufficient for imaging lakes and reservoirs larger than 1000 
acres, the spatial requirements for this research.  Finally, MODIS is multi-spectral data providing 
7 bands at 500 m and 2 bands at 250 m resolution.  Table 3.1 provides the MODIS A1 and Q1 
characteristics by band including band number, spectral bandwidth, color designation, Rrs band 
center, and spatial resolution.   
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Table 3.1. MODIS A1 and Q1 characteristics by band  
 
 
Spectral resolution most often refers to the spectral range of each sensor band, engineered 
to optimize the detection and monitoring of specific Earth resources.  The analysis of water 
clarity requires blue and green spectral bands due to their high transmittance through water and 
proven detection of aquatic vegetation and chlorophyll-a (El-Alem et al, 2012).  The analysis 
also requires red and IR spectral bands due to their utility in monitoring turbid water (Huggins et 
al, 2010). MODIS contains the spectral bands necessary to meet the project’s spectral 
requirements for the proposed research.   
Lastly, pre-processing refers to the various steps required to convert raw data into usable 
data.  Pre-processing steps may include geometric corrections, radiometric corrections, and 
atmospheric corrections.  Minimizing pre-processing allows researchers to streamline the data-
to-information lifecycle.  In addition, atmospheric corrections are advantageous for any type of 
change detection study.  Therefore, this project utilized the best available pre-processed MODIS 
data datasets.    
MODIS MODIS Color
Band.Number Bandwidth Designation
A1./.1 620@670 Red Rrs(645) 500
A1./.2 841@876 Near@Infrared Rrs(859) 500
A1./.3 459@479 Blue Rrs(469) 500
A1./.4 545@565 Green Rrs(555) 500
A1./.5 1230@1250 Near@Infrared Rrs(1240) 500
A1./.6 1628@1652 Mid@Infrared Rrs(1640) 500
A1./.7 2105@2155 Mid@Infrared Rrs(2130) 500
Q1./.1 620@670 Red Rrs(645) 250
Q2./.2 841@876 Near@Infrared Rrs(858) 250
Rrs(l) Resolution.(m)
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After evaluating the selection criteria for optimal remote sensing datasets, the following 
were selected. Each dataset was obtained for the time period spanning from November 2002 to 
September 2004, and May 2009 to November 2011.   
• MODIS surface reflectance bands 1-2, 8-day composite 250-m (MOD09 Q1) 
• MODIS surface reflectance bands 1-7, 8-day composite 500-m (MOD 09 A1) 
 
3.2.2  MODIS image processing and reprojection 
The MODIS Reprojection Tool 4.0 (MRT) was used to georeference, spectrally subset, 
spatially subset, and reproject a defined area surrounding each lake.  Parameter files were 
prepared to characterize the details required to run the processes for each data type and lake area.  
The following example is a parameter file for processing 250-m data and extracting a spatial 
subset surrounding Arkabutla Lake. 
 
 
 
INPUT_FILENAME = C:\MRT\modis_Q1_v05\filename.hdf 
SPECTRAL_SUBSET = ( 1 1 0 ) 
SPATIAL_SUBSET_TYPE = INPUT_LAT_LONG 
SPATIAL_SUBSET_UL_CORNER = ( 34.8333 -90.2667 ) 
SPATIAL_SUBSET_LR_CORNER = ( 34.6 -89.8333 ) 
OUTPUT_FILENAME = C:\MRT\modis_Q1_v05\subset\filename.tif 
RESAMPLING_TYPE = NEAREST_NEIGHBOR 
OUTPUT_PROJECTION_TYPE = UTM 
OUTPUT_PROJECTION_PARAMETERS = (  
 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 0.0 ) 
DATUM = NAD83 
UTM_ZONE = 16 
OUTPUT_PIXEL_SIZE = 250 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Example of an MRT parameter file. 
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Batch files were written to execute the parameter files for each data type and area of 
interest.  Batch files were prepared in Microsoft Excel and saved as a text delimitated file.  Once 
saved, the file extension was changed to .bat to convert it into a batch file for processing.  The 
resultant spatial subsets were projected into the Mississippi Transverse Mercator (MSTM) 
Projection.  These subsets were generated for every available scene for each lake in the study 
area.  
  
3.2.3 Surface reflectance extraction  
MODIS surface reflectance values were collected in square grids for each in situ data 
collection sites.  The spatial subsets were collected at the centers of the lakes in order to 
minimize pixel mixing between water pixels and the land at the lakes’ edges.  For 500 meter, 
MODIS A1 data, spectral reflectance data were collected for 3x3, 5x5, and 7x7 pixel grids.  For 
250 meter, MODIS Q1 data, spectral reflectance data were collected for 3x3 and 5x5 pixel grids.    
A script was used to transfer spectral reflectance values for each spatial subset into an 
Excel spreadsheet.  The spectral reflectance values for each subset were averaged together to 
obtain a single representative value. The data was compiled into a comprehensive dataset using 
the Julian Day as the database key.  The data gaps were populated with null values to permit 
reconciliation with other datasets.  
Figure 3.3 depicts the pixel extraction grid layouts for MODIS A1 and MODIS Q1 data.  
Table 3.2 lists the Lat/Lon coordinates for the MODIS A1 and Q1 surface reflectance grid 
centers.   Figure 3.4 illustrates the MODIS A1 grid and Figure 3.5 illustrates the Q1 overlay on 
maps of Arkabutla Lake.  Figure 3.6 illustrates the MODIS A1 grid and Figure 3.7 illustrates the 
Q1 overlay on maps of Bay Springs Lake.  Figure 3.8 illustrates the MODIS A1 grid and Figure 
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3.9 illustrates the Q1 overlay on maps of Enid Lake.  Figure 3.9 illustrates the MODIS A1 grid 
and Figure 3.10 illustrates the Q1 overlay on maps of Grenada Lake.  Figure 3.11 illustrates the 
MODIS A1 grid and Figure 3.12 illustrates the Q1 overlay on maps of Okatibbee Lake.  Figure 
3.13 illustrates the MODIS A1 grid and Figure 3.14 illustrates the Q1 overlay on maps of Ross 
Barnett Lake.  Figure 3.13 illustrates the MODIS A1 grid and Figure 3.14 illustrates the Q1 
overlay on maps of Sardis Lake.   
These maps visually demonstrate the challenges of using MODIS data on small lakes due 
to the risk of pixel mixing between water and adjacent land pixels.  The maps of the smallest 
lakes, Bay Springs Lake and Okatibbee Lake, posed the highest risk, especially for the larger 
MODIS A1 500 m pixels.  This is the reason why all lakes – all sites analyses were also run by 
excluding the smallest lakes.   
 
 
Figure 3.3. Selected pixel extraction grid layouts for MODIS A1 and MODIS Q1 data.  
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Table 3.2. Coordinates for MODIS A1 and Q1 surface reflectance grid centers 
 
MODIS A1 500m 8 day subsets   MODIS Q1 250m 8 day subsets  
 
Arkabutla      Arkabutla 
1) 215406.80 E, 3849424.66 N     1) 216156.80 E, 3848174.66 N  
2) 218406.80 E, 3846924.66 N     2) 219156.80 E, 3845924.66 N 
3) 220906.80E, 3845424.66 N    3) 221156.80 E, 3845174.66 N 
 
Bay Springs       Bay Springs 
1) 378534.81 E, 3823514.97 N    1) 378284.81 E, 3822014.97 N 
2) 378534.81 E, 3825514.97 N    2) 379034.81 E, 3824764.97 N 
3) 380534.81 E, 3828514.97 N    3) 380534.81 E, 3828264.97 N 
 
Enid         Enid 
1) 233668.98 E, 3782466.79 N    1) 233668.98 E, 3782466.79 N 
2) 237668.98 E, 3782966.79 N    2) 237418.98 E, 3782716.79 N 
3) 243668.98 E, 3782966.79 N    3) 241918.98 E, 3782716.79 N 
 
Grenada        Grenada 
1) 245776.00 E, 3747614.14 N    1) 245776.00 E, 3746614.14 N 
2) 248276.00 E, 3751114.14 N    2) 248026.00 E, 3750864.14 N 
3) 251776.00 E, 3746114.14 N    3) 251276.00 E, 3746114.14 N 
 
Okatibbee        Okatibbee 
Lake not visible with 500 m data    1) 382938.80 E, 3592422.55 N 
 
Ross Barnett       Ross Barnett 
1) 213128.55 E, 3592152.26 N    1) 213128.55 E, 3591402.26 N 
2) 215628.55 E, 3594652.26 N    2) 215878.55 E, 3595402.26 N 
3) 221628.55 E, 3600652.26 N    3) 221128.55 E, 3600402.26 N 
 
Sardis        Sardis 
1) 245117.93 E, 3812816.03 N    1) 247117.93 E, 3813316.03 N 
2) 250617.93 E, 3815816.03 N    2) 254617.93 E, 3818066.03 N 
3) 256617.93 E, 3819816.03 N   3) 261367.93 E, 3822316.03 N 
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Figure 3.4. MODIS A1 grid overlay on a map of Arkabutla Lake.   
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Figure 3.5. MODIS Q1 grid overlay on a map of Arkabutla Lake.   
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Figure 3.6. MODIS A1 grid overlay on a map of Bay Springs Lake.   
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Figure 3.7. MODIS Q1 grid overlay on a map of Bay Springs Lake.   
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Figure 3.8. MODIS A1 grid overlay on a map of Enid Lake.   
 
 
Figure 3.9. MODIS Q1 grid overlay on a map of Enid Lake.   
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Figure 3.10. MODIS A1 grid overlay on a map of Grenada Lake.   
 
 
Figure 3.11. MODIS Q1 grid overlay on a map of Grenada Lake.   
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Figure 3.12. MODIS A1 grid overlay on a map of Okatibbee Lake.   
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Figure 3.13. MODIS Q1 grid overlay on a map of Okatibbee Lake.   
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Figure 3.14. MODIS A1 grid overlay on a map of Ross Barnett Lake.   
 
Figure 3.15. MODIS Q1 grid overlay on a map of Ross Barnett Lake.   
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Figure 3.16. MODIS A1 grid overlay on a map of Sardis Lake.   
 
 
Figure 3.17. MODIS Q1 grid overlay on a map of Sardis Lake.   
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3.2.4  Band ratios and vegetation indexes 
Band ratios and vegetation indexes were calculated using MODIS surface reflectance 
data.  These calculations provide the advantage of removing illumination intensity for the 
analysis of spectral differences.  This is particularly important in areas with significant 
topographic relief, where there is notable topographic change in the scene.  However, these 
calculated values may not offer any significant advantages towards monitoring lakes and 
reservoirs since the locations lack topographic relief.  However, an exploration of ratios and 
vegetation indexes were still pursued due to published successes by former researchers 
(Wezernak and Lyzenga, 1975 and Lathrop and Lillesand, 1991).   
This project calculated the multiple band ratios targeted to detecting chlorophyll-a and 
turbidity.   
For chlorophyll-a, the band ratio formula using Red / Blue for MODIS A1 data is: 
ratio = band 1 / band 3 
 
For chlorophyll-a, the band ratio formula using NIR / Red for MODIS Q1 data is: 
ratio = band 2 / band 1 
 
For turbidity, the band ratio formula using Red / Green for MODIS A1 data is: 
ratio = band 1 / band 4 
 
For turbidity, the band ratio formula using Red / Mid-IR for MODIS A1 data is: 
ratio = band 1 / band 7 
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For chlorophyll-a, the vegetation index formula for the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 
(NDVI) is:  
NDVI = (NIR – Red) / (NIR + Red) 
 
For MODIS Q1 data, the formula is: 
NDVI = (band 2 – band 1) / (band 2 + band 1) 
For chlorophyll-a, the vegetation index formula for the Enhanced Vegetation Index (NDVI) is:  
EVI = G [(NIR – Red) / (NIR + C1 x Red – C2 x Blue + L)] 
 
For MODIS A1 data, the formula is: 
EVI = G [(band 2 – band 1) / (band 2 + C1 x band 1 – C2 x band 3 + L)] 
 
For MODIS A1 data, these coefficients are: 
L=1 
C1 = 6 
C2 = 7.5 
G (gain) = 2.5 
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3.3 Simple linear regression 
Simple linear regression analysis was used to evaluate the relationship between surface 
reflectance values, band ratios, vegetation indexes versus TSI(SD),  TSI(CHL), and TSI(TP).  
The objective of determining the relationship was to fit a mathematical expression to the data 
that allowed TSI(SD), TSI(CHL), or TSI(TP) (Y=dependent variable) to be predicted from 
spectral reflectance values (band-by-band), band ratios or vegetation indexes (X=independent 
variable).  The regression line was fitted to the data according to the least squares fit technique 
and the coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated for each correlation pairing (Hayter, 
2002).  
 
The following list summarizes the correlation pairings versus TSI(SD), TSI(CHL), and 
TSI(TP): 
MODIS A1 bands 
• Red - b1 
• NIR - b2 
• Blue - b3 
• Green - b4 
• NIR - b5 
• Mid-IR - b6 
• Mid-IR - b7 
 
MODIS Q1 bands 
• Red - b1 
• NIR - b2 
 
Band ratios 
• Red/Blue - A1(b1/b3) 
• NIR/Red - Q1(b2/b1) 
• Red/Green - A1(b1/b4) 
• Red/Mid-IR - A1(b1/b7) 
 
Vegetation Indexes 
• NDVI 
• EVI 
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Simple linear regression R-squared values were too low and inconsistent to justify using 
this method as a predictive tool.  Therefore, alternative methods were investigated and pursued to 
discover a better predictive modeling tool.   This led to the investigation of machine learning 
algorithms and the selection of the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) 
software workbench as an alternative analytic technique to simple linear regression. 
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3.4 Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) 
The performance of machine learning models was evaluated to determine the optimal 
model and settings to predict lake characteristics using remote sensing data.  The first step is this 
process was to select which machine learning models to test.  One of the main criteria for 
selecting a model was based on how many target classes are being predicted.  If there are two 
classes, then a binary class model is preferred, whereas if there are three or more classes, then a 
multi-class model is preferred.   Examples of binary classes include: yes or no; on or off; and, 
mesotrophic or eutrophic.   Examples of multi-class models include: yes, no, or undecided; 
bright, dim, or off; and, oligotrophic, mesotrophic, eutrophic, or hypereutrophic.   
To accomplish this, the original MDEQ data was analyzed and classified according to 
trophic state to determine how many classes were required.  Each dataset naturally separated into 
only two classes, yielding binary target classes. TSI(SD) included values ranging from 50-100, 
and were categorized into the turbid and hyperturbid classes.  TSI(CHL) included values ranging 
from 40-70, and were categorized into the mesotrophic and eutrophic classes.  Therefore, it was 
decided that models that supported binary target classes, should be selected for testing.  It was 
also important to choose models that were rigorously tested, well established, and readily 
available.   
The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) is a software workbench 
for a suite of machine learning models that met these selection criteria.  It is widely used and 
highly recommended in the machine learning community and within various disciplines that use 
machine learning tools.  It is also free, open source software available under the GNU General 
Public License guidelines. Another benefit is that all the models are available within a uniform, 
Java-based graphical user interface, which facilitated simplified comparisons among multiple 
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models (Hall et al., 2009).  Finally, the workbench includes tools for data exploration, data 
preprocessing, cluster analysis, classification, regression and visualization, which enabled robust 
analysis of the data (Rokach & Maimon, 2010).   
Seven WEKA models were identified as being the most suitable for predicting binary 
target classes.  These included two meta-learner classifiers, three Bayesian classifiers and three 
decision tree classifiers.  The selected meta-learner classifiers were Classification Via Regression 
and Classification Via Clustering.  The selected Bayesian classifiers were Bayes Net, and Naïve 
Bayes,.  The selected decision tree classifiers were FT, J48 and Random Forest.  The three model 
types offer advantages and disadvantages that were considered in the optimal model selection.  
These tradeoffs were discussed in more detail within the chapter on methods, in section 3.4.6.  
WEKA models and settings were tested to determine their effectiveness for predicting 
water transparency.  This was accomplished by identifying the optimal dataset size, iteration 
settings, predictor subsets (inputs), target attribute (output), and modeling algorithms for 
processing these data types.  To make these determinations, this research compared the seven 
selected WEKA models using eight spatial subsets and seven sets of predictors. The final results 
were determined by comparing a set of common results that reflect the predictive accuracy and 
robustness of each model.   
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3.4.1 WEKA data processing  
 Data processing includes two main functions, preparing data so it can be imported into 
WEKA and summarizing WEKA model outputs for analysis.  Before data can be imported into 
WEKA it must be converted, organized, and formatted correctly.  These processes were 
performed on the MODIS spectral reflectance values, calculated band ratios, calculated 
vegetation indexes and the TSI target attributes; TSI(SD), TSI(CHL), and TSI(TP).   
The data were organized into rows of data, also referred to as instances. Each instance 
shares a set of corresponding features, known as predictors (multiple inputs) and a target (single 
output).  Table 3.3 provides an example of the preprocessed data used for WEKA modeling.  In 
this example, the predictors include modisA1b1, modisA1b2, modisA1b3, modisA1b4, 
modisA1b5, modisA1b6, and modisA1b7, while the target is TSI(SD).  Other data, such as date, 
lake name, and site number were used for data blocking purposes only. This information 
remained in the dataset, however they were not predictors, so these columns were deselected 
prior to model execution. For this research, the instances include all in-situ data records for each 
of the three collection sites at the study area lakes.   
 
Table 3.3. An example of data processed to import into WEKA 
 
 
WEKA model outputs included the number of correctly classified attributes, number of 
incorrectly classified attributes, percentage of correctly classified attributes, percentage of 
date modisA1b1 modisA1b2 modisA1b3 modisA1b4 modisA1b5 modisA1b6 modisA1b7 tsi(sd)
4/15/03 1375 505 511 1099 183 171 37 88.33
6/3/03 3188 2368 1887 2706 2018 1956 1707 83.19
7/15/03 1232 665 694 1160 517 457 357 70.58
7/21/03 757 206 372 734 104 77 0 68.61
7/28/03 562 267 278 587 212 143 0 69.70
8/4/03 559 214 291 616 79 131 0 69.99
8/11/03 526 459 349 625 531 256 102 66.66
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incorrectly classified attributes, kappa statistic value, and a confusion matrix.  The number of 
correctly classified versus incorrectly classified attributes allows researchers to assess a model’s 
performance based on the success to failure ratio.  The percentage of correctly classified 
attributes versus incorrectly classified attributes is more useful because it permits a comparison 
among datasets of different sizes.  The kappa value is a statistical measure of the agreement 
between known results and predicted results to evaluate a model’s predictive capability.  Table 
3.4 facilitates the interpretation of Kappa statistic values by using estimative language to indicate 
levels of model agreement for corresponding Kappa value ranges (Viera and Garnett, 2005). 
 
Table 3.4. Kappa value ranges with estimative language indicating agreement 
Kappa value  Agreement 
< 0    Less than chance agreement 
0.01 – 0.20  Slight agreement 
0.21 – 0.40  Fair agreement 
0.41 – 0.60  Moderate agreement 
0.61 – 0.80  Substantial agreement 
0.81 – 0.99  Almost perfect agreement 
 
 
 
The confusion matrix provides a class breakdown for the number of correctly classified 
attributes and the number of incorrectly classified attributes.  For TSI(SD), the comparison 
included hyperturbid versus turbid and for TSI(CHL), the comparison included mesotrophic 
versus eutrophic. Table 3.5 provides three examples of the summary statistics and confusion 
matrices generated from the WEKA output using the Classification Via Regression model to 
target TSI(SD).  Although the summary statistics are transferred into an Excel spreadsheet 
exactly, the confusion matrix required conversion into a row format to facilitate comparisons and 
analysis.   
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This can be demonstrated best by example, using the confusion matrix in Table 3.5(a).  
The target attribute for this model was TSI(SD), so the target classes were hyperturbid and 
turbid.  The first row lists the results for first class, hyperturbid and the second row lists the 
results for the second class, turbid.  Binary models are prepared by selecting one of the two 
target classes to test as TRUE or FALSE, and for the analysis of TSI(SD), the hyperurbid class 
was selected.   
So, when TSI(SD) values were correctly classified, the result registers as TRUE.  The 
number of times that registers as TRUE is tallied recorded in the first column - first row of the 
matrix, 39 in this example.   The first column – second row recorded the number of incorrectly 
classified instances for the hyperturbid class, 13 in this example.  Since the confusion matrix is 
centered on testing for the hyperturbid class, the second row of data has results that are reversed.  
Therefore, the first column – second row recorded the number of incorrectly classified instances 
for the turbid class, 59 in this example. Finally, the second row – second column recorded the 
number of correctly classified instances for the turbid class, 252 in this example.   
These data were used to calculate the percentage of correctly classified instances and the 
percentage of incorrectly classified instances for each class.  This was performed to facilitate a 
comparison of the data among data instance subset of various sizes.  Table 3.6 provides an 
example of the WEKA output after it has been transferred into an Excel table for analysis.  In the 
case of example from Table 3.5(a), the percentage of correctly classified TSI(SD) for both 
classes was 80.22%.  The Kappa value was 0.41, interpreted as indicting moderate agreement for 
this model.  The number of instances correctly classified as hyperturbid was 39 and the number 
of instances correctly classified as turbid was 253.  
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The percentages of instances correctly classified as hyperturbid was 39.80%, calculated 
by dividing the number of instances correctly classified by the total instances.   
 
In this example, 
[39 / (39+59)]*100 = 39.80% 
 
The percentage of instances correctly classified as turbid was 95.11%. This is calculated 
by dividing the number of instances correctly classified as by the total instances.   
 
In this example, 
[253 / (253+13)]*100 = 95.11% 
 
These outputs were used to evaluate the performance of the tested models and settings.  
They were also used to analyze and evaluate the differences between the lakes and to explore the 
reasons for good versus poor results. 
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Table 3.5. Example of WEKA Classification Via Regression model output for TSI(SD).  
Includes a summary of statistics and a confusion matrix   
 
 
(a) All lakes / All sites 
 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances         292               80.2198 % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances        72               19.7802 % 
Kappa statistic                         0.4098 
 
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
   a   b   <-- classified as 
  39  59 |   a = TRUE 
  13 253 |   b = FALSE 
 
 
(b) All lakes no Okt / All sites 
 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances         282               81.9767 % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances        62               18.0233 % 
Kappa statistic                          0.4807 
 
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
   a   b   <-- classified as 
  44  50 |   a = TRUE 
  12 238 |   b = FALSE 
 
 
(c) All lakes no Okt & Bay / All sites 
 
=== Summary === 
Correctly Classified Instances         227               77.7397 % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances        65               22.2603 % 
Kappa statistic                          0.4301 
 
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
   a   b   <-- classified as 
  43  50 |   a = TRUE 
  15 184 |   b = FALSE 
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Table 3.6. Example of an Excel table summarizing WEKA output 
 
  
 
 
3.4.2 Determination of optimal dataset size 
The entire research dataset, all lakes – all sites, is comprised of 364 instances, 
representing the maximum dataset size.  In order to make comparisons among and within lakes, 
data blocking was required.  This involved blocking the data into smaller subsets according to 
the location of the in situ data collection.  The general categories for data subsets were all lakes – 
all sites, all lakes – each site, each lake – all sites, and each lake - each site.  Consequently, each 
dataset would be smaller than the maximum dataset size and therefore, it was important to 
explore the impact of dataset size. 
Large datasets included all lakes – all sites with 364 instances, all lakes excluding 
Okatibbee – all sites with 344 instances, and all lakes excluding Okatibbee and Bay Springs with 
292 instances.  Medium datasets included all lakes – site 1 with 141 instances, and Arkabutla – 
all sites with 63 instances.  Small datasets included Arkabutla – site 1 with 22 instances, 
Arkabutla – site 2 with 23 instances, and Arkabutla – site 3 with 18 instances. This analysis 
compared these three dataset sizes using seven different meta-learner, Bayesian, and decision 
tree WEKA models.  The analysis was conducted using individual MODIS A1 bands as 
predictors and TSI(SD) as the target.  The optimal dataset size was determined by comparing the 
number of correctly classified attributes, number of incorrectly classified attributes, percentage 
All#lakes#/#All#sites 80.22% 0.41 39.80% 95.11%
All#lakes#no#Okt#/#All#sites 81.98% 0.48 46.81% 95.20%
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of correctly classified attributes, percentage of incorrectly classified attributes, and kappa 
statistic value.   
 
3.4.3 Determination of optimal iteration settings  
This test was designed to identify the optimal iteration setting for predictive modeling of 
lake transparency.  The iteration settings are labeled according to the number of folds that divide 
the dataset into testing and training subsets. A fold refers to the virtual line that creases the data 
into subsets, which then serve temporarily as training or testing data. For the first iteration, one 
subset is reserved for testing while the remaining subsets are assigned for training the model. As 
the next iteration of the model starts, the data subsets are reassigned until all subsets have served 
in both the training and testing roles.  
The all-but-one, 10-fold, and 5-fold iteration settings were selected for testing to assess 
the tradeoffs between modeling speed and modeling accuracy. For instance, the 5-fold iteration 
setting is the fastest, but typically yields the least accuracy.  Conversely, the all-but-one iteration 
setting is the slowest, but typically yields the highest accuracy.  The differences between speed 
and accuracy become more pronounced as the modeled dataset grows in size (Whitten, 2011). 
The all-but-one iteration setting determines the number of folds by calculating the total 
number of instances in the dataset minus one.  This yields a number of subsets equal to the 
number of instances, where one subset is reserved for testing while the remaining subsets are 
assigned for training the model. The 10-fold and 5-fold iteration settings determine the number 
of folds by dividing the total number of instances in the dataset into 10 subsets and 5 subsets, 
respectively.   
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The following figures provide examples of the three iteration settings that were selected 
for testing.  Figure 3.18 illustrates the all-but-one iteration setting on 20 data instances where the 
dataset is divided into 20 subsets, each with one instance.  Figure 3.19 illustrates the 10-fold 
iteration settings on 20 data instances where the dataset is divided into 10 subsets, each with 2 
instances.  Figure 3.20 illustrates the 5-fold iteration setting on 20 data instances where the 
dataset is divided into 5 subsets, each with 4 instances.  The white rows depict the training 
subsets and the gray rows depict the test subset. 
 In the example of the 10-fold iteration setting (Figure 3.19), one of these subsets would 
temporarily be assigned as a testing subset, while nine of the subsets would temporarily be 
assigned as training subsets.  As the next iteration of the model is executed, a new testing subset 
is chosen among the nine former training subsets and the remaining subsets now serve as training 
subsets.  This repeats until the model completes all specified iterations and each subset has 
served in both the training and testing capacity. 
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Figure 3.18. Example of All-but-one iteration option. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19. Example of 10-fold iteration option. 
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Figure 3.20. Example of 5-fold iteration option. 
 
A preliminary analysis was conducted on the selected seven WEKA models using the all 
lakes-all sites data subset.  The Classification Via Regression and J48 decision tree models 
outperformed the other models.   Therefore, these two models were selected to compare the all-
but-one, 10-fold, and 5-fold iteration settings for all lakes-all sites, all lakes-each site, each lake – 
all sites, and each lake-each site.  These extensive comparisons were conducted for both the 
TSI(SD) and the TSI(CHL) target attributes.  The optimal iteration setting was determined by 
comparing the number of correctly classified attributes, number of incorrectly classified 
attributes, percentage of correctly classified attributes, percentage of incorrectly classified 
attributes, and kappa statistic value.  Table 3.7 lists the data subsets used for this analysis.  
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Table 3.7. Spatial subsets used for WEKA iteration settings test 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4.4  Determination of optimal predictors 
 
Seven sets of predictors were tested to ascertain the optimal set of inputs to achieve the 
best prediction results.  Table 3.8 depicts the selected combination of predictors.  The direct 
predictors are original MODIS spectral reflectance values.  The derived predictors are band 
ratios and vegetation indexes calculated from the original MODIS spectral reflectance values.  
The predictor subsets intentionally exclude the original MODIS bands used to calculate derived 
predictors.  Duplicate bands at different spatial resolutions were also excluded.   
For example, NDVI + MODIS A1 uses the derived predictor NDVI plus MODIS bands 
3-7. Q1 bands 1 and 2 (Red and IR – 250 m) are intentionally excluded since they are used to 
Data$ Total Data$ Total
Subset Instances Subset Instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 364 End$/$All$sites 65
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 344 End$/$Site$1 22
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 292 End$/$Site$2 22
End$/$Site$3 21
All$lakes$/$Site$1 141
All$lakes$/$Site$2 124 Gre$/$All$sites 54
All$lakes$/$Site$3 100 Gre$/$Site$1 19
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 120 Gre$/$Site$2 19
Gre$/$Site$3 16
Ark$/$All$sites 63
Ark$/$Site$1 22 Rbr$/$All$sites 61
Ark$/$Site$2 23 Rbr$/$Site$1 24
Ark$/$Site$3 18 Rbr$/$Site$2 25
Rbr$/$Site$3 12
Bay$/$All$sites 52
Bay$/$Site$1 Sar$/$All$sites 49
Bay$/$Site$2 Sar$/$Site$1 17
Bay$/$Site$3 18 Sar$/$Site$2 17
Sar$/$Site$3 15
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calculate NDVI.  In addition, their counterparts A1 bands 1 and 2 (Red and IR – 500 m) are also 
excluded.   
The optimal predictors were determined by comparing the number of correctly classified 
attributes, number of incorrectly classified attributes, percentage of correctly classified attributes, 
and kappa statistic value.  These results were parsed for additional detail into the number 
correctly classified, the number incorrectly classified, and the percentage of correctly classified 
for hyperturbid versus turbid categories.  This additional detail provides insights into how well 
the models classify the majority class versus the minority class of data.  When TSI values were 
determined on the original data and classified, the majority of the in situ data for TSI(SD) was 
categorized as eutrophic and the minority of the in situ data was categorized as hyperturbid.  The 
class with less data, the minority class, has less data to train on.  Therefore, we expect that these 
data will yield less accurate results. 
 
Table 3.8. List of predictor subsets  
 
 
  
Predictor subset 
A1 
B1 
A1 
B2 
A1 
B3 
A1 
B4 
A1 
B5 
A1 
B6 
A1 
B7 
Q1 
B1 
Q1 
B2 
Red 
Blue 
Red 
Green 
Red 
MidIR 
NIR 
Red NDVI EVI 
MODIS A1                
Band combinations                
Red/Blue + MODIS A1 !  !     !  "      
Red/Green + MODIS A1 !   !       "     
Red/Mid-IR + MODIS A1 !      !     "    
NIR/Red + MODIS A1        ! !    "   
Vegetation Indexes                
NDVI + MODIS A1        ! !     "  
EVI + MODIS A1 ! ! !            " 
  
   Direct predictor - used in model 
  " Derived predictor (calculated) - used in model 
  ! Used to calculate derived predictor - not used in model 
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3.4.5 Determination of optimal target attribute 
 
TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) were selected for testing to ascertain the optimal target to 
achieve the best water transparency prediction results.  TSI(TP) was not selected because there 
were unequal number of data instances for comparison, approximately half of those available for 
TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL).  Also, TP in situ data collection has tapered off significantly in 
Mississippi since 2009.  Therefore, it was decided that it would not be a viable measurement for 
future model improvement, which is an essential for operationalizing and improving water 
transparency prediction.  
The tests to determine the optimal target were conducted for the full range of spatial 
subsets (Table 3.7) to attain results for large, medium and small datasets.  The tests were 
completed for the Classification Via Regression and J48 models using the all-but-one, 10-fold, 
and 5-fold iteration settings.  The optimal target was determined by comparing the number of 
correctly classified attributes, number of incorrectly classified attributes, percentage of correctly 
classified attributes, and kappa statistic value.   
 
3.4.6 Determination of optimal models 
TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) data were used to classify each lake into one of four possible 
trophic state categories, including oligotrophic, mesotrophic, eutrophic (turbid), and 
hypereutrophic (hyperturbid).  Unexpectedly, each dataset separated into only two trophic 
categories.  TSI(SD) values ranged from 50-100 and were classified as turbid and hyperturbid.  
TSI(CHL) values ranged from 40-70 were classified as mesotrophic and eutrophic.   Therefore, it 
was decided to select models that supported binary target classes.  In WEKA, these included two 
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meta-learner classifiers, three Bayesian classifiers and three decision tree classifiers to determine 
their effectiveness for predicting water transparency.   
Meta learner classifiers offer multiple advantages that make them well suited for this 
research.  These models are designed to incorporate accepted statistical methods, such as linear 
regression and clustering.  These models execute the statistical methods iteratively to learn more 
about the data and thereby successively improves the classification model.  This makes these 
models ideal for circumstances when there is limited information beyond the modeled dataset.  
In the case of this research, the extent of the full dataset is limited to all lakes – all sites, which 
comprises only 346 data instances.  One disadvantage is that the selected meta learner model 
must incorporate statistical methods that are well suited for their intended application. Since 
linear regression and clustering are widely adopted statistical methods in the remote sensing 
community, the Classification Via Regression and Classification Via Clustering models were 
selected to mitigate the risk of this disadvantage. 
Bayesian models offer some advantages that prompted consideration for testing.  
Bayesian models are known to perform well when the independence of each attribute can be 
clearly established.   In the case of this research, MODIS bands are distinctly independent 
because they have strictly defined spectral bandwidths that do not overlap. A likely disadvantage 
is that Bayesian classifiers perform best on very large datasets.  Therefore, it is possible that 
Bayesian classifiers will perform poorly since the full dataset for all lakes – all sites comprise 
only 346 data instances.  Despite these reservations, the Bayes Net, and Naïve Bayes were 
selected for testing since they also supported binary target classes. 
Decision trees also offer multiple advantages that make them well suited for this research.  
These models are intuitive and easy to understand, thereby improving ones ability to 
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communicate results.  They are also more transparent than other models, making it easier to track 
and assess the choices made at each node along the decision tree.  The disadvantages should 
have little to no impact on this research. For instance, decision trees become unwieldy if the 
predictors are overly complex or if there are too many target classes.  Given that this research 
uses single source MODIS remote sensing data and binary target classes, decision tree models 
are likely to perform well.  Therefore, the FT, J48 and Random Forest decision tree models were 
selected for testing. 
Data was blocked into spatial subsets in order to test models on large (292-364 
instances), medium (141 instances), and small (18-63) datasets.   Table 3.6 lists the selected 
spatial subsets.  
 
Table 3.9. Spatial subsets used for WEKA model comparisons 
 
 
Each of the selected models were analyzed by comparing the following outputs: rule set, 
number of correctly classified attributes, number of incorrectly classified attributes, percentage 
of correctly classified attributes, percentage of incorrectly classified attributes, kappa statistic 
value, and confusion matrix.  
 
 
  
Data$ Total Data$ Total
Subset Instances Subset Instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 364 Ark$/$All$sites 63
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 344 Ark$/$Site$1 22
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 292 Ark$/$Site$2 23
All$lakes$/$Site$1 141 Ark$/$Site$3 18
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
 
 
4.1 Carlson trophic state index (TSI)  
 
Carlson TSI values were calculated independently using three separate lake attributes: 
Secchi depth (SD), chlorophyll-a (CHL), and total phosphorus (TP) data.  This was conducted 
for all seven lakes at each in situ data collection site.  The TSI values were used to determine the 
corresponding trophic state classification.  The results yielded different classes depending on the 
attribute used.   
TSI(CHL) yielded a minimum value of 30.10 and a maximum value of 67.72 categorized 
as mesotrophic and eutrophic classes.  TSI(SD) yielded a minimum value of 41.95 and a 
maximum value of 89.40 categorized as eutrophic and hypereutrophic classes.  These were 
renamed turbid and hypertubid to emphasize the contribution of sediment as the primary reason 
for low water transparency. TSI(TP) yielded a minimum value of 47.35 and a maximum value of 
90.90 categorized as eutrophic and hypereutrophic classes.  Table 4.1 provides an example of the 
varying TSI values and classes for TSI(CHL), TSI(SD), and TSI(TP).    
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Table 4.1. Example of TSI values and classes for TSI(CHL), TSI(SD), and TSI(TP) 
 
 
 
Carlson and Simpson (1996) provide possible explanations for the deviations among 
TSI(CHL), TSI(SD), and TSI(TP) values.  Figure 4.1 is a graphical representation of these 
explanations annotated with the percentages for all lakes and all sites as calculated for each 
quadrant.  The majority of the data, 76%, falls into Quadrant III, which is characterized by high 
turbidity with phosphorus-bound clay particles. This zone is also noted for smaller particles and 
an increasing phosphorus surplus. The next more frequent data, 19%, falls into Quadrant II This 
partially explains why TSI(SD) yielded better R-squared and modeling results than TSI(CHL).  
 
Date TSI(CHL) Trophic class(CHL) TSI(SD) Turbidity,class(SD) TSI(TP) Trophic class(TP)
4/15/03 51.28 eutrophic 88.33 hyperturbid 78.21 hypereutrophic
6/3/03 37.40 mesotrophic 83.19 hyperturbid 82.57 hypereutrophic
7/15/03 50.96 eutrophic 70.58 hyperturbid 73.19 hypereutrophic
7/21/03 49.23 eutrophic 68.61 turbid 67.34 eutrophic
7/28/03 47.23 eutrophic 69.70 turbid 69.04 eutrophic
8/4/03 48.05 eutrophic 69.99 turbid 67.34 eutrophic
8/11/03 52.30 eutrophic 66.66 turbid 69.04 eutrophic
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Figure 4.1. TSI deviations among TSI(SD), TSI(CHL), and TSI(TP) annotated with percentage 
of all data classified by quadrant (Carlson and Simpson, 1996).   
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4.2 Simple linear regression 
 
Simple linear regression was performed to determine the strength of relationships 
between MODIS surface reflectance values and in situ data.  This was accomplished by pairing 
individual bands, band ratios, and vegetation indexes versus Secchi depth (SD), chlorophyll-a 
(CHL), TSI(SD), TSI(CHL), and TSI(TP).  The analyses were conducted in multiple phases as 
additional data was obtained from the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality 
(MDEQ).   
The initial phase used MODIS 8-day surface reflectance data and MDEQ in situ data 
from November 2002 – September 2004.  MODIS surface reflectance values were subset using 
3x3 and 5x5 pixel grids for MODIS A1 data, and 3x3, 5x5, and 7x7 pixel grids for MODIS Q1 
data.  The analyses correlated individual MODIS bands versus TSI(SD) and CHL for each site at 
each lake in the study area.  These analyses were conducted for two temporal datasets, 
November 2002 to September 2004, and July 2003 to September 2004. The statistical package R 
was used to graph these pairings and R-squared values were exported into the summary tables in 
Appendix B.  Figure 4.1 provides an example of correlation graphs, and Table 4.1 provides an 
example of tables summarizing R-squared values. 
A comparison of R-squared values among 3x3, 5x5, and 7x7 grid sizes yields negligible 
differences.  Figure 4.1 demonstrates this comparison graphically for MODIS A1 3x3 (blue) and 
5x5 (red) pixel grids.  Additionally, visual inspection of aerial photography and satellite imagery 
led to concerns that larger grid sizes could lead to pixel mixing with adjacent shallow waters or 
shorelines.  Therefore, 3x3 grids were used in the remainder of analyses to alleviate these 
concerns.   
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Figure 4.2. Example of correlation graphs using R.  Example depicts correlations between 
TSI(SD) and MODIS A1 band 1. Regression graphs for 3x3 (blue) and 5x5 (red) grids at site 1, 
site 2, and site 3 at Arkabutla Lake (November 2002 – September 2004).  
 
 
 
A comparison of R-squared values between TSI(SD) and in situ CHL data yields better 
results for TSI(SD).  A comparison of R-squared values between November 2002 to September 
2004 and July 2003 to September 2004 yields better results for the shorter time period.   
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Table 4.2. Example of tables summarizing R-squared values.  A comparison of R-squared values 
for Arkabutla Lake for two temporal subsets. The comparison was conducted for November 
2002 to September 2004, and July 2003 to September 2004. 
 
Predictors: MODIS A1 Nov 2002 – Sept 2004 Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
 
Predictors: MODIS A1 Jul 2003 – Sept 2004  Targets: TSI(SD)  
 
 
Predictors: MODIS Q1 Nov 2002 – Sept 2004 Targets: TSI(SD)  
 
 
Predictors: MODIS Q1 Jul 2003 – Sept 2004  Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
 
  
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.49 0.42 0.56 0.52 0.44 0.55
Ark%/%b2 0.21 0.24 0.11 0.24 0.21 0.10
Ark%/%b3 0.27 0.21 0.28 0.28 0.23 0.40
Ark%/%b4 0.39 0.31 0.41 0.41 0.33 0.43
Ark%/%b5 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.10
Ark%/%b6 0.14 0.19 0.14 0.17 0.19 0.21
Ark%/%b7 0.14 0.21 0.02 0.13 0.28 0.11
3x3 5x5
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.77 0.63 0.81 0.76 0.64 0.53
Ark%/%b2 0.37 0.28 0.61 0.29 0.20 0.59
Ark%/%b3 0.52 0.34 0.78 0.47 0.42 0.76
Ark%/%b4 0.69 0.49 0.80 0.67 0.55 0.61
Ark%/%b5 0.02 0.00 0.65 0.06 0.01 0.76
Ark%/%b6 0.20 0.21 0.71 0.16 0.50 0.70
Ark%/%b7 0.15 0.07 0.49 0.17 0.13 0.40
3x3 5x5
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.50 0.44 0.55 0.51 0.42 0.18 0.54 0.42 0.35
Ark%/%b2 0.23 0.22 0.16 0.25 0.21 0.00 0.25 0.22 0.05
3x3 5x5 7x7
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.71 0.71 0.83 0.73 0.68 0.78 0.74 0.69 0.81
Ark%/%b2 0.40 0.48 0.65 0.45 0.34 0.64 0.57 0.39 0.64
3x3 5x5 7x7
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In early 2013, additional in situ data from MDEQ was obtained for May 2009 to 
November 2011.  This data was combined with the original dataset and additional correlation 
pairings were explored.  The analyses were expanded to pair individual bands, band ratios, and 
vegetation indexes versus TSI(SD), TSI(CHL), and TSI(TP).  Table 4.3 summarizes these 
findings.  The overall results yielded R-square values that were too low and inconsistent to 
justify additional analyses using simple linear regression. First, it is possible that simple linear 
regression could not characterize the complex relationships in Mississippi lakes and reservoirs.  
Next, linear regression requires a statistically significant number of data points to correlate 
relationships and many of these datasets are simply too small to meet this standard.  
  
Table 4.3. R-squared values for all lakes and all sites: 2002 – 2011 
 
 
 
TSI(SD) TSI(CHL) TSI(TP)
MODIS&A1&bands
Red./.b1 0.06 0.01 0.08
NIR./.b2 0.03 0.01 0.01
Blue./.b3 0.01 0.01 0.01
Green./.b4 0.03 0.01 0.04
NIR./.b5 0.04 0.01 0.02
Mid/IR./.b6 0.02 0.01 0.01
Mid/IR./.b7 0.00 0.01 0.00
MODIS&Q1&bands
Red./.b1 0.19 0.01 0.17
NIR./.b2 0.03 0.05 0.00
Band&ratios
Red/Blue./.A1(b1/b3) 0.22 0.00 0.11
NIR/Red./.Q1(b2/b1) 0.22 0.00 0.09
Red/Green./.A1(b1/b4) 0.51 0.01 0.28
Red/Mid/IR./.A1(b1/b7) 0.02 0.00 0.02
Vegetation&Indexes
NDVI 0.30 0.02 0.11
EVI 0.07 0.01 0.02
Dependent.variablesIndependent.variables
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4.3 WEKA: Optimal settings and models  
The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) software workbench was 
selected as a predictive modeling alternative to simple linear regression.  The strategy used to 
determine the best operational procedure included discerning the optimal dataset size, iteration 
settings, predictor subsets, target attributes, and modeling algorithms.    
The WEKA models and settings were tested using multiple data blocking strategies on all 
available MODIS and in situ data since 2002.  Data categories included all lakes – all sites, all 
lakes – each site, each lake – all sites, and each lake - each site.  The optimal settings and models 
were determined by comparing the number of correctly classified attributes, number of 
incorrectly classified attributes, percentage of correctly classified attributes, percentage of 
incorrectly classified attributes, and kappa statistic value.  For more in-depth analyses the results 
were parsed for additional detail into the number correctly classified, the number incorrectly 
classified, and the percentage of correctly classified for hyperturbid versus turbid categories.  
The results were tallied for each setting and model to determine the optimal process for 
predictive modeling of lake trophic state using remote sensing data. 
 
4.3.1. Dataset size  
Data blocking was required in order to make comparisons among the seven study area 
lakes and within each lake.  This data was blocked into smaller subsets according to the location 
of the in situ data collection, such as the specific lake or specific collection site.  The categories 
for data subsets were all lakes – all sites, all lakes – each site, each lake – all sites, and each lake 
- each site.  Since each dataset was smaller than the maximum dataset size, so the impact of 
dataset size was investigated. 
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Table 4.4 lists the data subsets three different size datasets compared in this analysis, 
categorized as large (292-364 instances), medium (63-141 instances), and small (18-23).  The 
large subsets included all lakes – all sites, all lakes without Okatibbee – all sites, and all lakes 
without Okatibbee and Bay Springs – all sites.  The medium subset included all lakes – site 1 and 
Arkabutla – all sites.  The small subsets included Arkabutla – site 1, Arkabutla – site 2 and, 
Arkabutla – site 3.  
The optimal dataset size was determined by analyzing the model output summary 
statistics for three dataset sizes using seven different meta-learner, Bayesian, and decision tree 
WEKA models.  The analysis was conducted using individual MODIS A1 bands as predictors 
and TSI(SD) as the target class.  Table 4.5 provides an example of the dataset size comparison 
for two data subsets of each size using individual MODIS A1 bands as predictors and TSI(SD) as 
the target.  The results for the two optimal predictive models, Classification Via Regression and 
the J48 decision tree model, are summarized as examples.   
Results for the Classification Via Regression model are summarized as an example as 
follows.  For large datasets, the percentages of correctly classified instances ranged from 77.74% 
to 81.98% and kappa values ranged from 0.41 to 0.48.  For medium datasets, the percentages of 
correctly classified instances ranged from 73.02% to 81.56% and kappa values ranged from 0.29 
to 0.46.  For small datasets, the percentages of correctly classified instances ranged from 52.17% 
to 68.18% and kappa values ranged from 0.00 to 0.29.     
Results for the J48 decision tree model are summarized as an example as follows.  For 
large datasets, the percentages of correctly classified instances ranged from 78.42% to 80.23% 
and kappa values ranged from 0.43 to 0.46.  For medium datasets, the percentages of correctly 
classified instances ranged from 74.60% to 83.69% and kappa values ranged from 0.47 to 0.49.  
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For small datasets, the percentages of correctly classified instances ranged from 66.67% to 
73.91% and kappa values ranged from 0.26 to 0.47.     
These results clearly demonstrate that the percentages of correctly classified instances 
and kappa values decreased as dataset size was reduced.  Therefore, it was concluded that dataset 
size has a significant impact on results with larger datasets generally yielding better results than 
smaller datasets.   
 
 
Table 4.4. Spatial subsets used for dataset size analysis 
 
Data	  	   Total	   Size	   	   Data	  	   Total	   Size	  
Subset	   Instances	   Category	   	   Subset	   Instances	   Category	  
All	  lakes	  /	  All	  sites	   364 Large 	   Ark	  /	  All	  sites	   63 Medium	  
All	  lakes	  no	  Okt	  /	  All	  sites	   344 Large 	   Ark	  /	  Site	  1	   22 Small	  
All	  lakes	  no	  Okt	  &	  Bay/All	  sites	   292 Large 	   Ark	  /	  Site	  2	   23 Small	  
All	  lakes	  /	  Site	  1	   141 Medium 	   Ark	  /	  Site	  3	   18 Small	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Table 4.5. A comparison of different dataset sizes for eight different WEKA models.  Compares 
a subset of large, medium, and small datasets using MODIS A1 predictors and TSI(SD) targets. 
 
All Lakes – All Sites (large) 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee – All Sites (large) 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – All Sites (large) 
 
 
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 292 72 80.22% 19.78% 0.41 364
Classification'Via'Clustering 254 107 69.78% 29.40% I0.01 364
Bayesian
BayesNet 279 85 76.65% 23.35% 0.32 364
NaiveBayes 273 91 75.00% 25.00% 0.13 364
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 201 163 55.22% 44.78% 0.21 364
Decision0Trees
FT 293 71 80.49% 19.51% 0.48 364
J48 289 75 79.40% 20.60% 0.43 364
RandomForest 277 87 76.10% 23.90% 0.32 364
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 282 62 81.98% 18.02% 0.48 344
Classification'Via'Clustering 238 106 69.19% 30.81% G0.03 344
Bayesian
BayesNet 264 80 76.74% 23.26% 0.33 344
NaiveBayes 257 87 74.71% 25.29% 0.13 344
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 198 146 57.56% 42.44% 0.24 344
Decision0Trees
FT 275 69 79.94% 20.06% 0.47 344
J48 276 68 80.23% 19.77% 0.46 344
RandomForest 273 71 79.36% 20.64% 0.44 344
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 227 65 77.74% 22.26% 0.43 292
Classification'Via'Clustering 193 99 66.10% 33.90% H0.02 292
Bayesian
BayesNet 204 88 69.86% 30.14% 0.27 292
NaiveBayes 208 84 71.23% 28.77% 0.15 292
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 159 133 54.45% 45.55% 0.20 292
Decision0Trees
FT 222 70 76.03% 23.97% 0.42 292
J48 229 63 78.42% 21.58% 0.46 292
RandomForest 214 78 73.29% 26.71% 0.36 292
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All Lakes – Site 1 (medium) 
 
 
Ark – All Sites (medium) 
 
 
Arkabutla – Site 1 (small) 
 
 
 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 115 26 81.56% 18.44% 0.31 141
Classification'Via'Clustering 106 32 75.18% 22.70% H0.05 141
Bayesian
BayesNet 112 29 79.43% 20.57% 0.00 141
NaiveBayes 73 68 51.77% 48.23% 0.15 141
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 80 61 56.74% 43.26% 0.25 141
Decision0Trees
FT 118 23 83.69% 16.31% 0.36 141
J48 118 23 83.69% 16.31% 0.47 141
RandomForest 116 25 82.27% 17.73% 0.37 141
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 46 17 73.02% 26.98% 0.46 63
Classification'Via'Clustering 32 30 50.79% 47.62% 0.03 63
Bayesian
BayesNet 43 20 68.25% 31.75% 0.37 63
NaiveBayes 42 21 66.67% 33.33% 0.33 63
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 38 25 60.32% 39.68% 0.21 63
Decision0Trees
FT 49 14 77.78% 22.22% 0.55 63
J48 47 16 74.60% 25.40% 0.49 63
RandomForest 43 20 68.25% 31.75% 0.36 63
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 15 7 68.18% 31.82% 0.29 22
Classification'Via'Clustering 9 12 40.91% 54.55% I0.38 22
Bayesian
BayesNet 17 5 77.27% 22.73% 0.55 22
NaiveBayes 11 11 50.00% 50.00% 0.00 22
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 11 11 50.00% 50.00% 0.13 22
Decision0Trees
FT 14 8 63.64% 36.36% 0.00 22
J48 16 6 72.73% 27.27% 0.44 22
RandomForest 18 4 81.82% 18.18% 0.63 22
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Arkabutla – Site 2 (small) 
 
 
Arkabutla – Site 3 (small) 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 12 11 52.17% 47.83% 0.02 23
Classification'Via'Clustering 12 11 52.17% 47.83% 0.03 23
Bayesian
BayesNet 11 12 47.83% 52.17% I0.09 23
NaiveBayes 11 12 47.83% 52.17% I0.09 23
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 16 7 69.57% 30.43% 0.39 23
Decision0Trees
FT 12 11 52.17% 47.83% 0.00 23
J48 17 6 73.91% 26.09% 0.47 23
RandomForest 15 8 65.22% 34.78% 0.30 23
 
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 11 7 61.11% 38.89% 0.00 18
Classification'Via'Clustering 8 10 44.44% 55.56% H0.23 18
Bayesian
BayesNet 9 9 50.00% 50.00% H0.21 18
NaiveBayes 8 10 44.44% 55.56% 0.03 18
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 5 13 27.78% 72.22% H0.34 18
Decision0Trees
FT 11 7 61.11% 38.89% 0.00 18
J48 12 6 66.67% 33.33% 0.26 18
RandomForest 9 9 50.00% 50.00% H0.03 18
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4.3.2. Iterations 
 
A comparison of the all-but-one, 10-fold, and 5-fold iteration settings was used to 
investigate the impact of iteration settings on modeling and to determine the optimal iteration 
setting for water transparency prediction.  The iteration settings indicate the number of folds that 
divide the dataset into subsets for training and testing, where a fold refers to the dividing line that 
separates the data into subsets.  With each iteration, a single subset is reserved to test the model 
while the remaining subsets are used to train the model.  The process continues until all subsets 
have performed in both the training and testing roles. Section 3.4.3 provides a detailed 
explanation with examples of the all-but-one (figure 3.18), 10-fold (figure 3.19), and 5-fold 
(figure 3.20) iteration settings.  
The all-but-one, 10-fold, and 5-fold iteration settings were selected for testing to 
investigate and analyze the tradeoffs between modeling speed and accuracy. The all-but-one 
iteration setting is the slowest, yet the most accurate.  The 10-fold iteration setting is faster, yet 
less accurate.  The 5-fold iteration setting is fastest, yet the least accurate.  As the number of data 
instances increases, the differences between speed and accuracy become more pronounced.  
However, this research found minimal differences between iteration settings. The most likely 
reason for this is that even the largest datasets, at 364 data instances, were too small to elicit a 
noticeable difference in modeling speed.   
By way of example, consider the all lakes-all sites dataset, which has 364 data instances.   
The all-but-one iteration setting divides this dataset into 364 subsets, each with one instance.  
The 10-fold iteration setting divides this dataset into 10 subsets, each with 36 or 37 instances.  
The 5-fold iteration divides this dataset into 5 subsets, each with 72 or 73 instances.   
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The Classification Via Regression and J48 decision tree models outperformed the other 
six WEKA models in a preliminary analysis using the all lakes-all sites data subset.  Therefore, 
these two models were selected to conduct a more rigorous analysis of iteration settings by 
comparing the all-but-one, 10-fold, and 5-fold iteration settings for all lakes-all sites, all lakes-
each site, each lake – all sites, and each lake-each site.  These comparisons were conducted for 
the TSI(SD) and the TSI(CHL) target attributes.   
 
Table 4.6. Spatial subsets used for WEKA iteration settings test 
 
 
 
Appendixes D and E contain the complete set of iteration setting test results for both the 
Classification Via Regression and the J48 decision tree models, each targeting TSI(SD) and 
TSI(CHL) attributes.  Appendix D-1, D-2, and D-3 depicts the results for the iteration settings 
Data$ Total Data$ Total
Subset Instances Subset Instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 364 End$/$All$sites 65
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 344 End$/$Site$1 22
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 292 End$/$Site$2 22
End$/$Site$3 21
All$lakes$/$Site$1 141
All$lakes$/$Site$2 124 Gre$/$All$sites 54
All$lakes$/$Site$3 100 Gre$/$Site$1 19
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 120 Gre$/$Site$2 19
Gre$/$Site$3 16
Ark$/$All$sites 63
Ark$/$Site$1 22 Rbr$/$All$sites 61
Ark$/$Site$2 23 Rbr$/$Site$1 24
Ark$/$Site$3 18 Rbr$/$Site$2 25
Rbr$/$Site$3 12
Bay$/$All$sites 52
Bay$/$Site$1 Sar$/$All$sites 49
Bay$/$Site$2 Sar$/$Site$1 17
Bay$/$Site$3 18 Sar$/$Site$2 17
Sar$/$Site$3 15
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comparison using the Classification Via Regression model for the TSI(SD) target. Appendix D-
4, D-5, and D-6 depicts the results for the iteration settings comparison using the Classification 
Via Regression model for the TSI(CHL) target.  Appendix E-1, E-2, and E-3 depict the results 
for the iteration settings comparison using the J48 decision tree model for the TSI(SD) target. 
Appendix E-4, E-5, and E-6 depict the results for the iteration settings comparison using the J48 
decision tree model for the TSI(CHL) target.  The all-but-one iteration setting yielded the best 
results followed closely by 10-fold and then 5-fold iterations settings.  The difference in results 
between settings is more pronounced as the total instances increased. 
Table 4.7 compares the iteration settings among multiple data instance subsets using the 
Classification Via Regression model for the TSI(SD) target.  This analysis compared the 
percentage of correctly classified attributes and kappa statistics.  The results were compared and 
the iteration option with the best results was annotated as best correctly classified and best kappa 
statistic.  The largest datasets, such as all lakes-all sites, performed best with the all-but-one 
iteration setting.  As the datasets decreased in size to all lakes-each site, each lake – all sites, and 
each lake-each site, the differences in results became negligible.  The reason for this minimal 
difference is that the data sets were so small that the number of iterations for all-but-one 
approached the number of iterations for the smaller 10-fold and 5-fold iteration settings.  
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Table 4.7. Iteration settings comparison using the Classification Via Regression model for the 
TSI(SD) target.   
 
 
  
All#lakes#/#All#sites 80.22% 78.30% 79.40% All-but-one 0.41 0.37 0.39 All-but-one
All#lakes#no#Okt#/#All#sites 81.98% 76.74% 79.36% All-but-one 0.48 0.32 0.42 All-but-one
All#lakes#no#Okt#&#Bay/All#sites 77.74% 77.40% 77.40% All-but-one 0.43 0.41 0.41 All-but-one
All#lakes#/#Site#1 81.56% 82.98% 85.82% 5-fold 0.31 0.32 0.44 5-fold
All#lakes#/#Site#2 79.84% 78.23% 75.00% All-but-one 0.43 0.37 0.26 All-but-one
All#lakes#/#Site#3 63.00% 63.00% 65.00% 5-fold 0.03 0.04 0.08 5-fold
All#lakes#except#Okt#/#Site#1 85.00% 83.33% 81.67% All-but-one 0.45 0.39 0.35 All-but-one
Ark#/#All#sites 73.02% 73.02% 73.02% Three equal 0.46 0.46 0.46 Three equal
Ark#/#Site#1 68.18% 77.27% 68.18% Two equal 0.29 0.47 0.25 10-fold
Ark#/#Site#2 52.17% 56.52% 56.52% Two equal 0.02 0.10 0.12 5-fold
Ark#/#Site#3 61.11% 61.11% 55.56% Two equal 0.00 0.00 -0.04 Two equal
Bay#/#All#sites 98.08% 98.08% 98.08% Three equal 0.00 0.00 0.00 Three equal
Bay#/#Site#1
Bay#/#Site#2
Bay#/#Site#3 94.44% 94.44% Two equal 0.00 0.00 0.00 Two equal
End#/#All#sites 83.08% 89.23% 87.69% 10-fold -0.07 0.20 0.27 5-fold
End#/#Site#1 86.36% 86.36% 86.36% Three equal 0.00 0.00 0.00 Three equal
End#/#Site#2 86.36% 86.36% 81.82% Two equal D0.06 D0.06 D0.10 Two equal
End#/#Site#3 85.71% 85.71% 85.71% Three equal 0.00 0.00 0.00 Three equal
Gre#/#All#sites 88.89% 87.04% 88.89% Two equal 0.73 0.67 0.73 Two equal
Gre#/#Site#1 84.21% 89.47% 78.95% 10-fold 0.62 0.73 0.52 10-fold
Gre#/#Site#2 89.47% 84.21% 78.95% All-but-one 0.73 0.62 0.51 All-but-one
Gre#/#Site#3 68.75% 62.50% 68.75% Two equal 0.26 0.14 0.26 Two equal
Rbr#/#All#sites 77.05% 78.69% 72.13% 10-fold 0.54 0.57 0.45 10-fold
Rbr#/#Site#1 75.00% 79.17% 70.83% 10-fold 0.47 0.52 0.22 10-fold
Rbr#/#Site#2 80.00% 80.00% 76.00% Two equal 0.60 0.60 0.51 Two equal
Rbr#/#Site#3 83.33% 83.33% 83.33% Three equal 0.40 0.40 0.40 Three equal
Sar#/#All#sites 81.63% 81.63% 83.67% 5-fold D0.04 D0.04 0.00 5-fold
Sar#/#Site#1 94.12% 94.12% 94.12% Three equal 0.00 0.00 0.00 Three equal
Sar#/#Site#2 82.35% 82.35% 82.35% Three equal 0.00 0.00 0.00 Three equal
Sar#/#Site#3 73.33% 73.33% 73.33% Three equal 0.00 0.00 0.00 Three equal
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4.3.3. Predictors 
 
Seven sets of predictors were tested to determine the optimal set of inputs to achieve the 
best prediction results.  The optimal predictors were determined by comparing the number of 
correctly classified attributes, number of incorrectly classified attributes, percentage of correctly 
classified attributes, and kappa statistic values.  These results were parsed for additional detail 
into the number correctly classified, the number incorrectly classified, and the percentage of 
correctly classified for hyperturbid versus turbid categories.   
Table 4.8 provides a summary of the comparison of predictor subset comparisons using 
Classification Via Regression.  The settings for this analysis include TSI(SD) targets, all-but-one 
iterations, and all lakes / all sites data subset.  The best predictor subsets were MODIS A1 
individual bands and the band ratio Red/MidIR with MODIS A1 bands.  MODIS A1 bands 
yielded the percentage of correctly classified attributes of 80.22%, a kappa statistic of 0.41, and a 
percentage of correctly classified turbidity class of 95.11%.  Red/MidIR with MODIS A1 bands 
yielded the percentage of correctly classified attributes of 79.40%, a kappa statistic of 0.45, and a 
percentage of correctly classified turbidity class of 89.10%.  Red/MidIR with MODIS A1 bands 
performed best for percentage of correctly classified hyperturbidity with a value of 53.06%.   
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Table 4.8. WEKA predictor subset comparisons using Classification Via Regression.  Settings 
include TSI(SD) targets, all-but-one iterations, and all lakes / all sites data subset.   
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix F-1 summarizes the comparison of predictor subsets for all lakes – all sites, all 
lakes except Okatibbee – all sites, all lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – all sites, all 
lakes – site 1, and Arkabutla – all sites.  The results for each spatial subset were consistent with 
MODIS A1 individual bands and the band ratio Red/MidIR with MODIS A1 bands as the best 
predictor subsets.  Overall, the differences are minimal so MODIS A1 individual bands were 
selected as the optimal predictor subset.   
The most likely reason for these results is that machine learning models depend on strict 
independence among attributes, and the definitive bandwidth of MODIS bands meet this criteria.  
These models also perform best given a larger set of attributes for the model to use to execute its 
algorithm. Finally, the Red/MidIR band ratio may have performed well due to the higher spatial 
resolution of the MODIS Q1 250 m data.   
 
 
4.3.4. Target 
 
TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) were tested to determine the optimal target to achieve the best 
prediction results.  TSI(TP) was not tested because total phosphorus (TP) in situ data collection 
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A1 292 72 80.22% 0.41 39 59 39.80% 253 13 95.11%
EVI & A1 276 88 75.82% 0.27 29 69 29.59% 247 19 92.86%
NDVI & A1 283 81 77.75% 0.31 29 69 29.59% 254 12 95.49%
NIR/Red & A1 286 78 78.57% 0.35 34 64 34.69% 252 14 94.74%
Red/Blue & A1 260 104 71.43% 0.19 30 68 30.61% 230 36 86.47%
Red/Green & A1 272 92 74.73% 0.26 31 67 31.63% 241 25 90.60%
Red/MidIR & A1 289 75 79.40% 0.45 52 46 53.06% 237 29 89.10%
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has tapered off significantly in Mississippi since 2009.  For some lakes there is no TP data 
collection at all during 2009-2011 and for other lakes the number of TP measurements is 
approximately half that of TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL). Therefore, it was decided that TSI(SD) and 
TSI(CHL) were the best target attributes to investigate, test, develop, and operationalize water 
transparency prediction methods.  
The tests were completed for the Classification Via Regression and J48 models using the 
all-but-one, 10-fold, and 5-fold iteration settings. The optimal target was determined by 
comparing the summary statistics and confusion matrix WEKA output. Appendix G-1 lists the 
results for the Classification Via Regression model targeting TSI(SD) and Appendix G-2  lists 
them for the same model targeting TSI(CHL).  Appendix G-3 lists the results for the J48 decision 
tree model targeting TSI(SD) and Appendix G-4  lists them for the same model targeting 
TSI(CHL).  Table 4.9 is a subset of these results for all lakes – all sites, all lakes – each site, and 
data for Arkabutla Lake and Bay Springs Lake.  
Data was analyzed by comparing the summary statistics and the parsed confusion matrix 
results from both models for TSI(SD) versus TSI(CHL) targets. All lakes – all sites, the first data 
instance subset in each table, is discussed in detail as an example. For the Classification Via 
Regression model, the percentage of correctly classified attributes was 80.22% for TSI(SD) and 
91.39% for TSI(CHL).  The kappa value was 0.41 for TSI(SD), indicating a moderate 
agreement.  However, the kappa value was 0.10 for TSI(CHL), indicting only a slight agreement.  
Initially, one might assume that the higher percentage for correct classification is a strong 
indication that models targeting TSI(CHL) are performing well. This inclination is offset by a 
comparison between the Kappa values, which indicates a stronger agreement between known 
results and predicted results for the Classification Via Regression model using TSI(SD) as a 
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target.  Given this apparent conflict, a comparison of the results between the majority and 
minority classes was investigated to provide additional insights.   
The percentage of correctly classified attributes for the majority classes was 95.11% for 
the TSI(SD) turbid class and 99.39% for the TSI(CHL) eutrophic class.  However, the 
percentage of correctly classified attributes for the minority classes was 39.80% for the TSI(SD) 
hyperturbid class and 6.45% for the TSI(CHL) mesotrophic class.   The reason for this difference 
is linked to the ratio of available data to train and test each class.  In the case of TSI(SD) classes, 
for this example: the majority class, turbid, contains 266 data instances and the minority class, 
hyperturbid, contains 98 data instances.  This is a 3:1 ratio. In the case of TSI(CHL) classes, for 
this example: the majority class, eutrophic, contains 329 data instances and the minority class, 
mesotrophic, contains 31 data instances.  This is a 11:1 ratio.  For this example, we conclude that 
TSI(SD) is a better target attribute than TSI(CHL) for predicting water transparency. 
The same analysis was conducted using the J48 model and the all lakes – all sites data 
instance subset.  Once again, the data was analyzed by comparing the summary statistics and the 
parsed confusion matrix results for TSI(SD) versus TSI(CHL) targets. For the J48 decision tree 
model, the percentage of correctly classified attributes was 79.40% for TSI(SD) and 89.44% for 
TSI(CHL).  The kappa value was 0.43 for TSI(SD), indicating a moderate agreement.  However, 
the kappa value was 0.16 for TSI(CHL), indicting only a slight agreement.  These results mirror 
the results for the Classification Via Regression model results.  Again, the percentage for correct 
classification is higher for TSI(CHL) however the Kappa values indicate a stronger agreement 
between known results and predicted results for TSI(SD). This prompted another comparison of 
the results between the majority and minority classes to provide additional insights.   
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The percentage of correctly classified attributes for the majority classes was 90.98% for 
the TSI(SD) turbid class and 96.35% for the TSI(CHL) eutrophic class.  However, the 
percentage of correctly classified attributes for the minority classes was 47.96% for the TSI(SD) 
hyperturbid class and 16.13% for the TSI(CHL) mesotrophic class.   Once again, the reason for 
this difference is linked to the ratio of available data to train and test each class.  Since the input 
data is identical the number of data instances per class and the ratios are also identical. The 
majority class for TSI(SD), turbid, contains 266 data instances and the minority class, 
hyperturbid, contains 98 data instances.  This is a 3:1 ratio.  The majority class for TSI(CHL), 
eutrophic, contains 329 data instances and the minority class, mesotrophic, contains 31 data 
instances.  This is a 11:1 ratio.  Therefore, we conclude that TSI(SD) is a better target attribute 
than TSI(CHL) for this example as well. 
 An analysis of all data yields similar results for both Classification Via Regression and 
the J48 decision tree model.  The data was analyzed by conducting the same level of analysis on 
multiple data subsets.  These included: the three all lakes – all sites subsets and the three all lakes 
– each site subsets.  
The three all lakes – all sites subsets include all lakes – all sites, all lakes excluding 
Okatibbee – all sites, and all lakes excluding Okatibbee and Bay Springs – all sites.    For 
TSI(SD), the percentage of correctly classified attributes was high with values ranging from 
77.74% to 81.98%.  Kappa values indicate moderate agreement with values ranging from 0.41 to 
0.48.  For TSI(CHL), the percentage of correctly classified attributes was even higher, with 
values ranging from 88.79% to 95.49%.  Kappa values indicate slight agreement with values 
ranging from -0.01 to 0.10.  
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The three all lakes – each site subsets include all lakes – site 1, all lakes – site 2, and all 
lakes – site 3.  For TSI(SD), the percentage of correctly classified attributes range from was high 
with values 63.00% to 83.65%.  Kappa values indicate fair to moderate agreement for sites 1 and 
2 with values ranging from 0.31 to 0.47.  However, they indicate only slight agreement for site 
three with values as low as 0.00.  For TSI(CHL), the percentage of correctly classified attributes 
was higher, with values ranging from 85.83% to 96.94%.  Kappa values indicate moderate 
agreement for site 1 with a value of 0.42.   Kappa values indicate slight agreement at site 2 and 3 
with values of -0.06 and 0.00, respectively.  Collectively, these results led to the conclusion that 
TSI(SD) is a better target attribute than TSI(CHL) for predicting water transparency. 
 
Table 4.9 Example of comparison of targets TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) for the Classification Via 
Regression and the J48 decision tree models  
 
(a) Target: TSI(SD) / Model: Classification Via Regression 
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(b) Target: TSI(CHL) / Model: Classification Via Regression 
 
 
 
 
(c) Target: TSI(SD) / Model: J48 
 
 
 
 
(d) Target: TSI(CHL) / Model: J48 
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All$lakes$/$Site$3 95 3 96.94% 0.00 0 3 0.00% 95 0 100.00%
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4.3.5. Models 
 
TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) data were used to classify each lake into trophic state categories, 
which naturally separated into only two trophic categories.  TSI(SD) values ranged from 50-100, 
classified as turbid and hyperturbid.  TSI(CHL) values ranged from 40-70, classified as 
mesotrophic and eutrophic.   Therefore, models that support binary target classes were selected 
for testing to determine their effectiveness for predicting water transparency.   
Seven models were selected, including two meta-learner classifiers, two Bayesian 
classifiers and three decision tree classifiers. Meta learner models, Classification Via Regression 
and Classification Via Clustering, were selected to take advantage of the statistical methods that 
are well established in the remote sensing research community.  Bayesian models, the Bayes Net, 
and Naïve Bayes were selected to investigate the viability of probabilistic based predictive 
analysis using independent data inputs.  Decision tree models, FT, J48 and Random Forest, were 
selected due to the advantages of a transparent rule set and intuitive output.  More extensive 
advantages and disadvantages were discussed in section 3.4.6.  Ultimately, the models were 
selected because they supported binary target class prediction.  
The model selection was conducted in two phases.  The first phase was a comparison 
among all seven models using five different spatial subsets, including: all lakes – all sites, all 
lakes without Okatibbee – all sites, and all lakes without Okatibbee and Bay Springs – all sites. 
all lakes – site 1, Arkabutla – all sites.  The reason for this is that the analysis on dataset size 
concluded that small datasets led to poor and inconclusive results.   The optimal models were 
determined by comparing the summary statistics, especially the percentage of correctly classified 
instances and kappa values. The second phase was a comparison between the two models 
selected from the first phase, using a more extensive analysis using all lakes – all sites, all lakes – 
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each site, each lake – all sites, and each lake - each site.  This provided an opportunity to assess 
the validity of the models on all lakes.  The optimal models were determined by comparing the 
percentage of correctly classified instances, kappa values and, parsed confusion matrix results, as 
described in section 3.4.1. 
Appendix C provides the full set of results for phase 1, the comparison of the seven 
selected models using TSI(SD) as a target class.  This analysis was conducted using the seven 
sets of predictors including: MODIS A1 individual bands (Appendix C-1); EVI with MODIS A1 
bands 4-7 (Appendix C-2); NDVI with MODIS A1 bands 3-7 (Appendix C-3); NIR / Red band 
ratio with MODIS A1 bands 3-7 (Appendix C-4); Red / Blue band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 
2,4,5,6,7 (Appendix C-5); Red / Green band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 2,3,5,6,7 (Appendix C-
6); and Red / Mid-IR band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 1,2,4,5,6 (Appendix C-7). 
The results for Meta learner models yielded significantly better results for percentages of 
correctly classified instances and better kappa values for Classification Via Regression over 
Classification Via Clustering.  For example, using all lakes – all sites the Classification Via 
Regression results for the percentages of correctly classified instances ranged from 71.43% to 
80.22% and kappa values ranged from 0.19 to 0.41.  Conversely, Classification Via Clustering 
results for the percentages of correctly classified instances ranged from 59.89% to 69.78% and 
kappa values ranged from -0.13 to 0.20.  These results were similar across all spatial subset sizes.  
Therefore, Classification Via Regression was selected as the optimal Meta learner model and 
slated for further analysis. 
The results for Bayesian models yielded slightly better results for percentages of correctly 
classified instances and notably better kappa values using Bayes Net as opposed to Naïve Bayes.  
For example, using all lakes – all sites the Bayes Net results for the percentages of correctly 
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classified instances ranged from 69.23% to 77.20% and kappa values ranged from 0.21 to 0.36.  
Conversely, Naïve Bayes results for the percentages of correctly classified instances ranged from 
68.13% to 76.37% and kappa values ranged from -0.02 to 0.33.  These results were similar 
across all spatial subset sizes with a notable exception; kappa values for Naïve Bayes were often 
negative as the spatial subsets decreased in size.  Therefore, Bayes Net was selected as the 
optimal Bayesian model.  However, it was not slated for further analysis because the overall 
comparison demonstrated better results for the Classification Via Regression and J48 decision 
tree models. 
The results for decision tree models yielded more complicated results when comparing 
FT, J48 and Random Forest.  For example, using all lakes – all sites, percentages of correctly 
classified instances were: for FT, from 69.23% to 80.49%; for J48, 73.08% from 79.40%; and, 
for Random Forest, 71.98% to 78.57%.  Since, these percentages were so close and we were 
comparing three models we used kappa values to further differentiate among the three models.  
For example, using all lakes – all sites the kappa values were: for FT, from 0.15 to 0.48; for J48, 
from 0.00 to 0.43; and, for Random Forest, from 0.17 to 0.35.  For all lakes – all sites, the FT 
and J48 were close with lower end percentages of 69.23% for FT and lower end Kappa values of 
0.00 for J48.   
Delving deeper into the data revealed better results for the J48 model over the FT model.  
For MODIS A1 predictors targeting TSI(SD), the percentages of correctly classified instances 
for FT for the other selected spatial subsets were as follows: all lakes except Okatibbee – all 
sites, 79.94%; all lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs, 76.03%; all lakes – site 1, 83.69%; 
Arkabutla – all sites, 77.78%; Arkabutla – site 1, 63.64%; Arkabutla – site 2, 52.17%; and, 
Arkabutla – site 3, 61.11%.  Conversely, J48 results were as follows: all lakes except Okatibbee 
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– all sites, 80.23%; all lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs, 78.42%; all lakes – site 1, 
83.69%; Arkabutla – all sites, 74.60%; Arkabutla – site 1, 72.73%; Arkabutla – site 2, 73.91%; 
and, Arkabutla – site 3, 66.67%.  Although the results are quite similar for the larger datasets, the 
J48 model yielded better results for the smaller datasets.   
The analysis of kappa values for these two models For MODIS A1 predictors targeting 
TSI(SD) permitted further differentiation between the models.  The Kappa values for the FT 
model were as follows: all lakes except Okatibbee – all sites, 0.47; all lakes except Okatibbee 
and Bay Springs, 0.42; all lakes – site 1, 0.36; Arkabutla – all sites, 0.55; Arkabutla – site 1, 
0.00; Arkabutla – site 2, 0.00; and, Arkabutla – site 3, 0.00.  Conversely, J48 results were as 
follows: all lakes except Okatibbee – all sites, 0.46; all lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs, 
0.46; all lakes – site 1, 0.47; Arkabutla – all sites, 0.49; Arkabutla – site 1, 0.44; Arkabutla – site 
2, 0.47; and, Arkabutla – site 3, 0.26. Once again, although the results are quite similar for the 
larger datasets, the J48 model yielded better results for the smaller datasets.  The results 
percentages of correctly classified instances and kappa values were consistent for all other 
predictors.  Therefore, the J48 model was selected as the best decision tree model. 
Based on these analyses, the Classification Via Regression and the J48 decision tree 
models were selected as the optimal predictive models for water transparency prediction.  The 
Classification Via Regression model is a meta-learning algorithm that uses regression for 
classification.  A meta-learning algorithm generally uses a classification technique, such as 
regression or clustering, to divide the data into classes then learns from the results to improve the 
outcome in the next iteration (Whitten et al., 2011).  This model is specifically designed to 
classify binary class targets where one regression model is built for each class (Frank et al., 
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1998). This is accomplished as the regression line splits the data into two categories and 
optimizes the categorization with subsequent iterations.   
The J48 model is a decision tree algorithm that uses a binary tree for classification.  A 
decision tree generally uses training data to generate a series of decision nodes, where decisions 
are made, and branches, where outcomes are depicted.  Each data instance can be traced, node-
to-node, along its branches, from the origin to the final decision node (Maimon, 2010).  This 
model is specifically designed to classify binary class targets, where the classification is 
optimized with subsequent iterations (Frank et al., 1998).  The following is an example of the 
J48 decision tree output in WEKA.  This decision tree was run on all lakes – all sites for 364 data 
instances using the all-but-one iteration setting.  The predictors were individual MODIS A1 
bands 1-7, targeting TSI(SD) and predicting for the hyperturbid class.   
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modisA1b1 <= 852 
|   modisA1b7 <= 0 
|   |   modisA1b6 <= 136 
|   |   |   modisA1b1 <= 121: FALSE (7.43/0.08) 
|   |   |   modisA1b1 > 121 
|   |   |   |   modisA1b3 <= 285: TRUE (31.84/9.49) 
|   |   |   |   modisA1b3 > 285 
|   |   |   |   |   modisA1b4 <= 699: FALSE (9.55/0.1) 
|   |   |   |   |   modisA1b4 > 699: TRUE (4.24/1.2) 
|   |   modisA1b6 > 136: FALSE (22.29/1.24) 
|   modisA1b7 > 0: FALSE (199.51/26.19) 
modisA1b1 > 852 
|   modisA1b3 <= 759: TRUE (44.57/9.08) 
|   modisA1b3 > 759: FALSE (44.57/9.49) 
 
Figure 4.3.  Example of the J48 decision tree output in WEKA. 
 
The second phase in investigating the optimal predictive model involved a more robust 
comparison between the Classification Via Regression and J48 decision tee model.  This was 
conducted using the all lakes – all sites, all lakes – each site, each lake – all sites, and each lake - 
each site spatial subsets.  This analysis focused the correctly classified percentages, Kappa 
values and the parsed confusion matrix results.  Table 4.10 and Table 4.11 tally and summarize 
these data for both models using both TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) as target classes.  Table 4.12 and 
Table 4.13 tally and summarize the parsed confusion matrix results.   
There are a total of 31 data instances subsets considered in the tally. For correctly 
classified percentages targeting TSI(SD), Classification Via Regression yielded better results for 
16 subsets, J48 yielded better results for 11 subsets, and 2 subsets were equal (Table 4.10).  For 
kappa values targeting TSI(SD), Classification Via Regression yielded better results for 14 
subsets, J48 yielded better results for 11 subsets, and 4 subsets were equal (Table 4.10).  For 
correctly classified percentages targeting TSI(CHL), Classification Via Regression yielded better 
results for 7 subsets, J48 yielded better results for 4 subsets, 13 subsets were equal and 2 subsets 
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were invalid due to their homogeneity (Table 4.11).  For kappa values targeting TSI(CHL), 
Classification Via Regression yielded better results for 5 subsets, J48 yielded better results for 6 
subsets, 13 subsets were equal, and 2 subsets were invalid due to their homogeneity (Table 4.11).  
Classification Via Regression and the J48 decision tree model were compared in 
additional detail by parsing the classification results into the majority and minority represented 
categories.  The majority category for TSI(SD) is turbid and the minority category is hyperturbid.  
The majority category for TSI(CHL) is eutrophic and the minority category is mesotrophic.  
Table 4.12 and Table 4.13 summarize the tallied results for each data instance subset based on 
the correctly classified percentages and Kappa statistics.   
For correctly classified percentages of the hyperturbid class targeting TSI(SD), 
Classification Via Regression yielded better results for 12 subsets, J48 yielded better results for 9 
subsets, and 8 subsets were equal (Table 4.12).  For correctly classified percentages of the turbid 
class targeting TSI(SD), Classification Via Regression yielded better results for 14 subsets, J48 
yielded better results for 8 subsets, and 8 subsets were equal (Table 4.12).  For correctly 
classified percentages of the eutrophic class targeting TSI(CHL), Classification Via Regression 
yielded better results for 5 subsets, J48 yielded better results for 2 subsets, 17 subsets were equal 
and 7 subsets were invalid due to their homogeneity (Table 4.13).  For kappa values targeting 
TSI(CHL), Classification Via Regression yielded better results for 4 subsets, J48 yielded better 
results for 5 subsets, 15 subsets were equal, and 7 subsets were invalid due to their homogeneity 
(Table 4.13).  
The Classification Via Regression performed best for correctly classified percentages and 
kappa values for the comparison between Classification Via Regression and the J48 decision tree 
models targeting TSI(SD) (Table 4.10).  Performance was mostly equal for correctly classified 
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percentages and kappa values for the comparison of Classification Via Regression and the J48 
decision tree models targeting TSI(CHL) (Table 4.11).  Overall, correctly classified percentages 
were high for both TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) targets, whereas, Kappa statistics values were good 
for TSI(SD), but poor for TSI(CHL).   The parsed confusion matrix results targeting TSI(SD) 
demonstrated that Classification Via Regression performed best.  However, the parsed confusion 
matrix results for TSI(CHL) did not differentiate between the models and most results were 
equal.  
Classification Via Regression performed best for the comparison between the two models 
for target TSI(SD) assessed using the parsed hyperturbid and turbid classes  (Table 4.12).  
Performance was mostly equal for the comparison of the two models for target TSI(CHL) 
assessed using the parsed eutrophic and mesotrophic classes (Table 4.13).  Correctly classified 
percentages were high using both models for the majority classes targeting TSI(SD) and 
TSI(CHL).  However, correctly classified percentages were low using both models for the 
minority classes; especially for TSI(CHL).  Overall, the Classification Via Regression model 
performs best, followed closely by the J48 decision tree.  In conclusion, these results indicate 
that the Classification Via Regression model targeting TSI(SD) is best suited for water 
transparency prediction.   
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Table 4.10. Comparison of Classification Via Regression and the J48 decision tree models for 
target TSI(SD). 
 
 
  
All#lakes#/#All#sites 80.22% 79.40% ClassViaReg 0.41 0.43 ClassViaReg
All#lakes#no#Okt#/#All#sites 81.98% 80.23% ClassViaReg 0.48 0.46 ClassViaReg
All#lakes#no#Okt#&#Bay/All#sites 77.74% 78.42% J48 0.43 0.46 J48
All#lakes#/#Site#1 81.56% 83.69% J48 0.31 0.47 J48
All#lakes#/#Site#2 79.84% 79.03% ClassViaReg 0.43 0.42 ClassViaReg
All#lakes#/#Site#3 63.00% 65.00% J48 0.03 0.00 ClassViaReg
All#lakes#except#Okt#/#Site#1 85.00% 84.17% ClassViaReg 0.45 0.51 J48
Ark#/#All#sites 73.02% 74.60% J48 0.46 0.49 J48
Ark#/#Site#1 68.18% 72.73% J48 0.29 0.44 J48
Ark#/#Site#2 52.17% 73.91% J48 0.02 0.47 J48
Ark#/#Site#3 61.11% 66.67% J48 0.00 0.26 J48
Bay#/#All#sites 98.08% 98.08% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
Bay#/#Site#1
Bay#/#Site#2
Bay#/#Site#3 94.44% 94.44% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
End#/#All#sites 83.08% 86.15% J48 -0.07 0.12 J48
End#/#Site#1 86.36% 81.82% ClassViaReg 0.00 -0.07 ClassViaReg
End#/#Site#2 86.36% 81.82% ClassViaReg B0.06 B0.10 ClassViaReg
End#/#Site#3 85.71% 80.95% ClassViaReg 0.00 B0.08 ClassViaReg
Gre#/#All#sites 88.89% 81.48% ClassViaReg 0.73 0.54 ClassViaReg
Gre#/#Site#1 84.21% 57.89% ClassViaReg 0.62 B0.25 ClassViaReg
Gre#/#Site#2 89.47% 78.95% ClassViaReg 0.73 0.46 ClassViaReg
Gre#/#Site#3 68.75% 56.25% ClassViaReg 0.26 B0.12 ClassViaReg
Rbr#/#All#sites 77.05% 81.97% J48 0.54 0.64 J48
Rbr#/#Site#1 75.00% 83.33% J48 0.47 0.63 J48
Rbr#/#Site#2 80.00% 72.00% ClassViaReg 0.60 0.44 ClassViaReg
Rbr#/#Site#3 83.33% 66.67% ClassViaReg 0.40 B0.20 ClassViaReg
Sar#/#All#sites 81.63% 83.67% J48 B0.04 0.00 J48
Sar#/#Site#1 94.12% 94.12% ClassViaReg 0.00 0.00 Equal
Sar#/#Site#2 82.35% 70.59% ClassViaReg 0.00 B0.16 ClassViaReg
Sar#/#Site#3 73.33% 73.33% ClassViaReg 0.00 0.00 Equal
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Table 4.11 Comparison of Classification Via Regression and the J48 decision tree models for 
target TSI(CHL). 
 
 
  
All#lakes#/#All#sites 91.39% 89.44% ClassViaReg 0.10 0.16 J48
All#lakes#no#Okt#/#All#sites 90.86% 88.79% ClassViaReg 0.10 0.15 J48
All#lakes#no#Okt#&#Bay/All#sites 95.49% 94.79% ClassViaReg 0.00 -0.01 ClassViaReg
All#lakes#/#Site#1 91.55% 91.55% Equal 0.42 0.42 Equal
All#lakes#/#Site#2 89.17% 85.83% ClassViaReg -0.02 -0.06 ClassViaReg
All#lakes#/#Site#3 96.94% 96.94% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
All#lakes#except#Okt#/#Site#1 85.12% 90.08% J48 0.18 0.41 J48
Ark#/#All#sites 92.31% 92.31% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
Ark#/#Site#1 87.50% 91.67% J48 -0.06 0.00 J48
Ark#/#Site#2 86.96% 86.96% Equal -0.06 -0.06 Equal
Ark#/#Site#3 88.89% 94.44% J48 -0.06 0.00 J48
Bay#/#All#sites 62.75% 52.94% ClassViaReg -0.04 -0.21 ClassViaReg
Bay#/#Site#1 35.29% 64.71% J48 B0.43 0.30 J48
Bay#/#Site#2 23.53% 0.00% ClassViaReg B0.52 -0.99 ClassViaReg
Bay#/#Site#3
End#/#All#sites 98.44% 98.44% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
End#/#Site#1 95.45% 95.45% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
End#/#Site#2
End#/#Site#3
Gre#/#All#sites 94.23% 94.23% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
Gre#/#Site#1 88.89% 88.89% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
Gre#/#Site#2 94.44% 94.44% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
Gre#/#Site#3
Rbr#/#All#sites 95.00% 95.00% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
Rbr#/#Site#1
Rbr#/#Site#2 95.83% 95.83% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
Rbr#/#Site#3 83.33% 66.67% ClassViaReg 0.00 B0.20 ClassViaReg
Sar#/#All#sites 97.87% 97.87% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
Sar#/#Site#1 93.75% 93.75% Equal 0.00 0.00 Equal
Sar#/#Site#2
Sar#/#Site#3
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Table 4.12. Comparison of Classification Via Regression and the J48 decision tree models for 
target TSI(SD).  Assesses turbid (majority) versus hyperturbid (minority) classes. 
 
  
All#lakes#/#All#sites 39.80% 47.96% J48 95.11% 90.98% ClassViaReg
All#lakes#no#Okt#/#All#sites 46.81% 52.13% J48 95.20% 90.80% ClassViaReg
All#lakes#no#Okt#&#Bay/All#sites 46.24% 51.61% J48 92.46% 90.95% ClassViaReg
All#lakes#/#Site#1 31.03% 51.72% J48 94.64% 91.96% ClassViaReg
All#lakes#/#Site#2 44.12% 47.06% J48 93.33% 91.11% ClassViaReg
All#lakes#/#Site#3 11.43% 0.00% ClassViaReg 90.77% 100.00% J48
All#lakes#except#Okt#/#Site#1 40.00% 60.00% J48 96.84% 90.53% ClassViaReg
Ark#/#All#sites 61.29% 61.29% Equal 84.38% 87.50% J48
Ark#/#Site#1 50.00% 75.00% J48 78.57% 71.43% ClassViaReg
Ark#/#Site#2 75.00% 83.33% J48 27.27% 63.64% J48
Ark#/#Site#3 100.00% 81.82% ClassViaReg 0.00% 42.86% J48
Bay#/#All#sites 100.00% 100.00% Equal 0.00% 0.00% Equal
Bay#/#Site#1
Bay#/#Site#2
Bay#/#Site#3 100.00% 100.00% Equal 0.00% 0.00% Equal
End#/#All#sites 94.74% 96.49% J48 0.00% 12.50% J48
End#/#Site#1 100.00% 94.74% ClassViaReg 0.00% 0.00% Equal
End#/#Site#2 95.00% 90.00% ClassViaReg 0.00% 0.00% Equal
End#/#Site#3 100.00% 94.44% ClassViaReg 0.00% 0.00% Equal
Gre#/#All#sites 70.59% 58.82% ClassViaReg 97.30% 91.89% ClassViaReg
Gre#/#Site#1 80.00% 0.00% ClassViaReg 85.71% 78.57% ClassViaReg
Gre#/#Site#2 66.67% 50.00% ClassViaReg 100.00% 92.31% ClassViaReg
Gre#/#Site#3 33.33% 0.00% ClassViaReg 90.00% 90.00% Equal
Rbr#/#All#sites 82.76% 72.41% ClassViaReg 71.88% 90.63% J48
Rbr#/#Site#1 75.00% 75.00% Equal 75.00% 87.50% J48
Rbr#/#Site#2 81.82% 72.73% ClassViaReg 78.57% 71.43% ClassViaReg
Rbr#/#Site#3 90.00% 80.00% ClassViaReg 50.00% 0.00% ClassViaReg
Sar#/#All#sites 0.00% 0.00% Equal 97.56% 100.00% J48
Sar#/#Site#1 0.00% 0.00% Equal 100.00% 100.00% Equal
Sar#/#Site#2 0.00% 0.00% Equal 100.00% 85.71% ClassViaReg
Sar#/#Site#3 0.00% 0.00% Equal 100.00% 100.00% Equal
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Table 4.13. Comparison of Classification Via Regression and the J48 decision tree models for 
target TSI(CHL). Assesses eutrophic (majority) versus mesotrophic (minority) classes. 
 
  
All#lakes#/#All#sites 99.39% 96.35% ClassViaReg 6.45% 16.13% J48
All#lakes#no#Okt#/#All#sites 99.35% 96.10% ClassViaReg 6.45% 16.13% J48
All#lakes#no#Okt#&#Bay/All#sites 100.00% 99.27% ClassViaReg 0.00% 0.00% Equal
All#lakes#/#Site#1 99.21% 99.21% Equal 31.25% 31.25% Equal
All#lakes#/#Site#2 99.07% 95.37% ClassViaReg 0.00% 0.00% Equal
All#lakes#/#Site#3 0.00% 0.00% Equal 100.00% 100.00% Equal
All#lakes#except#Okt#/#Site#1 95.24% 99.05% J48 18.75% 31.25% J48
Ark#/#All#sites 100.00% 100.00% Equal 0.00% 0.00% Equal
Ark#/#Site#1 95.45% 100.00% J48 0.00% 0.00% Equal
Ark#/#Site#2 95.24% 95.24% Equal 0.00% 0.00% Equal
Ark#/#Site#3 0.00% 0.00% Equal 94.12% 100.00% J48
Bay#/#All#sites 0.00% 0.00% Equal 96.97% 81.82% ClassViaReg
Bay#/#Site#1 60.00% 60.00% Equal 0.00% 71.43% J48
Bay#/#Site#2 25.00% 0.00% ClassViaReg 22.22% 0.00% ClassViaReg
Bay#/#Site#3
End#/#All#sites 100.00% 100.00% Eqaul 0.00% 0.00% Equal
End#/#Site#1 100.00% 100.00% Equal 0.00% 0.00% Equal
End#/#Site#2
End#/#Site#3
Gre#/#All#sites 0.00% 0.00% Equal 100.00% 100.00% Equal
Gre#/#Site#1 0.00% 0.00% Equal 100.00% 100.00% Equal
Gre#/#Site#2 0.00% 0.00% Equal 100.00% 100.00% Equal
Gre#/#Site#3
Rbr#/#All#sites 100.00% 100.00% Equal 0.00% 0.00% Equal
Rbr#/#Site#1
Rbr#/#Site#2 100.00% 100.00% Equal 100.00% 0.00% ClassViaReg
Rbr#/#Site#3 0.00% 0.00% Equal 100.00% 80.00% ClassViaReg
Sar#/#All#sites 100.00% 100.00% Equal 0.00% 0.00% Equal
Sar#/#Site#1 100.00% 100.00% Equal 0.00% 0.00% Equal
Sar#/#Site#2
Sar#/#Site#3
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4.3.6. Comparison of lakes and reservoirs 
 
 Classification Via Regression results and satellite imagery were analyzed for each lake, 
except Okatibbee Lake, to determine the optimal data collection site.  Okatibbee Lake was 
specifically excluded from the analysis because it has only one collection site due to its being the 
smallest of the study area lakes. This assessment was conducted by comparing the number of 
correctly classified percentages and kappa statistic values for both TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL).  The 
TSI(SD) data was parsed to assess the majority category, turbid, and the minority category, 
hyperturbid.  In addition, the TSI(CHL) data was parsed to assess the majority category, 
eutrophic, and the minority category, mesotrophic.  Appendix H lists these results for all lakes – 
all sites, all lakes – each site, each lake – all sites, and each lake - each site. 
The all lakes – each site analysis yields the best results for all lakes - site 2, followed 
closely by all lakes - site 1.  All lakes - site 3 results are poor, which dilutes the viability of using 
the each lake – all sites data instance subset.  It is highly likely that this is due to the disturbances 
caused by the inflow of the river into the lake.   
Arkabutla Lake yields the best results for Arkabutla – all sites data instance subset with 
the correctly classified percentage at 73.02% for TSI(SD) and 92.31% for TSI(CHL).  The 
Kappa statistic value of 0.46 for TSI(SD) demonstrates a good model performance, whereas the 
Kappa statistic for TSI(CHL) were all poor.  The parsed correctly classified percentages yielded 
good results for the majority TSI(SD) class, turbid, with a value of 84.38%.  Table 4.14 depicts 
the results for Arkabutla Lake for all sites and each site using the Classification Via Regression 
model targeting TSI(SD).  Figure 4.4 is a Digital Globe image of Arkabutla Lake annotated with 
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in situ data collection site locations.  This image shows similarities between site 1 and 2, 
however site 3 demonstrates notable differences.    
 
 
Table 4.14. Comparison of results for Arkabutla Lake for all sites and each site using 
Classification Via Regression models for target TSI(SD).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure: 4.4. Digital Globe image of Arkabutla Lake (annotated with in situ data collection site 
locations). 
 
 
 
Bay Springs Lake yields the best results for Bay Springs – all sites data instance subset 
with the correctly classified percentage at 98.08% for TSI(SD) and 62.75% for TSI(CHL).  The 
Ark$/$All$sites 73.02% 0.46 61.29% 84.38% 92.31% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
Ark$/$Site$1 68.18% 0.29 50.00% 78.57% 87.50% -0.06 95.45% 0.00%
Ark$/$Site$2 52.17% 0.02 75.00% 27.27% 86.96% -0.06 95.24% 0.00%
Ark$/$Site$3 61.11% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% 88.89% -0.06 0.00% 94.12%
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Kappa statistic values for both TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) were both poor.  Also, the data indicated 
only a single class for Bay - Site 1, and Bay - Site 2.  This is due the homogeneity of the trophic 
state in this lake.  This homogeneity is also reflected in the high percentages for the TSI(SD) 
class, hyperturbid, and the TSI(CHL) class, mesotrophic.  There are multiple instances of the 
model being invalid for this dataset due to the data belonging exclusively to one class. Table 4.15 
depicts the results for Bay Springs Lake for all sites and each site using the Classification Via 
Regression model targeting TSI(SD).  Figure 4.4 is a Digital Globe image of Bay Springs Lake 
annotated with in situ data collection site locations.  This image provides visual verification to 
the homogeneity throughout the entirety of the lake, including the three data collection sites.  
 
 
Table 4.15. Comparison of results for Bay Springs lake – all sites and each site using 
Classification Via Regression models for target TSI(SD).  
 
 
 
 
Bay$/$All$sites 98.08% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% 62.75% -0.04 0.00% 96.97%
Bay$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset 35.29% ?0.43 60.00% 0.00%
Bay$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset 23.53% ?0.52 25.00% 22.22%
Bay$/$Site$3 94.44% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Figure 4.5. Digital Globe image of Bay Springs Lake (annotated with in situ data collection site 
locations) 
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Enid Lake yields the best results for the Enid – Site 1 data instance subset with the 
correctly classified percentage at 86.36% for TSI(SD) and 98.44% for TSI(CHL).  The Kappa 
statistic values for both TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) were both poor.  For TSI(SD) results for the 
correctly classified percentage for the hyperturbid class is 100% for Enid - Site 1 and Enid - Site 
3.  The model was invalid for TSI(CHL) for Site 2 and Site 3 due to the data belonging 
exclusively to one class. Overall, the in situ data lacks the variability necessary to support 
predictive modeling for this lake using this level of data instance subsetting.  Table 4.16 depicts 
the results for Enid Lake for all sites and each site using the Classification Via Regression model 
targeting TSI(SD).  Figure 4.5 is a Digital Globe image of Enid Lake annotated with in situ data 
collection site locations. 
 
 
Table 4.16. Comparison of results for Enid lake – all sites and each site using Classification Via 
Regression models for target TSI(SD).  
 
 
 
End$/$All$sites 83.08% -0.07 94.74% 0.00% 98.44% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
End$/$Site$1 86.36% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% 95.45% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
End$/$Site$2 86.36% 90.06 95.00% 0.00% Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
End$/$Site$3 85.71% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Figure 4.6. Digital Globe image of Enid Lake (annotated with in situ data collection site 
locations) 
 
 
 
Grenada Lake yields the best results for the Grenada – all sites data instance subset with 
the correctly classified percentage at 88.59% for TSI(SD) and 94.23% for TSI(CHL).  The 
Kappa statistic value of 0.73 for TSI(SD) demonstrates a very good model performance, whereas 
the Kappa statistic value of 0.00 for TSI(CHL) were all poor. The parsed correctly classified 
percentages yielded good results for the majority TSI(SD) class, turbid, with a value of 97.30%.  
Table 4.17 depicts the results for Grenada Lake for all sites and each site using the Classification 
Via Regression model targeting TSI(SD).  Figure 4.6 is a Digital Globe image of Grenada Lake 
annotated with in situ data collection site locations. 
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Table 4.17. Comparison of results for Grenada lake – all sites and each site using Classification 
Via Regression models for target TSI(SD).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7. Digital Globe image of Grenada Lake (annotated with in situ data collection site 
locations) 
 
 
Ross Barnett Lake yields the best results for the Ross Barnett – site 2 data instance subset 
with the correctly classified percentage at 80.00% for TSI(SD) and 95.83% for TSI(CHL).  The 
Kappa statistic value of 0.60 for TSI(SD) demonstrates a very good model performance, whereas 
the Kappa statistic value of 0.00 for TSI(CHL) were all poor. The parsed correctly classified 
percentages yielded good results for the majority TSI(SD) class, turbid, with a value of 78.57%.  
Gre$/$All$sites 88.89% 0.73 70.59% 97.30% 94.23% 0.00 0.00% 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$1 84.21% 0.62 80.00% 85.71% 88.89% 0.00 0.00% 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$2 89.47% 0.73 66.67% 100.00% 94.44% 0.00 0.00% 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$3 68.75% 0.26 33.33% 90.00% Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Table 4.18 depicts the results for Ross Barnett Lake for all sites and each site using the 
Classification Via Regression model targeting TSI(SD).  Figure 4.8 is a Digital Globe image of 
Enid Lake annotated with in situ data collection site locations. 
 
 
Table 4.18. Comparison of results for Ross Barnett lake – all sites and each site using 
Classification Via Regression models for target TSI(SD).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8. Digital Globe image of Ross Barnett Lake (annotated with in situ data collection site 
locations). 
 
Rbr$/$All$sites 77.05% 0.54 82.76% 71.88% 95.00% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
Rbr$/$Site$1 75% 0.47 75.00% 75.00% Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Rbr$/$Site$2 80.00% 0.60 81.82% 78.57% 95.83% 0.00 100.00% 100.00%
Rbr$/$Site$3 83.33% 0.40 90.00% 50.00% 83.33% 0.00 0.00% 100.00%
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Sardis Lake yields the best results for the Sardis – site 1 data instance subset with the 
correctly classified percentage at 94.12% for TSI(SD) and 93.75% for TSI(CHL).  The Kappa 
statistic values for both TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) were both poor.  The parsed correctly classified 
percentages yielded good results for the majority TSI(SD) class, turbid, with a value of 100.00%.  
Table 4.19 depicts the results for Sardis Lake for all sites and each site using the Classification 
Via Regression model targeting TSI(SD). Figure 4.9 is a Digital Globe image of Enid Lake 
annotated with in situ data collection site locations. 
 
 
Table 4.19. Comparison of results for Sardis lake – all sites and each site using Classification Via 
Regression models for target TSI(SD).  
 
 
 
Sar$/$All$sites 81.63% ,0.04 0.00% 97.56% 97.87% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
Sar$/$Site$1 94.12% 0.00 0.00% 100.00% 93.75% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
Sar$/$Site$2 82.35% 0.00 0.00% 100.00% Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Sar$/$Site$3 73.33% 0.00 0.00% 100.00% Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Figure 4.9. Digital Globe image of Sardis Lake (annotated with in situ data collection site 
locations). 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
This research proves the viability of using remote sensing data as a means of monitoring 
lakes and reservoirs.  Given that in-situ measurements may not provide the necessary spatial or 
temporal coverage necessary to maintain comprehensive monitoring, remote sensing data would 
provide water resource managers with a means to complement current water monitoring 
methods.  Specifically, this research investigated and recommends the use of Moderate 
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data as a inexpensive, high frequency 
monitoring by using spectral reflectance values to infer water transparency measurements, 
trophic state classification and lake characteristics. 
This research used in situ data collected by the Mississippi Department of Environmental 
Quality (MDEQ) on seven lakes and reservoirs from November 2002 to September 2004, and 
from May 2009 to November 2011.  Carlson TSI values were calculated independently using the 
Secchi depth (SD), chlorophyll-a (CHL), and total phosphorus (TP) this MDEQ in situ data.  
These TSI values were categorized according to their trophic state. TSI(CHL) yielded a 
minimum value of 30.10 and a maximum value of 67.72 categorized as mesotrophic and 
eutrophic classes.  TSI(SD) yielded a minimum value of 41.95 and a maximum value of 89.40 
categorized as eutrophic and hypereutrophic classes.  The TSI(SD) categories were later named 
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turbid and hyperturbid to account for causal links between suspended sediment and low water 
transparency in MS lakes and reservoirs.    TSI(TP) yielded a minimum value of 47.35 and a 
maximum value of 90.90 categorized as eutrophic and hypereutrophic classes.   
The resulting class differences, from categorized TSI(CHL), TSI(SD), and TSI(TP) 
values, prompted an additional research investigation into the interrelationship among the TSI 
variables.  The results demonstrated that TSI(SD) is approximately equal to TSI(TP), yet both 
are greater than TSI(CHL).  According to Carlson (1980), this can be interpreted as meaning that 
non-algal particulates, rather than chlorophyll-a, were the driving factor for low transparency 
measurements.  These results indicate that the study area lakes were characterized by high 
turbidity with small phosphorus-bound clay particles.  This provides strong evidence for the 
reasons why TSI(SD) yields better results than TSI(CHL) as a target attribute for predicting 
water transparency in MS lakes and reservoirs. 
Simple linear regression was performed to quantify the strength of the relationships 
between MODIS surface reflectance values and in situ data and to assess its potential as a tool 
for water transparency prediction.  This analysis was conducted by pairing individual bands, 
band ratios, and vegetation indexes versus Secchi depth (SD), chlorophyll-a (CHL), TSI(SD), 
TSI(CHL), and TSI(TP).  The simple linear regression results yielded R-square values that were 
too low and inconsistent to justify additional analyses using simple linear regression.  There may 
be multiple reasons why the results were poor.  First, lakes systems are complex and it is 
possible that simple linear regression alone could not characterize these complex relationships. 
Second, regression analysis require a statistically significant number of data points to correlate 
potential relationships and many of these datasets may fall below that ideal threshold.  Finally, 
although simple linear regression was successful in lakes with different hydrologic features, it is 
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likely that this method was less effective due to the hydrologic characteristics of Mississippi 
lakes and reservoirs.   
These results prompted the exploration of alternative predictive modeling methods such 
as machine learning algorithms.  The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) 
software workbench was selected as an alternative analytic technique to simple linear regression.  
This required additional research to investigate the optimal models and settings for using WEKA 
to monitor lakes in Mississippi.  This exploration also revealed valuable information about the 
differences within individual lakes and among multiple lakes with the study area.  Overall, these 
machine learning models were used to quantify the empirical relationships between remote 
sensing data and in situ data to permit the prediction of water transparency values. 
WEKA models that support binary target classes were selected for testing to determine 
their effectiveness for predicting water transparency.  The reason for this decision is that the 
results from TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) trophic state classification yielded binary classes for each 
target attribute. TSI(SD) values ranged from 50-100, which were classified as turbid and 
hyperturbid.  TSI(CHL) values ranged from 40-70, which were classified as mesotrophic and 
eutrophic.  Eight models were originally selected that met this criterion, including two meta-
learner classifiers, three Bayesian classifiers and three decision tree classifiers.  However, one of 
the Bayesian models, the Complement Naive Bayes model, performed so poorly that it was 
eliminated from future consideration and testing. 
WEKA model outputs were used to evaluate the effectiveness of each selected model and 
setting.  The number of correctly classified versus incorrectly classified attributes provided an 
assessment of the model’s performance based on the success to failure ratio.  The percentage of 
correctly classified attributes versus incorrectly classified attributes was more useful because it 
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permitted a comparison among different size datasets.  The kappa value was the most useful 
because it provided a measure of each model’s predictive capability based on the agreement 
between known and predicted results.  Finally, the confusion matrix provided summary statistics 
on the number of correctly and incorrectly classified attributes, for the TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) 
target classes.   
 An important finding is that larger datasets generally yield better results than smaller 
datasets.  This research compared large (292-364 instances), medium (141 instances), and small 
(18-63) datasets to determine if size had a significant impact on results. This analysis 
demonstrated that large datasets yield correctly classified percentage and kappa values as high as 
80.22% and 0.41, respectively.  Conversely, small datasets yield correctly classified percentage 
and kappa values that are as low as 52.17% and 0.02, respectively.  These results are similar 
across all model types and provide clear evidence that larger datasets provide better predictive 
capabilities.   Also, large datasets typically provide more examples of each class and thereby 
provide a larger data sample for model training and testing.   Therefore, larger and more diverse 
datasets are also required to optimize the predictive modeling methodology. 
 This research also pursued a comparison of the all-but-one, 10-fold, and 5-fold iteration 
settings to determine the impact of iteration settings water transparency prediction.  This is 
important because the iteration settings indicate the number of folds that subset the dataset for 
training and testing.  Another reason is that WEKA developers emphasize the importance of 
selecting the optimal iteration setting to account for tradeoffs between modeling speed and 
accuracy.  Essentially, fewer folds (5-fold) produce faster, yet less accurate results, whereas 
more folds (all-but-one) produce slower, yet more accurate results.  However, this research 
discovered minimal differences between iteration settings because even the largest datasets, at 
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364 data instances, were too small to elicit a noticeable difference in modeling speed.  Regarding 
accuracy, the all-but-one iteration setting yielded the best results followed closely by 10-fold and 
then 5-fold iterations settings.   
Seven sets of inputs predictor were tested to determine the predictor for water 
transparency modeling. These inputs included individual MODIS bands, bands ratios and 
vegetation indexes.  The optimal predictor subsets were MODIS A1 individual bands and the 
band ratio Red/MidIR with MODIS A1 bands.  MODIS A1 bands yielded a correctly classified 
percentage of 80.22%, a kappa statistic of 0.41, and a percentage of correctly classified turbidity 
class of 95.11%.  Red/MidIR with MODIS A1 bands yielded a correctly classified percentage of 
79.40%, a kappa statistic of 0.45, and a percentage of correctly classified turbidity class of 
89.10%.  Red/MidIR with MODIS A1 bands performed best for percentage of correctly 
classified hyperturbidity with a value of 53.06%.  The probable reason for these results the 
discrete spectral bandwidths of MODIS data provide distinctly independent attributes that are 
best for machine learning models.  Also, these models perform best with a larger selection of 
attributes, which the model uses in executing its algorithm. Finally, MODIS Q1 250 m data was 
used for the the Red/MidIR band ratio and the improved spatial resolution may have contributed 
to the better performance.  
TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) were tested to determine the optimal target to achieve the best 
prediction results.  TSI(TP) was not tested because total phosphorus (TP) in situ data it was 
decided that there were too few data instances of this data type because data MDEQ collection of 
TP has diminished since 2009.  Multiple analyses were conducted using both the Classification 
Via Regression and J48 decision tree models.  The results show that the percentages for correctly 
classified data were typically close between the two target classes. However, the kappa values 
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were significantly higher for TSI(SD), which demonstrated moderate agreement, whereas, 
TSI(CHL) only showed slight agreement.  The results for the parsed confusion matrix data were 
similar, with kappa values yielding moderate agreement for TSI(SD) and only slight agreement 
for TSI(CHL).  Therefore, we concluded that TSI(SD) is a better target attribute than TSI(CHL) 
for predicting water transparency. 
A determination of the optimal model for water transparency prediction was conducted in 
two phases.  The first phase involved the comparison of two meta-learner classifiers, two 
Bayesian classifiers and three decision tree classifiers using five different spatial subsets.  The 
results of this comparison led to the selection of the Classification Via Regression and J48 
decision tree models as the best prospects for an optimal model. The second phase included a 
more robust comparison between the Classification Via Regression and J48 decision tree model 
using the all lakes – all sites, all lakes – each site, each lake – all sites, and each lake - each site 
spatial subsets.  This analysis assessed the summary statistics and confusion matrix results, then 
used these to tally which model performed best for each of the 31 spatial data subsets.  The 
Classification Via Regression model yielded the best results, followed closely by the J48 
decision tree model.   
MDEQ collected data at three specific locations for each of the lakes in the study area, 
except Okatibbee Lake, which only has one site because it is a small lake.  These sites were 
compared to the best site option for water transparency predictive modeling. The sites were 
evaluated based on the results from the model and settings analyses.  This site yielded the best 
results for the model and settings.  Site 1 is located closest to the dam at each lake and is 
characterized by the deepest water in the lake.  Site 2 is located close to the middle of each lake.  
Site 3 is farthest from the dam, in the shallowest part of each lake.  This site is also the most 
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disturbed due to its proximity to the river inflows.   The results from the models and settings 
analyses yielded the best results for site 1, followed closely by site 2.  Site 3 results were 
generally poor and there it is not recommended for future analyses. 
 A comparison among study area lakes was conducted by using the optimal model and 
settings based on the collective research analyses.  This analysis was conducted using the 
Classification Via Regression model, all-but-one iteration setting, and MODIS A1 predictors.  
The analysis was conducted using the correctly classified percentages, kappa values, and parsed 
confusion matrix results. The results for percentage of correctly classified instances were similar 
among all lakes.  However, Kappa values demonstrated significant differences and therefore 
provided a better means to evaluate the effectiveness of models for each lake.   The lakes with 
the best kappa statistic results were Grenada Lake and Ross Barnett Lake.  Grenada Lake kappa 
values ranged from 0.26 to 0.73, corresponding to fair to substantial agreement.  Ross Barnett 
Lake kappa values ranged from 0.40 to 0.60, corresponding to fair to moderate agreement.  
Arkabutla results were mixed, as kappa values ranged from 0.00 to 0.46, corresponding to less-
than-chance to moderate agreement.   
Overall, this research concludes that Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) satellite imagery can be used to effectively monitor Mississippi lakes and reservoirs.  
Additionally, machine learning models were determined to be a viable option for predicting 
water transparency measurements.  It is anticipated that water resource managers can adopt these 
research findings to complement conventional in situ lake monitoring methods.   
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CHAPTER 6 
 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS TO OPERATIONALIZE RESEARCH 
 
One of the biggest challenges discovered during this research is that larger datasets would 
increase the options for blocking data and improve the ability to analyze these data.  Therefore, 
the first recommendation is to continue to collect in situ data and to use it to update the WEKA 
models.  Given Mississippi’s budget constraints, it is also suggested that Mississippi try to 
promote a water resource monitoring volunteer program such as those that have been successful 
in states like Wisconsin and Minnesota. Secchi Depth measurement techniques are relatively 
simple to teach and could easily be collected by a volunteer force statewide.  The data could be 
submitted via an online data collection website and integrated into the WEKA models.  This 
would improve the modeling capabilities significantly and could provide increasingly accurate 
results. 
The second recommendation is to investigate alternate predictors in addition to spectral 
reflectance values.  One possibility is to consider data blocking various date ranges of rainfall or 
storm events prior to in situ data collection dates.  The data could be analyzed daily, weekly, and 
monthly to determine which date ranges have the best results.   Another potential attribute is the 
month or season, each of which is strongly correlated to lake characteristics.  Finally, 
temperature could also be investigated, perhaps as a more quantitative means of portraying 
monthly and seasonal contributions. 
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The third recommendation is to investigate other remote sensing products and sensors.  
For example, MODIS offers a chlorophyll product that may prove to be a better predictor for 
TSI(CHL) than the MODIS A1 spectral reflectance values.  New sensors, such as Landsat 8 and 
the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS), should be investigated to determine if 
better results could be obtained.  These data could be incorporated into existing models as 
additional predictor attributes or investigated alone to determine their usefulness for monitoring 
lakes. 
The fourth recommendation is to investigate the WEKA modeling tools further to 
determine if other settings or models may provide superior results.  For example, there is a 
technique known as stacking which allows the research to combine multiple models 
successively.  This stacking technique could be used to run the Classification Via Regression 
model followed by the J48 decision tree model.  Researchers could also investigate non-binary 
models to determine perhaps in lakes with high variability.   
Overall, this research has barely started investigating the abundance of possibilities for 
applying machine learning techniques to lake monitoring and prediction.  Therefore, it is 
recommended that future researchers and water resources managers explore these and other 
options to continuously improve these methods. 
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Appendix A-1 
Average Monthly Secchi Depth 2003-2011 
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Appendix A-2 
Average Monthly Chlorophyll-a 2003-2011 
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Appendix A-3 
Average Monthly Total Phosphorus 2003-2011 
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Appendix B 
 
Simple Linear Regression: R-squared results  
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Appendix B-1 - Simple Linear Regression: R-squared results 
Predictors: MODIS A1 Nov 2002 – Sept 2004 Targets: TSI(SD)  
 
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.49 0.42 0.56 0.52 0.44 0.55
Ark%/%b2 0.21 0.24 0.11 0.24 0.21 0.10
Ark%/%b3 0.27 0.21 0.28 0.28 0.23 0.40
Ark%/%b4 0.39 0.31 0.41 0.41 0.33 0.43
Ark%/%b5 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.10
Ark%/%b6 0.14 0.19 0.14 0.17 0.19 0.21
Ark%/%b7 0.14 0.21 0.02 0.13 0.28 0.11
Bay%/%b1 0.00 0.01 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.36
Bay%/%b2 0.15 0.15 0.36 0.08 0.12 0.54
Bay%/%b3 0.02 0.02 0.45 0.03 0.02 0.36
Bay%/%b4 0.01 0.01 0.22 0.01 0.01 0.15
Bay%/%b5 0.00 0.21 0.05 0.04 0.18 0.03
Bay%/%b6 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00
Bay%/%b7 0.17 0.15 0.09 0.16 0.24 0.00
End%/%b1 0.06 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.14 0.09
End%/%b2 0.17 0.08 0.20 0.06 0.10 0.07
End%/%b3 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02
End%/%b4 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.04
End%/%b5 0.18 0.10 0.04 0.01 0.15 0.03
End%/%b6 0.14 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.04 0.00
End%/%b7 0.15 0.02 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.00
Gre%/%b1 0.38 0.37 0.49 0.51 0.42 0.55
Gre%/%b2 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.00 0.06 0.22
Gre%/%b3 0.00 0.11 0.16 0.00 0.13 0.20
Gre%/%b4 0.17 0.26 0.41 0.30 0.31 0.47
Gre%/%b5 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.15 0.02 0.00
Gre%/%b6 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.14
Gre%/%b7 0.02 0.10 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.04
Rbr%/%b1 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Rbr%/%b2 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.06 0.01
Rbr%/%b3 0.11 0.04 0.01 0.09 0.04 0.01
Rbr%/%b4 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01
Rbr%/%b5 0.28 0.02 0.02 0.21 0.01 0.02
Rbr%/%b6 0.14 0.07 0.01 0.11 0.08 0.01
Rbr%/%b7 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.00
Sar%/%b1 0.09 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.09
Sar%/%b2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
Sar%/%b3 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01
Sar%/%b4 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.10 0.07
Sar%/%b5 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00
Sar%/%b6 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sar%/%b7 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.00
3x3 5x5
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Appendix B-2 
Simple Linear Regression: R-squared results  
Predictors: MODIS Q1 Nov 2002 – Sept 2004 Targets: TSI(SD)  
 
  
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.50 0.44 0.55 0.51 0.42 0.18 0.54 0.42 0.35
Ark%/%b2 0.23 0.22 0.16 0.25 0.21 0.00 0.25 0.22 0.05
Bay%/%b1 0.07 0.01 0.36 0.06 0.00 0.39 0.04 0.00 0.39
Bay%/%b2 0.19 0.21 0.03 0.17 0.11 0.44 0.20 0.09 0.54
End%/%b1 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.04 0.14 0.05 0.03 0.12 0.07
End%/%b2 0.17 0.09 0.23 0.20 0.10 0.27 0.16 0.09 0.19
Gre%/%b1 0.70 0.28 0.39 0.66 0.34 0.43 0.63 0.35 0.49
Gre%/%b2 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.10
Okr%/%b1 0.00
Okr%/%b2 0.16
Rbr%/%b1 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01
Rbr%/%b2 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.09 0.05 0.01
Sar%/%b1 0.10 0.14 0.18 0.10 0.15 0.22 0.10 0.15 0.24
Sar%/%b2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
3x3 5x5 7x7
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Appendix B-3 - Simple Linear Regression: R-squared results 
Predictors: MODIS A1 Nov 2002 – Sept 2004 Targets: CHL  
 
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.17 0.24 0.15 0.17 0.27 0.15
Ark%/%b2 0.10 0.11 0.06 0.09 0.14 0.04
Ark%/%b3 0.11 0.17 0.08 0.11 0.20 0.10
Ark%/%b4 NA 0.20 NA NA 0.24 NA
Ark%/%b5 0.08 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.05
Ark%/%b6 0.10 0.14 0.08 0.09 0.21 0.09
Ark%/%b7 0.09 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.03
Bay%/%b1 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01
Bay%/%b2 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.07 0.15
Bay%/%b3 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04
Bay%/%b4 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.08
Bay%/%b5 0.42 0.16 0.08 0.35 0.15 0.13
Bay%/%b6 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01
Bay%/%b7 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.07
End%/%b1 0.21 0.29 0.04 0.19 0.21 0.04
End%/%b2 0.67 0.61 0.13 0.55 0.64 0.33
End%/%b3 0.49 0.54 0.06 0.44 0.47 0.07
End%/%b4 0.24 0.34 0.09 0.22 0.28 0.11
End%/%b5 0.76 0.66 0.09 0.30 0.56 0.16
End%/%b6 0.73 0.69 0.05 0.63 0.70 0.09
End%/%b7 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.02
Gre%/%b1 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01
Gre%/%b2 0.01 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00
Gre%/%b3 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01
Gre%/%b4 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01
Gre%/%b5 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.01 0.23
Gre%/%b6 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00
Gre%/%b7 0.04 0.07 0.12 0.05 0.06 0.12
Rbr%/%b1 0.34 0.02 0.06 0.29 0.01 0.08
Rbr%/%b2 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.02
Rbr%/%b3 0.11 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.01
Rbr%/%b4 0.24 0.00 0.02 0.20 0.00 0.02
Rbr%/%b5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.05
Rbr%/%b6 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.01
Rbr%/%b7 0.53 0.03 0.02 0.53 0.01 0.12
Sar%/%b1 0.29 0.02 NA 0.28 0.01 NA
Sar%/%b2 0.45 0.01 NA 0.43 0.01 NA
Sar%/%b3 0.42 0.00 0.04 0.41 0.00 0.04
Sar%/%b4 0.32 0.01 0.05 0.30 0.00 0.05
Sar%/%b5 0.39 0.02 0.03 0.38 0.01 0.03
Sar%/%b6 0.44 0.04 0.01 0.40 0.03 0.01
Sar%/%b7 0.01 0.18 0.09 0.00 0.64 0.14
3x3 5x5
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Appendix B-4 
Simple Linear Regression: R-squared results 
Predictors: MODIS Q1 Nov 2002 – Sept 2004 Targets: CHL  
 
  
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.17 0.28 0.14 0.16 0.29 0.04 0.16 0.29 0.10
Ark%/%b2 0.09 0.18 0.05 0.09 0.19 0.00 0.10 0.17 0.02
Bay%/%b1 0.01 0.00 0.12 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.04 0.05
Bay%/%b2 0.00 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.12
End%/%b1 0.13 0.28 0.04 0.23 0.23 0.06 0.23 0.25 0.05
End%/%b2 0.61 0.62 0.12 0.68 0.58 0.12 0.58 0.58 0.15
Gre%/%b1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01
Gre%/%b2 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
Okr%/%b1 0.44
Okr%/%b2 0.32
Rbr%/%b1 0.40 0.00 0.05 0.37 0.00 0.06 0.33 0.00 0.05
Rbr%/%b2 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00
Sar%/%b1 0.27 0.00 0.10 0.29 0.00 0.11 0.29 0.00 0.10
Sar%/%b2 0.43 0.00 0.04 0.45 0.00 0.04 0.44 0.00 0.04
3x3 5x5 7x7
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Appendix B-5 - Simple Linear Regression: R-squared results 
Predictors: MODIS A1 Jul 2003 – Sept 2004  Targets: TSI(SD)  
 
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.77 0.63 0.81 0.76 0.64 0.53
Ark%/%b2 0.37 0.28 0.61 0.29 0.20 0.59
Ark%/%b3 0.52 0.34 0.78 0.47 0.42 0.76
Ark%/%b4 0.69 0.49 0.80 0.67 0.55 0.61
Ark%/%b5 0.02 0.00 0.65 0.06 0.01 0.76
Ark%/%b6 0.20 0.21 0.71 0.16 0.50 0.70
Ark%/%b7 0.15 0.07 0.49 0.17 0.13 0.40
Bay%/%b1 0.49 0.21 0.38 0.48 0.22 0.35
Bay%/%b2 0.16 0.23 0.30 0.12 0.15 0.60
Bay%/%b3 0.41 0.19 0.45 0.37 0.16 0.43
Bay%/%b4 0.29 0.06 0.18 0.27 0.07 0.13
Bay%/%b5 0.06 0.20 0.01 0.03 0.20 0.01
Bay%/%b6 0.33 0.01 0.15 0.32 0.02 0.03
Bay%/%b7 0.62 0.22 0.30 0.61 0.25 0.01
End%/%b1 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.10 0.05
End%/%b2 0.08 0.05 0.10 0.01 0.03 0.00
End%/%b3 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.02
End%/%b4 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.02
End%/%b5 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.06 0.07
End%/%b6 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03
End%/%b7 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.13
Gre%/%b1 0.28 0.40 0.00 0.41 0.41 0.03
Gre%/%b2 0.00 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.04 0.00
Gre%/%b3 0.00 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.07 0.00
Gre%/%b4 0.11 0.27 0.00 0.21 0.29 0.01
Gre%/%b5 0.09 0.03 0.12 0.11 0.03 0.02
Gre%/%b6 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.04 0.00 0.01
Gre%/%b7 0.03 0.05 0.18 0.14 0.02 0.19
Rbr%/%b1 0.01 0.10 0.21 0.00 0.11 0.25
Rbr%/%b2 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.03
Rbr%/%b3 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.07
Rbr%/%b4 0.00 0.05 0.14 0.01 0.05 0.15
Rbr%/%b5 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.06 0.08
Rbr%/%b6 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.09 0.02 0.02
Rbr%/%b7 0.08 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.00
Sar%/%b1 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.03
Sar%/%b2 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
Sar%/%b3 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01
Sar%/%b4 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.03
Sar%/%b5 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00
Sar%/%b6 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
Sar%/%b7 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
3x3 5x5
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Appendix B-6 
Simple Linear Regression: R-squared results 
Predictors: MODIS Q1 Jul 2003 – Sept 2004  Targets: TSI(SD)  
 
  
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.71 0.71 0.83 0.73 0.68 0.78 0.74 0.69 0.81
Ark%/%b2 0.40 0.48 0.65 0.45 0.34 0.64 0.57 0.39 0.64
Bay%/%b1 0.04 0.01 0.40 0.08 0.12 0.40 0.23 0.19 0.40
Bay%/%b2 0.36 0.26 0.25 0.35 0.22 0.68 0.32 0.14 0.66
End%/%b1 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.03
End%/%b2 0.10 0.05 0.19 0.13 0.07 0.21 0.09 0.05 0.11
Gre%/%b1 0.64 0.20 0.03 0.59 0.26 0.01 0.54 0.25 0.00
Gre%/%b2 0.03 0.00 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15
Okr%/%b1 0.00
Okr%/%b2 0.12
Rbr%/%b1 0.02 0.10 0.18 0.01 0.10 0.19 0.00 0.11 0.20
Rbr%/%b2 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00
Sar%/%b1 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.08
Sar%/%b2 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00
3x3 5x5 7x7
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Appendix B-7 - Simple Linear Regression: R-squared results 
Predictors: MODIS A1 Jul 2003 – Sept 2004  Targets: CHL  
  
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.06
Ark%/%b2 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.23 0.01
Ark%/%b3 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.00
Ark%/%b4 NA 0.05 0.00 NA 0.13 0.03
Ark%/%b5 0.05 0.22 0.08 0.20 0.03 0.03
Ark%/%b6 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.58 0.03
Ark%/%b7 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.02
Bay%/%b1 0.04 0.07 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00
Bay%/%b2 0.02 0.44 0.01 0.04 0.37 0.02
Bay%/%b3 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00
Bay%/%b4 0.23 0.03 0.00 0.24 0.01 0.00
Bay%/%b5 0.48 0.57 0.34 0.22 0.66 0.63
Bay%/%b6 0.18 0.22 0.01 0.33 0.14 0.01
Bay%/%b7 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.19 0.01
End%/%b1 0.67 0.78 0.03 0.58 0.70 0.01
End%/%b2 0.67 0.65 0.25 0.57 0.63 0.34
End%/%b3 0.67 0.72 0.13 0.59 0.62 0.13
End%/%b4 0.64 0.76 0.10 0.56 0.68 0.09
End%/%b5 0.76 0.69 0.31 0.46 0.52 0.34
End%/%b6 0.75 0.78 0.10 0.68 0.76 0.04
End%/%b7 0.74 0.77 0.12 0.66 0.71 0.17
Gre%/%b1 0.05 0.03 0.09 0.20 0.05 0.03
Gre%/%b2 0.01 0.11 0.51 0.00 0.16 0.14
Gre%/%b3 0.00 0.09 0.25 0.01 0.10 0.10
Gre%/%b4 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.15 0.04 0.02
Gre%/%b5 0.04 0.34 0.62 0.00 0.39 0.14
Gre%/%b6 0.01 0.14 0.38 0.00 0.24 0.11
Gre%/%b7 0.04 0.12 0.40 0.17 0.06 0.49
Rbr%/%b1 0.40 0.03 0.06 0.27 0.02 0.11
Rbr%/%b2 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.03
Rbr%/%b3 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.03
Rbr%/%b4 0.32 0.01 0.03 0.21 0.00 0.04
Rbr%/%b5 0.07 0.11 0.01 0.07 0.17 0.06
Rbr%/%b6 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.09 0.01 0.01
Rbr%/%b7 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.00
Sar%/%b1 0.53 0.00 0.07 0.50 0.00 0.07
Sar%/%b2 0.48 0.00 0.04 0.46 0.00 0.04
Sar%/%b3 0.53 0.00 0.05 0.50 0.00 0.05
Sar%/%b4 0.53 0.01 0.07 0.50 0.00 0.07
Sar%/%b5 0.52 0.00 0.04 0.42 0.00 0.04
Sar%/%b6 0.55 0.00 0.03 0.49 0.00 0.03
Sar%/%b7 0.55 0.00 0.01 0.48 0.00 0.01
3x3 5x5
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Appendix B-8 
Simple Linear Regression: R-squared results  
Predictors: MODIS Q1 Jul 2003 – Sept 2004  Targets: CHL  
 
  
Lake%/%Band Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3 Site1 Site2 Site3
Ark%/%b1 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.02 0.00 0.15 0.01
Ark%/%b2 0.01 0.15 0.01 0.01 0.21 0.05 0.01 0.15 0.04
Bay%/%b1 0.00 0.13 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.00
Bay%/%b2 0.02 0.65 0.00 0.01 0.59 0.05 0.00 0.53 0.08
End%/%b1 0.62 0.78 0.06 0.65 0.75 0.08 0.59 0.75 0.06
End%/%b2 0.62 0.67 0.37 0.68 0.61 0.30 0.58 0.62 0.25
Gre%/%b1 0.43 0.06 0.10 0.48 0.05 0.09 0.45 0.05 0.06
Gre%/%b2 0.00 0.07 0.31 0.01 0.08 0.33 0.01 0.07 0.41
Okr%/%b1 0.52
Okr%/%b2 0.27
Rbr%/%b1 0.44 0.01 0.12 0.41 0.02 0.09 0.38 0.03 0.08
Rbr%/%b2 0.15 0.00 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00
Sar%/%b1 0.54 0.02 0.14 0.54 0.03 0.14 0.53 0.03 0.14
Sar%/%b2 0.48 0.01 0.05 0.49 0.01 0.05 0.48 0.01 0.04
3x3 5x5 7x7
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Appendix C-1 
Comparison of WEKA Models 
Predictors: MODIS A1 / Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes - All Sites (large) 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee – All Sites (large) 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – All Sites (large) 
 
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 292 72 80.22% 19.78% 0.41 364
Classification'Via'Clustering 254 107 69.78% 29.40% I0.01 364
Bayesian
BayesNet 279 85 76.65% 23.35% 0.32 364
NaiveBayes 273 91 75.00% 25.00% 0.13 364
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 201 163 55.22% 44.78% 0.21 364
Decision0Trees
FT 293 71 80.49% 19.51% 0.48 364
J48 289 75 79.40% 20.60% 0.43 364
RandomForest 277 87 76.10% 23.90% 0.32 364
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 282 62 81.98% 18.02% 0.48 344
Classification'Via'Clustering 238 106 69.19% 30.81% G0.03 344
Bayesian
BayesNet 264 80 76.74% 23.26% 0.33 344
NaiveBayes 257 87 74.71% 25.29% 0.13 344
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 198 146 57.56% 42.44% 0.24 344
Decision0Trees
FT 275 69 79.94% 20.06% 0.47 344
J48 276 68 80.23% 19.77% 0.46 344
RandomForest 273 71 79.36% 20.64% 0.44 344
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 227 65 77.74% 22.26% 0.43 292
Classification'Via'Clustering 193 99 66.10% 33.90% H0.02 292
Bayesian
BayesNet 204 88 69.86% 30.14% 0.27 292
NaiveBayes 208 84 71.23% 28.77% 0.15 292
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 159 133 54.45% 45.55% 0.20 292
Decision0Trees
FT 222 70 76.03% 23.97% 0.42 292
J48 229 63 78.42% 21.58% 0.46 292
RandomForest 214 78 73.29% 26.71% 0.36 292
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Appendix C-1 
Comparison of WEKA Models (cont.) 
Predictors: MODIS A1 / Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes – Site 1 (medium) 
 
 
Arkabutla – All Sites (medium) 
 
 
Arkabutla – Site 1 (small) 
 
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 115 26 81.56% 18.44% 0.31 141
Classification'Via'Clustering 106 32 75.18% 22.70% H0.05 141
Bayesian
BayesNet 112 29 79.43% 20.57% 0.00 141
NaiveBayes 73 68 51.77% 48.23% 0.15 141
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 80 61 56.74% 43.26% 0.25 141
Decision0Trees
FT 118 23 83.69% 16.31% 0.36 141
J48 118 23 83.69% 16.31% 0.47 141
RandomForest 116 25 82.27% 17.73% 0.37 141
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 46 17 73.02% 26.98% 0.46 63
Classification'Via'Clustering 32 30 50.79% 47.62% 0.03 63
Bayesian
BayesNet 43 20 68.25% 31.75% 0.37 63
NaiveBayes 42 21 66.67% 33.33% 0.33 63
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 38 25 60.32% 39.68% 0.21 63
Decision0Trees
FT 49 14 77.78% 22.22% 0.55 63
J48 47 16 74.60% 25.40% 0.49 63
RandomForest 43 20 68.25% 31.75% 0.36 63
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 15 7 68.18% 31.82% 0.29 22
Classification'Via'Clustering 9 12 40.91% 54.55% I0.38 22
Bayesian
BayesNet 17 5 77.27% 22.73% 0.55 22
NaiveBayes 11 11 50.00% 50.00% 0.00 22
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 11 11 50.00% 50.00% 0.13 22
Decision0Trees
FT 14 8 63.64% 36.36% 0.00 22
J48 16 6 72.73% 27.27% 0.44 22
RandomForest 18 4 81.82% 18.18% 0.63 22
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Appendix C-1 
Comparison of WEKA Models (cont.) 
Predictors: MODIS A1 / Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
Arkabutla – Site 2 (small) 
 
 
Arkabutla – Site 3 (small) 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 12 11 52.17% 47.83% 0.02 23
Classification'Via'Clustering 12 11 52.17% 47.83% 0.03 23
Bayesian
BayesNet 11 12 47.83% 52.17% I0.09 23
NaiveBayes 11 12 47.83% 52.17% I0.09 23
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 16 7 69.57% 30.43% 0.39 23
Decision0Trees
FT 12 11 52.17% 47.83% 0.00 23
J48 17 6 73.91% 26.09% 0.47 23
RandomForest 15 8 65.22% 34.78% 0.30 23
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 11 7 61.11% 38.89% 0.00 18
Classification'Via'Clustering 8 10 44.44% 55.56% H0.23 18
Bayesian
BayesNet 9 9 50.00% 50.00% H0.21 18
NaiveBayes 8 10 44.44% 55.56% 0.03 18
Complement'Naïve'Bayes 5 13 27.78% 72.22% H0.34 18
Decision0Trees
FT 11 7 61.11% 38.89% 0.00 18
J48 12 6 66.67% 33.33% 0.26 18
RandomForest 9 9 50.00% 50.00% H0.03 18
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Appendix C-2 
Comparison of WEKA Models  
Predictors: EVI with MODIS A1 bands 4-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes - All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee – All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – All Sites 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 276 88 75.82% 24.18% 0.27 364
Classification'Via'Clustering 253 108 69.51% 29.67% I0.02 364
Bayesian
BayesNet 280 84 76.92% 23.08% 0.31 364
NaiveBayes 262 102 71.98% 28.02% I0.02 364
Decision0Trees
FT 275 89 75.55% 24.45% 0.33 364
J48 270 94 74.18% 25.82% 0.22 364
RandomForest 281 83 77.20% 22.80% 0.35 364
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 263 81 76.45% 23.55% 0.30 344
Classification'Via'Clustering 238 106 69.19% 30.81% I0.03 344
Bayesian
BayesNet 264 80 76.74% 23.26% 0.31 344
NaiveBayes 247 97 71.80% 28.20% I0.02 344
Decision0Trees
FT 264 80 76.74% 23.26% 0.34 344
J48 253 91 73.55% 26.45% 0.22 344
RandomForest 260 84 75.58% 24.42% 0.36 344
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 210 82 71.92% 28.08% 0.30 292
Classification'Via'Clustering 183 109 62.67% 37.33% G0.06 292
Bayesian
BayesNet 211 81 72.26% 27.74% 0.29 292
NaiveBayes 194 98 66.44% 33.56% G0.03 292
Decision0Trees
FT 223 69 76.37% 23.63% 0.42 292
J48 205 87 70.21% 29.79% 0.20 292
RandomForest 214 78 73.29% 26.71% 0.37 292
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Appendix C-2 
Comparison of WEKA Models (cont.) 
Predictors: EVI with MODIS A1 bands 4-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes – Site 1 
 
 
Arkabutla – All Sites 
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 115 26 81.56% 18.44% 0.31 141
Classification'Via'Clustering 104 32 73.76% 22.70% H0.05 141
Bayesian
BayesNet 112 29 79.43% 20.57% 0.00 141
NaiveBayes 74 67 52.48% 47.52% 0.12 141
Decision0Trees
FT 116 25 82.27% 17.73% 0.28 141
J48 116 25 82.27% 17.73% 0.40 141
RandomForest 117 24 82.98% 17.02% 0.40 141
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 41 22 65.08% 34.92% 0.30 63
Classification'Via'Clustering 29 33 46.03% 52.38% H0.06 63
Bayesian
BayesNet 41 22 65.08% 34.92% 0.30 63
NaiveBayes 33 30 52.38% 47.62% 0.06 63
Decision0Trees
FT 50 13 79.37% 20.63% 0.59 63
J48 42 21 66.67% 33.33% 0.33 63
RandomForest 43 20 68.25% 31.75% 0.37 63
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Appendix C-3 
Comparison of WEKA Models 
Predictors: NDVI with MODIS A1 bands 3-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes - All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee – All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – All Sites 
 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 283 81 77.75% 22.25% 0.31 364
Classification'Via'Clustering 225 138 61.81% 37.91% 0.20 364
Bayesian
BayesNet 253 111 69.51% 30.49% 0.22 364
NaiveBayes 248 116 68.13% 31.87% 0.31 364
Decision0Trees
FT 289 75 79.40% 20.60% 0.38 364
J48 274 90 75.27% 24.73% 0.32 364
RandomForest 281 83 77.20% 22.80% 0.39 364
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 258 86 75.00% 25.00% 0.26 344
Classification'Via'Clustering 191 153 55.52% 44.48% I0.05 344
Bayesian
BayesNet 236 108 68.60% 31.40% 0.21 344
NaiveBayes 230 114 66.86% 33.14% 0.31 344
Decision0Trees
FT 261 83 75.87% 24.13% 0.34 344
J48 265 79 77.03% 22.97% 0.37 344
RandomForest 271 73 78.78% 21.22% 0.44 344
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 224 68 76.71% 23.29% 0.37 292
Classification'Via'Clustering 186 106 63.70% 36.30% H0.04 292
Bayesian
BayesNet 210 82 71.92% 28.08% 0.29 292
NaiveBayes 185 107 63.36% 36.64% 0.24 292
Decision0Trees
FT 225 67 77.05% 22.95% 0.42 292
J48 201 91 68.84% 31.16% 0.23 292
RandomForest 218 74 74.66% 25.34% 0.39 292
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Appendix C-3 
Comparison of WEKA Models (cont.) 
Predictors: NDVI with MODIS A1 bands 3-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes – Site 1 
 
 
Arkabutla – All Sites 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 111 30 78.72% 21.28% 0.09 141
Classification'Via'Clustering 85 55 60.28% 39.01% 0.11 141
Bayesian
BayesNet 112 29 79.43% 20.57% 0.00 141
NaiveBayes 74 67 52.48% 47.52% 0.16 141
Decision0Trees
FT 117 24 82.98% 17.02% 0.35 141
J48 122 19 86.52% 13.48% 0.47 141
RandomForest 113 28 80.14% 19.86% 0.39 141
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 41 22 65.08% 34.92% 0.30 63
Classification'Via'Clustering 32 31 50.79% 49.21% 0.01 63
Bayesian
BayesNet 42 21 66.67% 33.33% 0.33 63
NaiveBayes 37 26 58.73% 41.27% 0.18 63
Decision0Trees
FT 44 19 69.84% 30.16% 0.40 63
J48 38 25 60.32% 39.68% 0.21 63
RandomForest 40 23 63.49% 36.51% 0.27 63
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Appendix C-4 
Comparison of WEKA Models 
Predictors: NIR / Red band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 3-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes - All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee – All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – All Sites 
 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 286 78 78.57% 21.43% 0.35 364
Classification'Via'Clustering 253 108 69.51% 29.67% I0.03 364
Bayesian
BayesNet 252 112 69.23% 30.77% 0.21 364
NaiveBayes 255 109 70.05% 29.95% 0.15 364
Decision0Trees
FT 284 80 78.02% 21.98% 0.32 364
J48 288 76 79.12% 20.88% 0.42 364
RandomForest 277 87 76.10% 23.90% 0.37 364
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 266 78 77.33% 22.67% 0.33 344
Classification'Via'Clustering 237 107 68.90% 31.10% H0.04 344
Bayesian
BayesNet 235 109 68.31% 31.69% 0.21 344
NaiveBayes 239 105 69.48% 30.52% 0.16 344
Decision0Trees
FT 271 73 78.78% 21.22% 0.39 344
J48 253 91 73.55% 26.45% 0.23 344
RandomForest 263 81 76.45% 23.55% 0.38 344
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 196 96 67.12% 32.88% 0.02 292
Classification'Via'Clustering 192 98 65.75% 33.56% H0.02 292
Bayesian
BayesNet 210 82 71.92% 28.08% 0.29 292
NaiveBayes 185 107 63.36% 36.64% 0.05 292
Decision0Trees
FT 221 71 75.68% 24.32% 0.34 292
J48 202 90 69.18% 30.82% 0.20 292
RandomForest 212 80 72.60% 27.40% 0.34 292
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Appendix C-4 
Comparison of WEKA Models (cont.) 
Predictors: NIR / Red band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 3-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes – Site 1 
 
 
Arkabutla – All Sites 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 108 33 76.60% 23.40% F0.01 141
Classification'Via'Clustering 95 45 67.38% 31.91% 0.10 141
Bayesian
BayesNet 112 29 79.43% 20.57% 0.00 141
NaiveBayes 71 70 50.35% 49.65% 0.13 141
Decision0Trees
FT 111 30 78.72% 21.28% 0.18 141
J48 122 19 86.52% 13.48% 0.47 141
RandomForest 119 22 84.40% 15.60% 0.48 141
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 30 33 47.62% 52.38% F0.04 63
Classification'Via'Clustering 31 32 49.21% 50.79% F0.02 63
Bayesian
BayesNet 42 21 66.67% 33.33% 0.33 63
NaiveBayes 38 25 60.32% 39.68% 0.21 63
Decision0Trees
FT 45 18 71.43% 28.57% 0.43 63
J48 37 26 58.73% 41.27% 0.17 63
RandomForest 41 22 65.08% 34.92% 0.30 63
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Appendix C-5 
Comparison of WEKA Models 
Predictors: Red / Blue band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 2,4,5,6,7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes - All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee – All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – All Sites 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 260 104 71.43% 28.57% 0.19 364
Classification'Via'Clustering 222 142 60.99% 39.01% I0.11 364
Bayesian
BayesNet 269 95 73.90% 26.10% 0.36 364
NaiveBayes 266 98 73.08% 26.92% 0.33 364
Decision0Trees
FT 252 112 69.23% 30.77% 0.15 364
J48 266 98 73.08% 26.92% 0.00 364
RandomForest 262 102 71.98% 28.02% 0.17 364
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 267 77 77.62% 22.38% 0.33 344
Classification'Via'Clustering 225 118 65.41% 34.30% H0.08 344
Bayesian
BayesNet 257 87 74.71% 25.29% 0.33 344
NaiveBayes 259 85 75.29% 24.71% 0.30 344
Decision0Trees
FT 274 70 79.65% 20.35% 0.40 344
J48 256 88 74.42% 25.58% 0.28 344
RandomForest 269 75 78.20% 21.80% 0.41 344
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 221 71 75.68% 24.32% 0.34 292
Classification'Via'Clustering 176 116 60.27% 39.73% I0.11 292
Bayesian
BayesNet 214 78 73.29% 26.71% 0.22 292
NaiveBayes 209 83 71.58% 28.42% 0.30 292
Decision0Trees
FT 221 71 75.68% 24.32% 0.35 292
J48 214 78 73.29% 26.71% 0.28 292
RandomForest 213 79 72.95% 27.05% 0.36 292
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Appendix C-5 
Comparison of WEKA Models (cont.) 
Predictors: Red / Blue band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 2,4,5,6,7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes – Site 1 
 
 
Arkabutla – All Sites 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 104 37 73.76% 26.24% E0.03 141
Classification'Via'Clustering 92 44 65.25% 31.21% 0.01 141
Bayesian
BayesNet 107 34 75.89% 24.11% 0.01 141
NaiveBayes 72 69 51.06% 48.94% 0.15 141
Decision0Trees
FT 107 34 75.89% 24.11% 0.10 141
J48 112 29 79.43% 20.57% 0.00 141
RandomForest 113 28 80.14% 19.86% 0.12 141
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 41 22 65.08% 34.92% 0.30 63
Classification'Via'Clustering 29 33 46.03% 52.38% H0.06 63
Bayesian
BayesNet 41 22 65.08% 34.92% 0.30 63
NaiveBayes 36 27 57.14% 42.86% 0.14 63
Decision0Trees
FT 47 16 74.60% 25.40% 0.49 63
J48 38 25 60.32% 39.68% 0.20 63
RandomForest 39 24 61.90% 38.10% 0.24 63
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Appendix C-6 
Comparison of WEKA Models 
Predictors: Red / Green band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 2,3,5,6,7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes - All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee – All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – All Sites 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 272 92 74.73% 25.27% 0.26 364
Classification'Via'Clustering 218 146 59.89% 40.11% I0.13 364
Bayesian
BayesNet 256 108 70.33% 29.67% 0.24 364
NaiveBayes 260 104 71.43% 28.57% 0.24 364
Decision0Trees
FT 266 98 73.08% 26.92% 0.23 364
J48 266 98 73.08% 26.92% 0.00 364
RandomForest 275 89 75.55% 24.45% 0.32 364
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 272 72 79.07% 20.93% 0.41 344
Classification'Via'Clustering 218 126 63.37% 36.63% H0.11 344
Bayesian
BayesNet 237 107 68.90% 31.10% 0.28 344
NaiveBayes 258 86 75.00% 25.00% 0.40 344
Decision0Trees
FT 281 63 81.69% 18.31% 0.50 344
J48 280 64 81.40% 18.60% 0.49 344
RandomForest 270 74 78.49% 21.51% 0.45 344
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 222 70 76.03% 23.97% 0.39 292
Classification'Via'Clustering 176 116 60.27% 39.73% F0.11 292
Bayesian
BayesNet 230 62 78.77% 21.23% 0.44 292
NaiveBayes 221 71 75.68% 24.32% 0.44 292
Decision0Trees
FT 232 60 79.45% 20.55% 0.48 292
J48 226 66 77.40% 22.60% 0.44 292
RandomForest 221 71 75.68% 24.32% 0.41 292
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Appendix C-6 
Comparison of WEKA Models (cont.) 
Predictors: Red / Green band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 2,3,5,6,7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes – Site 1 
 
 
Arkabutla – All Sites 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 110 31 78.01% 21.99% 0.05 141
Classification'Via'Clustering 94 43 66.67% 30.50% 0.16 141
Bayesian
BayesNet 111 30 78.72% 21.28% 0.06 141
NaiveBayes 73 68 51.77% 48.23% 0.15 141
Decision0Trees
FT 107 34 75.89% 24.11% 0.01 141
J48 112 29 79.43% 20.57% 0.00 141
RandomForest 108 33 76.60% 23.40% 0.05 141
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 41 22 65.08% 34.92% 0.30 63
Classification'Via'Clustering 33 29 52.38% 46.03% 0.06 63
Bayesian
BayesNet 48 15 76.19% 23.81% 0.52 63
NaiveBayes 44 19 69.84% 30.16% 0.40 63
Decision0Trees
FT 41 22 65.08% 34.92% 0.30 63
J48 49 14 77.78% 22.22% 0.55 63
RandomForest 42 21 66.67% 33.33% 0.33 63
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Appendix C-7 
Comparison of WEKA Models 
Predictors: Red / Mid-IR band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 1,2,4,5,6 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes - All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee – All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – All Sites 
 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 289 75 79.40% 20.60% 0.45 364
Classification'Via'Clustering 241 122 66.21% 33.52% I0.07 364
Bayesian
BayesNet 281 83 77.20% 22.80% 0.33 364
NaiveBayes 278 86 76.37% 23.63% 0.21 364
Decision0Trees
FT 282 82 77.47% 22.53% 0.37 364
J48 288 76 79.12% 20.88% 0.34 364
RandomForest 286 78 78.57% 21.43% 0.37 364
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 271 73 78.78% 21.22% 0.42 344
Classification'Via'Clustering 227 116 65.99% 33.72% I0.07 344
Bayesian
BayesNet 264 80 76.74% 23.26% 0.33 344
NaiveBayes 264 80 76.74% 23.26% 0.26 344
Decision0Trees
FT 272 72 79.07% 20.93% 0.45 344
J48 271 73 78.78% 21.22% 0.34 344
RandomForest 270 74 78.49% 21.51% 0.41 344
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 226 65 77.66% 22.34% 0.43 292
Classification'Via'Clustering 177 114 60.82% 39.18% I0.09 292
Bayesian
BayesNet 203 88 69.76% 30.24% 0.27 292
NaiveBayes 167 124 57.39% 42.61% 0.07 292
Decision0Trees
FT 218 73 74.91% 25.09% 0.39 292
J48 215 76 73.88% 26.12% 0.29 292
RandomForest 212 79 72.85% 27.15% 0.34 292
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Appendix C-7 
Comparison of WEKA Models (cont.) 
Predictors: Red / Mid-IR band ratio with MODIS A1 bands 1,2,4,5,6 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes – Site 1 
 
 
Arkabutla – All Sites 
 
 
  
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 119 22 84.40% 15.60% 0.38 141
Classification'Via'Clustering 101 33 71.63% 23.40% I0.07 141
Bayesian
BayesNet 112 29 79.43% 20.57% 0.00 141
NaiveBayes 77 64 54.61% 45.39% 0.17 141
Decision0Trees
FT 120 21 85.11% 14.89% 0.40 141
J48 112 29 79.43% 20.57% 0.29 141
RandomForest 117 24 82.98% 17.02% 0.38 141
Models'for' Correctly' Incorrectly' Correctly' Incorrectly Kappa' Total
comparison classified'(#) classified'(#) classified'(%) 'classified'(%) statistic 'instances
Meta%learner
Classification'Via'Regression 48 15 76.19% 23.81% 0.52 63
Classification'Via'Clustering 30 32 47.62% 50.79% I0.03 63
Bayesian
BayesNet 46 17 73.02% 26.98% 0.46 63
NaiveBayes 34 29 53.97% 46.03% 0.08 63
Decision0Trees
FT 48 15 76.19% 23.81% 0.52 63
J48 52 11 82.54% 17.46% 0.65 63
RandomForest 38 25 60.32% 39.68% 0.21 63
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Appendix D-1 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for Classification Via Regression 
Iterations: All-but-one 
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
 
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 292 72 80.22% 19.78% 0.41 364
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 282 62 81.98% 18.02% 0.48 344
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 227 65 77.74% 22.26% 0.43 292
All$lakes$/$Site$1 115 26 81.56% 18.44% 0.31 141
All$lakes$/$Site$2 99 25 79.84% 20.16% 0.43 124
All$lakes$/$Site$3 63 37 63.00% 37.00% 0.03 100
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 102 18 85.00% 15.00% 0.45 120
Ark$/$All$sites 46 17 73.02% 26.98% 0.46 63
Ark$/$Site$1 15 7 68.18% 31.82% 0.29 22
Ark$/$Site$2 12 11 52.17% 47.83% 0.02 23
Ark$/$Site$3 11 7 61.11% 38.89% 0.00 18
Bay$/$All$sites 51 1 98.08% 1.92% 0.00 52
Bay$/$Site$1
Bay$/$Site$2
Bay$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
End$/$All$sites 54 11 83.08% 16.92% -0.07 65
End$/$Site$1 19 3 86.36% 13.64% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 19 3 86.36% 13.64% P0.06 22
End$/$Site$3 18 3 85.71% 14.29% 0.00 21
Gre$/$All$sites 48 6 88.89% 11.11% 0.73 54
Gre$/$Site$1 16 3 84.21% 15.79% 0.62 19
Gre$/$Site$2 17 2 89.47% 10.53% 0.73 19
Gre$/$Site$3 11 5 68.75% 31.25% 0.26 16
Rbr$/$All$sites 47 14 77.05% 22.95% 0.54 61
Rbr$/$Site$1 18 6 75% 25% 0.47 24
Rbr$/$Site$2 20 5 80.00% 20.00% 0.60 25
Rbr$/$Site$3 10 2 83.33% 16.67% 0.40 12
Sar$/$All$sites 40 9 81.63% 18.37% P0.04 49
Sar$/$Site$1 16 1 94.12% 5.88% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$2 14 3 82.35% 17.65% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$3 11 4 73.33% 26.67% 0.00 15
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Appendix D-2 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for Classification Via Regression  
Iterations: 10-fold 
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
 
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 285 79 78.30% 21.70% 0.37 364
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 264 80 76.74% 23.26% 0.32 344
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 226 66 77.40% 22.60% 0.41 292
All$lakes$/$Site$1 117 24 82.98% 17.02% 0.32 141
All$lakes$/$Site$2 97 27 78.23% 21.77% 0.37 124
All$lakes$/$Site$3 63 37 63.00% 37.00% 0.04 100
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 100 20 83.33% 16.67% 0.39 120
Ark$/$All$sites 46 17 73.02% 26.98% 0.46 63
Ark$/$Site$1 17 5 77.27% 22.73% 0.47 22
Ark$/$Site$2 13 10 56.52% 43.48% 0.10 23
Ark$/$Site$3 11 7 61.11% 38.89% 0.00 18
Bay$/$All$sites 51 1 98.08% 1.92% 0.00 52
Bay$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
End$/$All$sites 58 7 89.23% 10.77% 0.20 65
End$/$Site$1 19 3 86.36% 13.64% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 19 3 86.36% 13.64% S0.06 22
End$/$Site$3 18 3 85.71% 14.29% 0.00 21
Gre$/$All$sites 47 7 87.04% 12.96% 0.67 54
Gre$/$Site$1 17 2 89.47% 10.53% 0.73 19
Gre$/$Site$2 16 3 84.21% 15.79% 0.62 19
Gre$/$Site$3 10 6 62.50% 37.50% 0.14 16
Rbr$/$All$sites 48 13 78.69% 21.31% 0.57 61
Rbr$/$Site$1 19 5 79.17% 20.83% 0.52 24
Rbr$/$Site$2 20 5 80.00% 20.00% 0.60 25
Rbr$/$Site$3 10 2 83.33% 16.67% 0.40 12
Sar$/$All$sites 40 9 81.63% 18.37% S0.04 49
Sar$/$Site$1 16 1 94.12% 5.88% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$2 14 3 82.35% 17.65% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$3 11 4 73.33% 26.67% 0.00 15
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Appendix D-3 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for Classification Via Regression  
Iterations: 5-fold 
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
 
 
  
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 289 75 79.40% 20.60% 0.39 364
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 273 71 79.36% 20.64% 0.42 344
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 226 66 77.40% 22.60% 0.41 292
All$lakes$/$Site$1 121 20 85.82% 14.18% 0.44 141
All$lakes$/$Site$2 93 31 75% 25% 0.26 124
All$lakes$/$Site$3 65 35 65% 35% 0.08 100
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 98 22 81.67% 18.33% 0.35 120
Ark$/$All$sites 46 17 73.02% 26.98% 0.46 63
Ark$/$Site$1 15 7 68.18% 31.82% 0.25 22
Ark$/$Site$2 13 10 56.52% 43.48% 0.12 23
Ark$/$Site$3 10 8 55.56% 44.44% -0.04 18
Bay$/$All$sites 51 1 98.08% 1.92% 0.00 52
Bay$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
End$/$All$sites 57 8 87.69% 12.31% 0.27 65
End$/$Site$1 19 3 86.36% 13.64% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 18 4 81.82% 18.18% S0.10 22
End$/$Site$3 18 3 85.71% 14.29% 0.00 21
Gre$/$All$sites 48 6 88.89% 11.11% 0.73 54
Gre$/$Site$1 15 4 78.95% 21.05% 0.52 19
Gre$/$Site$2 15 4 78.95% 21.05% 0.51 19
Gre$/$Site$3 11 5 68.75% 31.25% 0.26 16
Rbr$/$All$sites 44 17 72.13% 27.87% 0.45 61
Rbr$/$Site$1 17 7 70.83% 29.17% 0.22 24
Rbr$/$Site$2 19 6 76.00% 24.00% 0.51 25
Rbr$/$Site$3 10 2 83.33% 16.67% 0.40 12
Sar$/$All$sites 41 8 83.67% 16.33% 0.00 49
Sar$/$Site$1 16 1 94.12% 5.88% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$2 14 3 82.35% 17.65% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$3 11 4 73.33% 26.67% 0.00 15
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Appendix D-4 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for Classification Via Regression  
Iterations: All-but-one 
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(CHL) 
 
 
  
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 329 31 91.39% 8.61% 0.10 360
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 308 31 90.86% 9.14% 0.10 339
All$lakes$no$Okt$no$Bay$/$All$sites 275 13 95.49% 4.51% 0.00 288
All$lakes$/$Site$1 130 12 91.55% 8.45% 0.42 142
All$lakes$/$Site$2 107 13 89.17% 10.83% M0.02 120
All$lakes$/$Site$3 95 3 96.94% 3.06% 0.00 98
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$Site$1 103 18 85.12% 14.88% 0.18 121
Ark$/$All$sites 60 5 92.31% 7.69% 0.00 65
Ark$/$Site$1 21 3 87.50% 12.50% M0.06 24
Ark$/$Site$2 20 3 86.96% 13.04% M0.06 23
Ark$/$Site$3 16 2 88.89% 11.11% M0.06 18
Bay$/$All$sites 32 19 62.75% 37.25% M0.04 51
Bay$/$Site$1 6 11 35.29% 64.71% M0.43 17
Bay$/$Site$2 4 13 23.53% 76.47% M0.52 17
Bay$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
End$/$All$sites 63 1 98.44% 1.56% 0.00 64
End$/$Site$1 21 1 95.45% 4.55% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
End$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Gre$/$All$sites 49 3 94.23% 5.77% 0.00 52
Gre$/$Site$1 16 2 88.89% 11.11% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$2 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Okt$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Rbr$/$All$sites 57 3 95.00% 5.00% 0.00 60
Rbr$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Rbr$/$Site$2 23 1 95.83% 4.17% 0.00 24
Rbr$/$Site$3 10 2 83.33% 16.67% 0.00 12
Sar$/$All$sites 46 1 97.87% 2.13% 0.00 47
Sar$/$Site$1 15 1 93.75% 6.25% 0.00 16
Sar$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Sar$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Appendix D-5 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for Classification Via Regression  
Iterations: 10-fold 
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(CHL) 
 
 
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 330 30 91.67% 8.33% 0.10 360
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$All$sites 307 32 90.56% 9.44% L0.01 339
All$lakes$no$Okt$no$Bay$/$All$sites 274 14 95.14% 4.86% L0.01 288
All$lakes$/$Site$1 129 13 90.85% 9.15% 0.39 142
All$lakes$/$Site$2 107 13 89.17% 10.83% L0.02 120
All$lakes$/$Site$3 95 3 96.94% 3.06% 0.00 98
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 105 16 86.78% 13.22% 0.16 121
Ark$/$All$sites 59 6 90.77% 9.23% L0.03 65
Ark$/$Site$1 21 3 87.50% 12.50% L0.06 24
Ark$/$Site$2 20 3 86.96% 13.04% L0.06 23
Ark$/$Site$3 16 2 88.89% 11.11% L0.06 18
Bay$/$All$sites 29 22 56.86% 43.14% L0.11 51
Bay$/$Site$1 9 8 52.94% 47.06% L0.06 17
Bay$/$Site$2 7 10 41.18% 58.82% L0.23 17
Bay$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
End$/$All$sites 63 1 98.44% 1.56% 0.00 64
End$/$Site$1 21 1 95.45% 4.55% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
End$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Gre$/$All$sites 49 3 94.23% 5.77% 0.00 52
Gre$/$Site$1 16 2 88.89% 11.11% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$2 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Okt$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Rbr$/$All$sites 57 3 95.00% 5.00% 0.00 60
Rbr$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Rbr$/$Site$2 23 1 95.83% 4.17% 0.00 24
Rbr$/$Site$3 10 2 83.33% 16.67% 0.00 12
Sar$/$All$sites 46 1 97.87% 2.13% 0.00 47
Sar$/$Site$1 15 1 93.75% 6.25% 0.00 16
Sar$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Sar$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Appendix D-6 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for Classification Via Regression 
Iterations: 5-fold 
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(CHL) 
 
 
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 328 32 91.11% 8.89% E0.01 360
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$All$sites 308 31 90.86% 9.14% 0.00 339
All$lakes$no$Okt$no$Bay$/$All$sites 275 13 95.49% 4.51% 0.00 288
All$lakes$/$Site$1 127 15 89.44% 10.56% 0.35 142
All$lakes$/$Site$2 108 12 90.00% 10.00% 0.00 120
All$lakes$/$Site$3 95 3 96.94% 3.06% 0.00 98
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 108 13 89.26% 10.74% 0.43 121
Ark$/$All$sites 59 6 90.77% 9.23% E0.03 65
Ark$/$Site$1 21 3 87.50% 12.50% E0.06 24
Ark$/$Site$2 20 3 86.96% 13.04% E0.06 23
Ark$/$Site$3 16 2 88.89% 11.11% E0.06 18
Bay$/$All$sites 33 18 64.71% 35.29% 0.00 51
Bay$/$Site$1 9 8 52.94% 47.06% E0.06 17
Bay$/$Site$2 4 13 23.53% 76.47% E0.52 17
Bay$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
End$/$All$sites 63 1 98.44% 1.56% 0.00 64
End$/$Site$1 21 1 95.45% 4.55% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
End$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Gre$/$All$sites 49 3 94.23% 5.77% 0.00 52
Gre$/$Site$1 16 2 88.89% 11.11% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$2 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Okt$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Rbr$/$All$sites 57 3 95.00% 5.00% 0.00 60
Rbr$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Rbr$/$Site$2 23 1 95.83% 4.17% 0.00 24
Rbr$/$Site$3 10 2 83.33% 16.67% 0.00 12
Sar$/$All$sites 46 1 97.87% 2.13% 0.00 47
Sar$/$Site$1 15 1 93.75% 6.25% 0.00 16
Sar$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Sar$/$Site$3 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Appendix E-1 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for J48 
Iterations: All-but-one  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
  
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 289 75 79.40% 20.60% 0.43 364
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 276 68 80.23% 19.77% 0.46 344
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 229 63 78.42% 21.58% 0.46 292
All$lakes$/$Site$1 118 23 83.69% 16.31% 0.47 141
All$lakes$/$Site$2 98 26 79.03% 20.97% 0.42 124
All$lakes$/$Site$3 65 35 65.00% 35.00% 0.00 100
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 101 19 84.17% 15.83% 0.51 120
Ark$/$All$sites 47 16 74.60% 25.40% 0.49 63
Ark$/$Site$1 16 6 72.73% 27.27% 0.44 22
Ark$/$Site$2 17 6 73.91% 26.09% 0.47 23
Ark$/$Site$3 12 6 66.67% 33.33% 0.26 18
Bay$/$All$sites 51 1 98.08% 1.92% 0.00 52
Bay$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
End$/$All$sites 56 9 86.15% 13.85% 0.12 65
End$/$Site$1 18 4 81.82% 18.18% -0.07 22
End$/$Site$2 18 4 81.82% 18.18% S0.10 22
End$/$Site$3 17 4 80.95% 19.05% S0.08 21
Gre$/$All$sites 44 10 81.48% 18.52% 0.54 54
Gre$/$Site$1 11 8 57.89% 42.11% S0.25 19
Gre$/$Site$2 15 4 78.95% 21.05% 0.46 19
Gre$/$Site$3 9 7 56.25% 43.75% S0.12 16
Rbr$/$All$sites 50 11 81.97% 18.03% 0.64 61
Rbr$/$Site$1 20 4 83% 17% 0.63 24
Rbr$/$Site$2 18 7 72.00% 28.00% 0.44 25
Rbr$/$Site$3 8 4 66.67% 33.33% S0.20 12
Sar$/$All$sites 41 8 83.67% 16.33% 0.00 49
Sar$/$Site$1 16 1 94.12% 5.88% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$2 12 5 70.59% 29.41% S0.16 17
Sar$/$Site$3 11 4 73.33% 26.67% 0.00 15
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Appendix E-2 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for J48 
Iterations: 10-fold  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
 
 
  
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 276 88 75.82% 24.18% 0.29 364
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 269 75 78.20% 21.80% 0.38 344
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 219 73 75.00% 25.00% 0.39 292
All$lakes$/$Site$1 117 24 82.98% 17.02% 0.45 141
All$lakes$/$Site$2 98 26 79.03% 20.97% 0.42 124
All$lakes$/$Site$3 60 40 60.00% 40.00% -0.10 100
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 98 22 81.67% 18.33% 0.39 120
Ark$/$All$sites 46 17 73.02% 26.98% 0.46 63
Ark$/$Site$1 18 4 81.82% 18.18% 0.65 22
Ark$/$Site$2 15 8 65.22% 34.78% 0.30 23
Ark$/$Site$3 12 6 66.67% 33.33% 0.26 18
Bay$/$All$sites 51 1 98.08% 1.92% 0.00 52
Bay$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
End$/$All$sites 58 7 89.23% 10.77% 0.32 65
End$/$Site$1 19 3 86.36% 13.64% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 18 4 81.82% 18.18% S0.10 22
End$/$Site$3 17 4 80.95% 19.05% S0.08 21
Gre$/$All$sites 44 10 81.48% 18.52% 0.54 54
Gre$/$Site$1 12 7 63.16% 36.84% S0.02 19
Gre$/$Site$2 16 3 84.21% 15.79% 0.62 19
Gre$/$Site$3 9 7 56.25% 43.75% S0.04 16
Rbr$/$All$sites 48 13 78.69% 21.31% 0.57 61
Rbr$/$Site$1 21 3 87.50% 12.50% 0.73 24
Rbr$/$Site$2 19 6 76.00% 24.00% 0.51 25
Rbr$/$Site$3 8 4 66.67% 33.33% S0.20 12
Sar$/$All$sites 41 8 83.67% 16.33% 0.00 49
Sar$/$Site$1 16 1 94.12% 5.88% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$2 14 3 82.35% 17.65% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$3 11 4 73.33% 26.67% 0.00 15
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Appendix E-3 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for J48 
Iterations: 5-fold  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
 
  
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 284 80 78.02% 21.98% 0.33 364
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 256 88 74.42% 25.58% 0.27 344
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 215 77 73.63% 26.37% 0.30 292
All$lakes$/$Site$1 116 25 82.27% 17.73% 0.40 141
All$lakes$/$Site$2 96 28 77% 23% 0.39 124
All$lakes$/$Site$3 61 39 61% 39% N0.03 100
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 100 20 83.33% 16.67% 0.43 120
Ark$/$All$sites 48 15 76.19% 23.81% 0.52 63
Ark$/$Site$1 18 4 81.82% 18.18% 0.65 22
Ark$/$Site$2 15 8 65.22% 34.78% 0.30 23
Ark$/$Site$3 10 8 55.56% 44.44% 0.06 18
Bay$/$All$sites 51 1 98.08% 1.92% 0.00 52
Bay$/$Site$1 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$2 Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Bay$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
End$/$All$sites 57 8 87.69% 12.31% 0.16 65
End$/$Site$1 18 4 81.82% 18.18% -0.07 22
End$/$Site$2 17 5 77.27% 22.73% N0.12 22
End$/$Site$3 16 5 76.19% 23.81% N0.13 21
Gre$/$All$sites 44 10 81.48% 18.52% 0.54 54
Gre$/$Site$1 13 6 68.42% 31.58% 0.07 19
Gre$/$Site$2 15 4 78.95% 21.05% 0.51 19
Gre$/$Site$3 11 5 68.75% 31.25% 0.26 16
Rbr$/$All$sites 45 16 73.77% 26.23% 0.47 61
Rbr$/$Site$1 20 4 83.33% 16.67% 0.63 24
Rbr$/$Site$2 18 7 72.00% 28.00% 0.43 25
Rbr$/$Site$3 8 4 66.67% 33.33% N0.20 12
Sar$/$All$sites 40 9 81.63% 18.37% N0.04 49
Sar$/$Site$1 16 1 94.12% 5.88% 0.00 17
Sar$/$Site$2 12 5 70.59% 29.41% N0.16 17
Sar$/$Site$3 9 6 60.00% 40.00% N0.22 15
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Appendix E-4 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for J48 
Iterations: All-but-one  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(CHL) 
 
 
 
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 322 38 89.44% 10.56% 0.16 360
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 301 38 88.79% 11.21% 0.15 339
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 273 15 94.79% 5.21% -0.01 288
All$lakes$/$Site$1 130 12 91.55% 8.45% 0.42 142
All$lakes$/$Site$2 103 17 85.83% 14.17% -0.06 120
All$lakes$/$Site$3 95 3 96.94% 3.06% 0.00 98
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 109 12 90.08% 9.92% 0.41 121
Ark$/$All$sites 60 5 92.31% 7.69% 0.00 65
Ark$/$Site$1 22 2 91.67% 8.33% 0.00 24
Ark$/$Site$2 20 3 86.96% 13.04% -0.06 23
Ark$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
Bay$/$All$sites 27 24 52.94% 47.06% -0.21 51
Bay$/$Site$1 11 6 64.71% 35.29% 0.30 17
Bay$/$Site$2 0 17 0.00% 100.00% -0.99 17
Bay$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
End$/$All$sites 63 1 98.44% 1.56% 0.00 64
End$/$Site$1 21 1 95.45% 4.55% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 Model not valid for this dataset
End$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
Gre$/$All$sites 49 3 94.23% 5.77% 0.00 52
Gre$/$Site$1 16 2 88.89% 11.11% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$2 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
Rbr$/$All$sites 57 3 95.00% 5.00% 0.00 60
Rbr$/$Site$1 Model not valid for this dataset
Rbr$/$Site$2 23 1 95.83% 4.17% 0.00 24
Rbr$/$Site$3 8 4 66.67% 33.33% R0.20 12
Sar$/$All$sites 46 1 97.87% 2.13% 0.00 47
Sar$/$Site$1 15 1 93.75% 6.25% 0.00 16
Sar$/$Site$2 Model not valid for this dataset
Sar$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
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Appendix E-5 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for J48 
Iterations: 10-fold  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(CHL) 
 
 
  
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 326 34 90.56% 9.44% 0.15 360
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 305 34 89.97% 10.03% 0.18 339
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 275 13 95.49% 4.51% 0.00 288
All$lakes$/$Site$1 130 12 91.55% 8.45% 0.37 142
All$lakes$/$Site$2 105 15 87.50% 12.50% 0.06 120
All$lakes$/$Site$3 95 3 96.94% 3.06% 0.00 98
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 108 13 89.26% 10.74% 0.34 121
Ark$/$All$sites 60 5 92.31% 7.69% 0.00 65
Ark$/$Site$1 20 4 83.33% 16.67% -0.09 24
Ark$/$Site$2 20 3 86.96% 13.04% -0.06 23
Ark$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
Bay$/$All$sites 30 21 58.82% 41.18% -0.02 51
Bay$/$Site$1 11 6 64.71% 35.29% 0.30 17
Bay$/$Site$2 5 12 29.41% 70.59% -0.42 17
Bay$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
End$/$All$sites 63 1 98.44% 1.56% 0.00 64
End$/$Site$1 21 1 95.45% 4.55% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 Model not valid for this dataset
End$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
Gre$/$All$sites 49 3 94.23% 5.77% 0.00 52
Gre$/$Site$1 16 2 88.89% 11.11% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$2 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
Rbr$/$All$sites 57 3 95.00% 5.00% 0.00 60
Rbr$/$Site$1 Model not valid for this dataset
Rbr$/$Site$2 23 1 95.83% 4.17% 0.00 24
Rbr$/$Site$3 9 3 75.00% 25.00% R0.13 12
Sar$/$All$sites 46 1 97.87% 2.13% 0.00 47
Sar$/$Site$1 15 1 93.75% 6.25% 0.00 16
Sar$/$Site$2 Model not valid for this dataset
Sar$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
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Appendix E-6 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets for J48 
Iterations: 5-fold  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 
Targets: TSI(CHL) 
 
 
 
  
Data$instances$ Correctly$ Incorrectly$ Correctly$ Incorrectly Kappa$ Total
subsetting classified$(#) classified$(#) classified$(%) $classified$(%) statistic $instances
All$lakes$/$All$sites 326 34 90.56% 9.44% 0.22 360
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 308 31 90.86% 9.14% 0.17 339
All$lakes$no$Okt$&$Bay$/$All$sites 271 17 94.10% 5.90% K0.02 288
All$lakes$/$Site$1 124 18 87.32% 12.68% 0.19 142
All$lakes$/$Site$2 104 16 87% 13% 0.13 120
All$lakes$/$Site$3 95 3 97% 3% 0.00 98
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 101 20 83.47% 16.53% 0.14 121
Ark$/$All$sites 55 10 84.62% 15.38% -0.08 65
Ark$/$Site$1 20 4 83.33% 16.67% -0.09 24
Ark$/$Site$2 20 3 86.96% 13.04% -0.06 23
Ark$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
Bay$/$All$sites 33 18 64.71% 35.29% 0.09 51
Bay$/$Site$1 11 6 64.71% 35.29% 0.33 17
Bay$/$Site$2 7 10 41.18% 58.82% -0.18 17
Bay$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
End$/$All$sites 63 1 98.44% 1.56% 0.00 64
End$/$Site$1 21 1 95.45% 4.55% 0.00 22
End$/$Site$2 Model not valid for this dataset
End$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
Gre$/$All$sites 49 3 94.23% 5.77% 0.00 52
Gre$/$Site$1 16 2 88.89% 11.11% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$2 17 1 94.44% 5.56% 0.00 18
Gre$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
Rbr$/$All$sites 57 3 95.00% 5.00% 0.00 60
Rbr$/$Site$1 Model not valid for this dataset
Rbr$/$Site$2 23 1 95.83% 4.17% 0.00 24
Rbr$/$Site$3 6 6 50.00% 50.00% K0.29 12
Sar$/$All$sites 46 1 97.87% 2.13% 0.00 47
Sar$/$Site$1 15 1 93.75% 6.25% 0.00 16
Sar$/$Site$2 Model not valid for this dataset
Sar$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
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Comparison of Predictor Subsets using Confusion Matrices 
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Appendix F-1 
Comparison of Predictor Subsets using Confusion Matrices 
Classification Via Regression model 
Iterations: All-but-one  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 / Targets: TSI(SD) 
 
All Lakes - All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee – All Sites 
 
 
All Lakes except Okatibbee and Bay Springs – All Sites 
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A1 292 72 80.22% 0.41 39 59 39.80% 253 13 95.11%
EVI & A1 276 88 75.82% 0.27 29 69 29.59% 247 19 92.86%
NDVI & A1 283 81 77.75% 0.31 29 69 29.59% 254 12 95.49%
NIR/Red & A1 286 78 78.57% 0.35 34 64 34.69% 252 14 94.74%
Red/Blue & A1 260 104 71.43% 0.19 30 68 30.61% 230 36 86.47%
Red/Green & A1 272 92 74.73% 0.26 31 67 31.63% 241 25 90.60%
Red/MidIR & A1 289 75 79.40% 0.45 52 46 53.06% 237 29 89.10%
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A1 282 62 81.98% 0.48 44 50 46.81% 238 12 95.20%
EVI & A1 263 81 76.45% 0.30 31 63 32.98% 232 18 92.80%
NDVI & A1 258 86 75.00% 0.32 28 66 29.79% 230 20 92.00%
NIR/Red & A1 266 78 77.33% 0.33 33 61 35.11% 233 17 93.20%
Red/Blue & A1 267 77 77.62% 0.33 31 63 32.98% 236 14 94.40%
Red/Green & A1 272 92 74.73% 0.44 31 67 31.63% 241 25 90.60%
Red/MidIR & A1 271 73 78.78% 0.42 46 49 48.42% 225 24 90.36%
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A1 227 65 77.74% 0.43 43 50 46.24% 184 15 92.46%
EVI & A1 210 82 71.92% 0.30 38 55 40.86% 172 27 86.43%
NDVI & A1 224 68 76.71% 0.37 33 60 35.48% 191 8 95.98%
NIR/Red & A1 196 96 67.12% 0.02 5 88 5.38% 191 8 95.98%
Red/Blue & A1 221 71 75.68% 0.34 32 61 34.41% 189 10 94.97%
Red/Green & A1 222 70 76.03% 0.39 41 52 44.09% 181 18 90.95%
Red/MidIR & A1 226 65 77.66% 0.43 43 50 46.24% 183 15 92.42%
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Appendix F-1 
Comparison of Predictor Subsets using Confusion Matrices (cont.) 
Classification Via Regression model 
Iterations: All-but-one  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 / Targets: TSI(SD) 
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A1 115 26 81.56% 0.31 9 20 31.03% 106 6 94.64%
EVI & A1 115 26 81.56% 0.31 9 20 31.03% 106 6 94.64%
NDVI & A1 111 30 78.72% 0.09 3 26 10.34% 108 4 96.43%
NIR/Red & A1 108 33 76.60% -0.01 1 28 3.45% 107 5 95.54%
Red/Blue & A1 104 37 73.76% -0.03 2 27 6.90% 102 10 91.07%
Red/Green & A1 110 31 78.01% 0.05 2 27 6.90% 108 4 96.43%
Red/MidIR & A1 119 22 84.40% 0.38 9 20 31.03% 110 2 98.21%
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A1 46 17 73.02% 0.46 19 12 61.29% 27 5 84.38%
EVI & A1 41 22 65.08% 0.30 18 13 58.06% 23 9 71.88%
NDVI & A1 41 22 65.08% 0.30 20 11 64.52% 21 11 65.63%
NIR/Red & A1 30 33 47.62% -0.04 18 13 58.06% 12 20 37.50%
Red/Blue & A1 41 22 65.08% 0.30 18 13 58.06% 23 9 71.88%
Red/Green & A1 41 22 65.08% 0.30 20 11 64.52% 21 11 65.63%
Red/MidIR & A1 48 15 76.19% 0.52 21 10 67.74% 27 5 84.38%
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Appendix G-1 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets using Confusion Matrices 
Classification Via Regression model 
Iterations: All-but-one  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 / Targets: TSI(SD) 
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All$lakes$/$All$sites 292 72 80.22% 0.41 39 59 39.80% 253 13 95.11%
All$lakes$no$Okt/All$sites 282 62 81.98% 0.48 44 50 46.81% 238 12 95.20%
All$lakes$no$Okt+Bay/All$sites 227 65 77.74% 0.43 43 50 46.24% 184 15 92.46%
All$lakes$/$Site$1 115 26 81.56% 0.31 9 20 31.03% 106 6 94.64%
All$lakes$/$Site$2 99 25 79.84% 0.43 15 19 44.12% 84 6 93.33%
All$lakes$/$Site$3 63 37 63.00% 0.03 4 31 11.43% 59 6 90.77%
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 102 18 85.00% 0.45 10 15 40.00% 92 3 96.84%
Ark$/$All$sites 46 17 73.02% 0.46 19 12 61.29% 27 5 84.38%
Ark$/$Site$1 15 7 68.18% 0.29 4 4 50.00% 11 3 78.57%
Ark$/$Site$2 12 11 52.17% 0.02 9 3 75.00% 3 8 27.27%
Ark$/$Site$3 11 7 61.11% 0.00 11 0 100.00% 0 7 0.00%
Bay$/$All$sites 51 1 98.08% 0.00 51 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
Bay$/$Site$1
Bay$/$Site$2
Bay$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 0.00 17 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
End$/$All$sites 54 11 83.08% -0.07 54 3 94.74% 0 8 0.00%
End$/$Site$1 19 3 86.36% 0.00 19 0 100.00% 0 3 0.00%
End$/$Site$2 19 3 86.36% P0.06 19 1 95.00% 0 2 0.00%
End$/$Site$3 18 3 85.71% 0.00 18 0 100.00% 0 3 0.00%
Gre$/$All$sites 48 6 88.89% 0.73 12 5 70.59% 36 1 97.30%
Gre$/$Site$1 16 3 84.21% 0.62 4 1 80.00% 12 2 85.71%
Gre$/$Site$2 17 2 89.47% 0.73 4 2 66.67% 13 0 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$3 11 5 68.75% 0.26 2 4 33.33% 9 1 90.00%
Rbr$/$All$sites 47 14 77.05% 0.54 24 5 82.76% 23 9 71.88%
Rbr$/$Site$1 18 6 75% 0.47 6 2 75.00% 12 4 75.00%
Rbr$/$Site$2 20 5 80.00% 0.60 9 2 81.82% 11 3 78.57%
Rbr$/$Site$3 10 2 83.33% 0.40 9 1 90.00% 1 1 50.00%
Sar$/$All$sites 40 9 81.63% P0.04 0 8 0.00% 40 1 97.56%
Sar$/$Site$1 16 1 94.12% 0.00 0 1 0.00% 16 0 100.00%
Sar$/$Site$2 14 3 82.35% 0.00 0 3 0.00% 14 0 100.00%
Sar$/$Site$3 11 4 73.33% 0.00 0 4 0.00% 11 0 100.00%
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Appendix G-2 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets using Confusion Matrices 
Classification Via Regression model 
Iterations: All-but-one  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 / Targets: TSI(CHL) 
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All$lakes$/$All$sites 329 31 91.39% 0.10 327 2 99.39% 2 29 6.45%
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 308 31 90.86% 0.10 306 2 99.35% 2 29 6.45%
All$lakes$no$Okt+Bay/All$sites 275 13 95.49% 0.00 275 0 100.00% 0 13 0.00%
All$lakes$/$Site$1 130 12 91.55% 0.42 125 1 99.21% 5 11 31.25%
All$lakes$/$Site$2 107 13 89.17% O0.02 107 1 99.07% 0 12 0.00%
All$lakes$/$Site$3 95 3 96.94% 0.00 0 3 0.00% 95 0 100.00%
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$Site$1 103 18 85.12% 0.18 100 5 95.24% 3 13 18.75%
Ark$/$All$sites 60 5 92.31% 0.00 60 0 100.00% 0 5 0.00%
Ark$/$Site$1 21 3 87.50% O0.06 21 1 95.45% 0 2 0.00%
Ark$/$Site$2 20 3 86.96% O0.06 20 1 95.24% 0 2 0.00%
Ark$/$Site$3 16 2 88.89% O0.06 0 1 0.00% 16 1 94.12%
Bay$/$All$sites 32 19 62.75% O0.04 0 18 0.00% 32 1 96.97%
Bay$/$Site$1 6 11 35.29% O0.43 6 4 60.00% 0 7 0.00%
Bay$/$Site$2 4 13 23.53% O0.52 2 6 25.00% 2 7 22.22%
Bay$/$Site$3
End$/$All$sites 63 1 98.44% 0.00 63 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
End$/$Site$1 21 1 95.45% 0.00 21 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
End$/$Site$2
End$/$Site$3
Gre$/$All$sites 49 3 94.23% 0.00 0 3 0.00% 49 0 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$1 16 2 88.89% 0.00 0 2 0.00% 16 0 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$2 17 1 94.44% 0.00 0 1 0.00% 17 0 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$3
Okt$/$Site$1
Rbr$/$All$sites 57 3 95.00% 0.00 57 0 100.00% 0 3 0.00%
Rbr$/$Site$1
Rbr$/$Site$2 23 1 95.83% 0.00 23 0 100.00% 1 0 100.00%
Rbr$/$Site$3 10 2 83.33% 0.00 0 2 0.00% 10 0 100.00%
Sar$/$All$sites 46 1 97.87% 0.00 46 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
Sar$/$Site$1 15 1 93.75% 0.00 15 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
Sar$/$Site$2
Sar$/$Site$3
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Appendix G-3 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets using Confusion Matrices 
J48 model 
Iterations: All-but-one  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 / Targets: TSI(SD) 
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All$lakes$/$All$sites 289 75 79.40% 0.43 47 51 47.96% 242 24 90.98%
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 276 68 80.23% 0.46 49 45 52.13% 227 23 90.80%
All$lakes$no$Okt+Bay/All$sites 229 63 78.42% 0.46 48 45 51.61% 181 18 90.95%
All$lakes$/$Site$1 118 23 83.69% 0.47 15 14 51.72% 103 9 91.96%
All$lakes$/$Site$2 98 26 79.03% 0.42 16 18 47.06% 82 8 91.11%
All$lakes$/$Site$3 65 35 65.00% 0.00 0 35 0.00% 65 0 100.00%
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 101 19 84.17% 0.51 15 10 60.00% 86 9 90.53%
Ark$/$All$sites 47 16 74.60% 0.49 19 12 61.29% 28 4 87.50%
Ark$/$Site$1 16 6 72.73% 0.44 6 2 75.00% 10 4 71.43%
Ark$/$Site$2 17 6 73.91% 0.47 10 2 83.33% 7 4 63.64%
Ark$/$Site$3 12 6 66.67% 0.26 9 2 81.82% 3 4 42.86%
Bay$/$All$sites 51 1 98.08% 0.00 51 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
Bay$/$Site$1
Bay$/$Site$2
Bay$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 0.00 17 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
End$/$All$sites 56 9 86.15% 0.12 55 2 96.49% 1 7 12.50%
End$/$Site$1 18 4 81.82% -0.07 18 1 94.74% 0 3 0.00%
End$/$Site$2 18 4 81.82% P0.10 18 2 90.00% 0 2 0.00%
End$/$Site$3 17 4 80.95% P0.08 17 1 94.44% 0 3 0.00%
Gre$/$All$sites 44 10 81.48% 0.54 10 7 58.82% 34 3 91.89%
Gre$/$Site$1 11 8 57.89% P0.25 0 5 0.00% 11 3 78.57%
Gre$/$Site$2 15 4 78.95% 0.46 3 3 50.00% 12 1 92.31%
Gre$/$Site$3 9 7 56.25% P0.12 0 6 0.00% 9 1 90.00%
Rbr$/$All$sites 50 11 81.97% 0.64 21 8 72.41% 29 3 90.63%
Rbr$/$Site$1 20 4 83% 0.63 6 2 75.00% 14 2 87.50%
Rbr$/$Site$2 18 7 72.00% 0.44 8 3 72.73% 10 4 71.43%
Rbr$/$Site$3 8 4 66.67% P0.20 8 2 80.00% 0 2 0.00%
Sar$/$All$sites 41 8 83.67% 0.00 0 8 0.00% 41 0 100.00%
Sar$/$Site$1 16 1 94.12% 0.00 0 1 0.00% 16 0 100.00%
Sar$/$Site$2 12 5 70.59% P0.16 0 3 0.00% 12 2 85.71%
Sar$/$Site$3 11 4 73.33% 0.00 0 4 0.00% 11 0 100.00%
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
Model$not$valid$for$this$dataset
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Appendix G-4 
Comparison of Data Instance Subsets using Confusion Matrices 
J48 model 
Iterations: All-but-one  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 / Targets: TSI(CHL) 
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All$lakes$/$All$sites 322 38 89.44% 0.16 317 12 96.35% 5 26 16.13%
All$lakes$no$Okt$/$All$sites 301 38 88.79% 0.15 296 12 96.10% 5 26 16.13%
All$lakes$no$Okt+Bay/All$sites 273 15 94.79% -0.01 273 2 99.27% 0 13 0.00%
All$lakes$/$Site$1 130 12 91.55% 0.42 125 1 99.21% 5 11 31.25%
All$lakes$/$Site$2 103 17 85.83% -0.06 103 5 95.37% 0 12 0.00%
All$lakes$/$Site$3 95 3 96.94% 0.00 0 3 0.00% 95 0 100.00%
All$lakes$except$Okt$/$Site$1 109 12 90.08% 0.41 104 1 99.05% 5 11 31.25%
Ark$/$All$sites 60 5 92.31% 0.00 60 0 100.00% 0 5 0.00%
Ark$/$Site$1 22 2 91.67% 0.00 22 0 100.00% 0 2 0.00%
Ark$/$Site$2 20 3 86.96% -0.06 20 1 95.24% 0 2 0.00%
Ark$/$Site$3 17 1 94.44% 0.00 0 1 0.00% 17 0 100.00%
Bay$/$All$sites 27 24 52.94% -0.21 0 18 0.00% 27 6 81.82%
Bay$/$Site$1 11 6 64.71% 0.30 6 4 60.00% 5 2 71.43%
Bay$/$Site$2 0 17 0.00% -0.99 0 8 0.00% 0 9 0.00%
Bay$/$Site$3
End$/$All$sites 63 1 98.44% 0.00 63 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
End$/$Site$1 21 1 95.45% 0.00 21 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
End$/$Site$2
End$/$Site$3
Gre$/$All$sites 49 3 94.23% 0.00 0 3 0.00% 49 0 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$1 16 2 88.89% 0.00 0 2 0.00% 16 0 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$2 17 1 94.44% 0.00 0 1 0.00% 17 0 100.00%
Gre$/$Site$3
Rbr$/$All$sites 57 3 95.00% 0.00 57 0 100.00% 0 3 0.00%
Rbr$/$Site$1
Rbr$/$Site$2 23 1 95.83% 0.00 23 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
Rbr$/$Site$3 8 4 66.67% R0.20 0 2 0.00% 8 2 80.00%
Sar$/$All$sites 46 1 97.87% 0.00 46 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
Sar$/$Site$1 15 1 93.75% 0.00 15 0 100.00% 0 1 0.00%
Sar$/$Site$2
Sar$/$Site$3 Model not valid for this dataset
Model not valid for this dataset
Model not valid for this dataset
Model not valid for this dataset
Model not valid for this dataset
Model not valid for this dataset
Model not valid for this dataset
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Appendix H-1  
Comparison of Lakes and Reservoirs 
Classification Via Regression model 
Iterations: All-but-one  
Predictors: MODIS A1 bands 1-7 / Targets: TSI(SD) and TSI(CHL) 
 
 
  
All#lakes#/#All#sites 80.22% 0.41 39.80% 95.11% 91.39% 0.10 99.39% 6.45%
All#lakes#no#Okt#/#All#sites 81.98% 0.48 46.81% 95.20% 90.86% 0.10 99.35% 6.45%
All#lakes#no#Okt#&#Bay/All#sites 77.74% 0.43 46.24% 92.46% 95.49% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
All#lakes#/#Site#1 81.56% 0.31 31.03% 94.64% 91.55% 0.42 99.21% 31.25%
All#lakes#/#Site#2 79.84% 0.43 44.12% 93.33% 89.17% -0.02 99.07% 0.00%
All#lakes#/#Site#3 63.00% 0.03 11.43% 90.77% 96.94% 0.00 0.00% 100.00%
All#lakes#except#Okt#/#Site#1 85.00% 0.45 40.00% 96.84% 85.12% 0.18 95.24% 18.75%
Ark#/#All#sites 73.02% 0.46 61.29% 84.38% 92.31% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
Ark#/#Site#1 68.18% 0.29 50.00% 78.57% 87.50% -0.06 95.45% 0.00%
Ark#/#Site#2 52.17% 0.02 75.00% 27.27% 86.96% -0.06 95.24% 0.00%
Ark#/#Site#3 61.11% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% 88.89% -0.06 0.00% 94.12%
Bay#/#All#sites 98.08% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% 62.75% -0.04 0.00% 96.97%
Bay#/#Site#1 Model#not#valid#for#this#dataset 35.29% G0.43 60.00% 0.00%
Bay#/#Site#2 Model#not#valid#for#this#dataset 23.53% G0.52 25.00% 22.22%
Bay#/#Site#3 94.44% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% Model#not#valid#for#this#dataset
End#/#All#sites 83.08% -0.07 94.74% 0.00% 98.44% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
End#/#Site#1 86.36% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% 95.45% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
End#/#Site#2 86.36% G0.06 95.00% 0.00% Model#not#valid#for#this#dataset
End#/#Site#3 85.71% 0.00 100.00% 0.00% Model#not#valid#for#this#dataset
Gre#/#All#sites 88.89% 0.73 70.59% 97.30% 94.23% 0.00 0.00% 100.00%
Gre#/#Site#1 84.21% 0.62 80.00% 85.71% 88.89% 0.00 0.00% 100.00%
Gre#/#Site#2 89.47% 0.73 66.67% 100.00% 94.44% 0.00 0.00% 100.00%
Gre#/#Site#3 68.75% 0.26 33.33% 90.00% Model#not#valid#for#this#dataset
Rbr#/#All#sites 77.05% 0.54 82.76% 71.88% 95.00% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
Rbr#/#Site#1 75% 0.47 75.00% 75.00% Model#not#valid#for#this#dataset
Rbr#/#Site#2 80.00% 0.60 81.82% 78.57% 95.83% 0.00 100.00% 100.00%
Rbr#/#Site#3 83.33% 0.40 90.00% 50.00% 83.33% 0.00 0.00% 100.00%
Sar#/#All#sites 81.63% G0.04 0.00% 97.56% 97.87% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
Sar#/#Site#1 94.12% 0.00 0.00% 100.00% 93.75% 0.00 100.00% 0.00%
Sar#/#Site#2 82.35% 0.00 0.00% 100.00% Model#not#valid#for#this#dataset
Sar#/#Site#3 73.33% 0.00 0.00% 100.00% Model#not#valid#for#this#dataset
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